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Emerging non-volatile memories are dense and potentially compatible with
standard CMOS processes, enabling a monolithically integrated CPU-main memory
chip. However, area constraints impact the feasibility of fitting the entirety of a
multi-core CPU and main memory system into a single die. ReRAM presents a
unique opportunity in that it can be fabricated in crosspoint subarrays which leave
the bulk of transistors beneath them available for other logic. However, ReRAM
also poses a performance challenge; the latency is generally much higher than that
of DRAM. Compensating for this through the increased bandwidth afforded from
being on-die poses an architectural problem.
The access circuitry for ReRAM subarrays requires only a small percentage
of the area beneath the array. Still, this dense circuitry and wiring disrupts the
layouts of irregular logic like CPUs. Caches are very regular and composed of smaller
subarrays, making them a better candidate to place beneath crosspoint subarrays.
By co-designing the cache subarrays and ReRAM crosspoint subarrays, minimal
disruption to the cache logic can be achieved while still covering the bulk of the
last-level cache area in ReRAM.
This work explores the design space when co-designing the last-level cache
and ReRAM crosspoint subarrays. Using a modified version of Cacti, we are able to
explore the design trade-offs when integrating ReRAM and cache and quantify the
impact the ReRAM has on the last-level cache. This design space exploration gives
us a first order approximation of the memory capacity of a monolithic computer
and informs architectural simulations of such a machine. We also examine how the
physical integration presents opportunities for logical integration of the last-level
cache and main memory. The interconnects and controllers can be combined, and
the addressing can be such that data movement between the main memory and cache
is primarily vertical. These optimizations can result in area and energy savings with
minor impacts on performance.
The second section of this work explores one architectural style which can
balance the monolithic memory system and a general-purpose compute system—a
tiled multicore with wide SIMD and multi-threading. We develop a simulator for this
architecture capable of simulating a wide variety of system parameters. Through a
design space exploration of many of the parameters across sparse, irregular graph
kernels and dense, streaming computations, we find monolithic ReRAM exceeds the
performance of a state-of-the-art DRAM system for memory intensive workloads
given enough parallelism.
We further develop an analytic model to describe our system and highlight
the important performance characteristics for a monolithic CPU-main memory chip.
The analytic model is validated against our simulation data. Using this model, we
examine the architectural balance of the systems we simulated.
Finally, we develop an RTL model of the combined cache–main memory in-
terface. This gives a more accurate model for the increase in resources required
for the combined controller. We additionally develop a system-on-a-chip with an
RTL model that alters requests to the FPGA’s main memory to be at the speed of
ReRAM requests. This model is used to show the performance of more computa-
tionally intensive benchmarks. It also is the first step toward creating a test chip
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Chapter 1: Introduction
As the amount of parallelism in computer systems has increased, so has their
demand on memory bandwidth, creating a major challenge for memory technolo-
gies. Increasing bandwidth in traditional systems is difficult because all memory
traffic must be funneled through a few off-chip channels [5]. This limited connection
between where data is needed and where data is stored creates a limit on the band-
width, often referred to as the bandwidth wall. This can be further exasperated
by the trend of large fetch widths to increase bandwidth, as not all the bandwidth
is necessarily useful. If a workload is data intensive but has an irregular access
pattern, much of the data fetched may be unneeded, decreasing effective bandwidth
and increasing power. Additionally, as the amount of data consumed by workloads
grows, even useful data movement uses increasingly more power.
To help combat the bandwidth wall and reduce data movement, we propose a
monolithic computer. A monolithic computer is one where the CPU and main mem-
ory are both located on a single die. This enables extremely parallel connections
between the CPU and memory at a fine granularity while minimizing data move-
ment. Processor design has benefited from bringing what were discrete components
onto the same die many times—from integrating caches, to memory controllers, to
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multiple cores. Just like integrating all the components of a multi-processor on a
single die sprung us forward in the 90s, integrating the main memory on the same
die should be an important step in the evolution of computers.
1.1 ReRAM and Monolithic Design
The enabling technology for this innovation is emerging non-volatile memories
which are compatible with standard CMOS processes and incredibly dense. Whereas
DRAM requires special VLSI processes tuned for implementing DRAM’s memory
cells, some of these new memory technologies can be fabricated today in commercial
CMOS fabs at the same technology node as the underlying logic [6]. In addition
to some emerging non-volatile memories being compatible with CMOS, researchers
have developed memories that allow for 3D stacking of the memory cells to improve
density. Examples include Intel’s 3D XPoint [7] and Crossbar’s 3D ReRAM [6].
In these 3D memory architectures, called “crosspoint architectures”, the memory
bitcells are sandwiched in between metal wires and individual bitcells are isolated
by per-cell “selector devices” rather than access transistors. The use of selector
devices enables extremely small bitcells that can be stacked vertically across multiple
metal layers. It also means the transistors underneath these sub-arrays are free for
implementing unrelated circuits. Some logic is still needed for access circuitry, but
the bulk of the transistors are unused.
This thesis focuses on Crossbar’s 3D ReRAM. The benefits of this crosspoint
ReRAM include higher densities, and thus capacities, than DRAM; lower static
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power, as refresh is no longer required; and CMOS compatibility. The crosspoint
design and CMOS compatibility implies the ReRAM memory can be fabricated over
the CPU, occupying the top-level metal layers of the CPU’s die, creating a mono-
lithically integrated CPU–main memory chip. Meanwhile, the CPU’s logic can be
implemented in the die’s logic transistors, minus those needed for the memory access
circuits. Putting the CPU and its memory system on the same die will significantly
reduce the energy to access memory by reducing data movement considerably, im-
proving power efficiency. It will also allow for an extremely wide connection between
the cores and the memory system which will benefit highly parallel architectures.
The drawback of crosspoint ReRAM, though, is that it has a higher latency
than DRAM and suffers from a lower endurance. Focusing on architectures that
are latency tolerant while bandwidth hungry can help find a niche for ReRAM.
Additionally, the entire main memory and CPU must fit on a single die. Integrating
the two in a 2D planar fashion leads to the available area becoming a limiting factor,
necessitating 3D integration of the memory and CPU logic. This requires that the
memory access circuitry be accounted for in CPU layout, possibly creating higher
design complexity.
1.2 Contribution 1: Cache–ReRAM Integration
One of the main challenges with a monolithic CPU–main memory die is the
area constraints of requiring both systems on a single die. Crossbar’s 3D ReRAM
allows the CPU to be fabricated beneath the arrays, alleviating the problem to some
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degree. Previous work has looked at integrating general CPU logic under crosspoint
arrays [8]. They found that placing and routing the CPU required an additional
19% on top of the area requirements of the memory access circuits, with only half
the die occupied by ReRAM arrays. This is due to the access circuitry and dense
connections to the memory above interrupting routing in the CPU. The irregular
structure of the cores is not a good fit for this kind of integration—regular structures
like cache do much better. The design we explore integrates the ReRAM over an
SRAM last-level cache.
We use Cacti to co-design the ReRAM crosspoint subarrays and SRAM cache
mats of the last-level cache (LLC). Using Cacti, we determine the best cache mat
size for placement underneath the ReRAM, and then optimize the layout of the
integrated cache and ReRAM subarrays to form a complete LLC slice/main memory
module. This study shows co-designing the LLC and main memory module saves
area with manageable increases in delay and energy for LLC accesses.
1.3 Contribution 2: Tiled CPU-Main Memory Architecture
While the enabling technology for monolithic CPU–main memory dies is promis-
ing, it is still rather immature compared to DRAM with some limiting character-
istics. Under what conditions the benefits of crosspoint ReRAM arrays outweigh
the downsides is a major design question. We have opted to focus on a promising
architecture—a tiled CPU that incorporates a large amount parallelism, including
thread-level parallelism (TLP) and data parallelism in the form of single instruction
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multiple data (SIMD) instructions. This should help hide the latency while provid-
ing a large amount of throughput somewhat similar to a GPU but while maintaining
a more general-purpose style of programming. Each tile will contain a core, network
router, a slice of the last-level cache, a slice of the main memory (potentially de-
creasing data movement) and a memory controller (increasing memory bandwidth
and parallelism).
We also consider the architectural implications of the co-location of main mem-
ory and the last-level cache. Their new physical proximity creates an opportunity to
streamline the interface between them. By placing the memory system’s subarrays
above the LLC’s subarrays, the internal interconnects between the cache/memory
controller and the cache/memory subarrays become redundant and can be reduced
to a single interconnect between the controllers and subarrays. This shared inter-
connect further reduces the area impact of the integration. The cache and memory
controllers can also be combined into a single unified controller for both the cache
and memory system. Our unified controller retains the cache’s MSHRs, but it inte-
grates the memory controller’s scheduler queue into them. This streamlining may
further reduce area and power requirements with little impact on performance.
1.4 Contribution 3: Simulation
In order to study this monolithic tiled CPU, we have developed a simulator
based on our target architecture. The simulator takes an instruction trace from
Intel’s Software Development Emulator (SDE) [9] and performs a cycle accurate
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simulation of the cores, network, cache and memory controllers.
Using this simulator, we have performed many design sweeps for characteristics
like the number of banks and latency of ReRAM and cache, the number of threads,
the number of tiles and the width of the network. We compare the performance of
the monolithic ReRAM system against a state-of-the-art HBM2 DRAM system sim-
ulated with our simulator plus DRAMSim3. These simulations show that ReRAM
delivers a performance advantage for highly parallel data-intensive computations.
1.5 Contribution 4: Analytic Modeling
The simulator has allowed us to evaluate the monolithic systems performance
for particular configurations; however, it is fairly slow, taking days to evaluate a
single design point. In order to complete a fuller design space exploration, we
have developed an analytic model that captures the important characteristics of
the system. This has allowed us to test many more configurations and workload
characteristics than the simulator alone.
The analytic model gives us a broad idea of the importance of each character-
istic for performance. The model also allows us to look at particular configuration
and determine architectural balance for each of the subsystems. We apply this
method to the system we modeled in our simulator and show where it is over- or
under-provisioned. We look at 14 architectural and workload parameters and show
that for most of the workloads we tested, with the baseline configuration, the main
memory is still the bottleneck of the system, though the cache is often close to fully
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utilized and with reasonable downsizing of the network, it would be as well.
1.6 Contribution 5: RTL Implementation
In order to further explore our monolithic CPU-ReRAM system, we develop
an FPGA emulation platform. Open-source cores based on the RISC-V ISA provide
a viable platform for customizable system-on-a-chip (SoC) development. An FPGA
implementation of our system enables fast performance modeling for benchmarks
that benefit from more complex core models than those explored in our simulations.
To model the performance of our system, we develop an RTL model that alters
requests to the FPGA’s main memory to be at the speed of ReRAM requests.
In addition to modeling the ReRAM latency in simulations, we develop an
RTL implementation of the combined cache/main memory controller. We use this
model to characterize the increased area requirements of our LLC/main memory
controller, a component that Cacti does not model.
Beyond providing a fast way to run latency bound benchmarks and charac-
terize the area of the combined cache/main memory controller, this effort will also
create many of the resources needed to eventually fabricate a ReRAM test chip.
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Chapter 2: Background
2.1 Traditional Memory Systems
Computer memory systems are expected to be affordable, fast, power efficient,
and have a large capacity. To accomplish all of these with known technologies, the
memory system must be hierarchical. In general, the memory closest to the core is
the fastest, least dense, and most expensive. Only a small amount of this memory is
available, but it can be accessed without much delay. In further levels, the memory
becomes slower but offers greater capacity.
Combining these different memory technologies hierarchically gives the im-
pression of a high speed but large capacity memory. This is due to data locality—if
a program recently accessed a memory location it is far more likely to access it or its
neighbors soon. These are called temporal or spatial locality, respectively. Storing
these memory locations and their neighbors in the fast memory generally results in
low-latency accesses. If the entire program and its data does not fit into this fast
memory, it can be stored in lower levels and brought into the fast memory when
needed, resulting in a large memory capacity.
The traditional levels are the CPU caches composed of SRAM, a DRAM main
memory, and finally a permanent storage disk. While the number of caches and the
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Figure 2.1: DRAM bitcell
nature of the permanent storage has varied over time, these levels in the memory
hierarchy have existed for decades.
2.1.1 DRAM DIMMs
The main memory is most often dynamic random access memory (DRAM).
DRAM cells are composed of a transistor and capacitor as shown in Figure 2.1.
The capacitor holds a charge to indicate the value of the memory. These capacitors
are difficult to manufacture on the same die as the CPU, so DRAM is generally on
its own die. This style of memory has a relatively low access latency, scaled well,
has good write endurance, and is fairly cheap per bit. It has been the choice for
computer memories since the mid-1970s. However, as we continued scaling, DRAM
has run into challenges with density and power.
One drawback of DRAM is the need for refresh. The value of a bit is stored
in a capacitor; this capacitor discharges over time necessitating recharging every
so often. As the number of cells has increased, the power required for refresh op-
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erations has substantially increased to become a significant component of DRAM
energy consumption [10]. Beyond just increasing memory capacity, scaling the ca-
pacitor reduces its capacitance, and therefore, the amount of charge it can store. As
the DRAM cell has shrunk, retaining the cells’ value for the entire refresh period
has become increasingly challenging [11]. Furthermore, aggressive scaling means a
reduction in reliability of the cells. This is due to interference between neighboring
cells, the smaller sensing margin between ’0’ and ’1’, and an increase in manufac-
turing defects at smaller feature sizes [12].
In addition to scaling challenges, DRAM also faces what is termed the “band-
width wall.” DRAM is traditionally a commodity component, sold as dual in-line
memory modules (DIMMs) that slot into a mother board and communicate via a
standardized protocol determined by the Joint Electron Device Engineering Coun-
cil (JEDEC). The DRAM DIMMs are not on the same die as the CPU; therefore,
the CPU must communicate with them across the motherboard. This creates a
bandwidth limit as there is only so many pins the CPU has, limiting the number of
connections that can be made to the off-chip memory. As the number of cores in a
CPU has increased, this limitation noticeably impacts performance [5]. Increasing
cache hit rates, link compression, sectored caches with finer granularity fetches are
techniques that can decrease the demand for bandwidth and make the best use of the
bandwidth available. However, the fundamental problem of the limited connection
between the CPU and main memory remains.
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Figure 2.2: SRAM bitcell
2.1.2 SRAM Cache
The cache is traditionally implemented with static random access memory
(SRAM). The SRAM cells are composed of six transistors; there are two cross-
coupled CMOS inverters and two access transistors as shown in Figure 2.2. The
inverters form a feedback loop that maintains the value of the cell as long as there is
power. These cells are comparatively large but are very fast and easy to implement
on CPU logic dies, important qualities for the lowest levels of the memory hierarchy.
As one way to help alleviate the increasing demand for bandwidth, caches have
been expanding in capacity and number of levels. At this point, a level 3 (L3) cache
with 10s of megabytes is not uncommon. Due to the large size of the memory cells,
this requires substantial area on the CPU die. Four transistor variants of SRAM
cells using NMOS logic exist but draw too much power to be used for a large last
level cache. Rather than continuing to expand the capacity of the SRAM cache,
architects look at making the cache more efficient, such as increasing the hit rate
by optimizing the replacement policy [13, 14] and cache compression [15].
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2.2 Non-Volatile Memory (NVM)
As the limitations of traditional memory systems are exposed with increas-
ingly parallel and memory hungry workloads, we look to new solutions for our main
memory. A promising direction is to use emerging non-volatile memory technology
to supplement, or in some cases, even replace, DRAM and SRAM in the memory hi-
erarchy. Examples include resistive RAM (ReRAM), spin-transfer torque magnetic
RAM (STT-MRAM), and phase change memory (PCM) [2, 16].
These new memory systems provide much higher capacity at lower cost because
the new non-volatile memories are denser and more scalable than DRAM. There is
also a significant energy efficiency benefit for these new memory systems, in part
because their non-volatility eliminates the need for refresh. One potential drawback
of the new non-volatile memories, however, is that they can be slower than DRAM.
And writes are more costly than reads, not just in terms of latency, but also in
energy and endurance. Addressing these shortcomings has been a major focus of
the current research in non-volatile main memory systems.
These non-volatile memories are all relatively new technology, so there is quite
a bit of uncertainty as to many of their parameters. This is reflected by the literature
where there is often a wide range reported for their characteristics. We give an
overview of PCM, STT-MRAM, and ReRAM as well as the expected range for key
parameters for each.
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Figure 2.3: PCM bitcells. Source: [2]
2.2.1 Phase Change Memory (PCM)
Phase change memory (PCM or PRAM) is based on changing the phase
of chalcogenides from their amorphous phase to their crystalline phase and vice
versa [2, 16]. This change in phase is accomplished using heat generated by Joule
heating, with current often traveling through higher resistance channels called heaters [17].
Figure 2.3 is an example of this type of memory cell. When in the crystalline phase,
the memory cell has a low resistance; when it is in the amorphous phase, it has a
high resistance.
Density. The density of PCM is often limited by the access transistor or
selectors, as they must be able to pass a large current through the PCM cell to reset
the cell [17]. The PCM cell itself can be scaled down to about 1 nm, but the access
structure means current cells are about 4-7F2 [18].
Access Latency. Write latency is generally determined by the set operation
as sets must hold the material to a specific temperature long enough for the crys-
talline structure to form [17]. This set operation can take 10 ns–10 µs depending
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on the material and desired retention [18]. Read latency has been cited as 50 ns-
100 ns [2, 19], 36 ns [20] and as low as 10 ns [21].
Access Energy. The read energy has been cited as 7–20 pJ/bit [20] and
2 pJ [22]. Write energies have been reported to be 45 pJ/bit [21], 14 pJ/bit for set
and 27 pJ for reset [20].
Write Endurance. Write endurances of 107–1011 have been reported [18]
with expectations that the retention could be improved to 1015 write cycles with
reduced write energy [23].
2.2.2 Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM)
Magnetic RAM (MRAM) is a magnetic tunnel junction with two ferromagnetic
layers separated by a thin oxide to act as a tunnel barrier. One of the magnetic
layers acts as a reference layer and has a fixed magnetic direction. The other layer is
the free layer. If the free layer has the same direction as the reference layer, they are
in the parallel state, the MJT resistance is low, and the cell is set. Whereas if they
have opposite magnetic directions, they are in the anti-parallel state, the resistance
will be high, and the cell is reset. In spin-transfer torque MRAM (STT-MRAM) the
magnetic direction of the free layer is changed via spin-transfer torque [2, 16, 24].
An example of an STT-MRAM cell is shown in Figure 2.4.
Density. The density of STT-MRAM is currently 9–51F2 [2] with 6F2 and
potentially smaller expected in the future as cell design tends toward more 3-D
structures such as vertical transistors and multi-level MRAM cells [3].
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Figure 2.4: STT-MRAM bitcell. Source: [3]
Access Latency. Read latencies have been reported to be 1.4 ns–2.1 ns [2,
24, 25] up to 11 ns [19]. Writes are asymmetric, with setting the cell being faster
than resetting the cell [24]. Write latencies have been reported to be 3.9 ns for set
and 9.7 ns for reset [24], 6 ns [2], and up to 30 ns [19].
Access Energy. The read energy of STT-MRAM is reported as low as
0.15 pJ/bit [24, 25, 26] to 1.7 pJ/bit [2]. As with most NVMs, writes are more
expensive with values reported from 0.25 pJ/bit [24, 25] and 0.6 pJ/bit [26] to
5.8 pJ/bit write [2].
Write Endurance. STT-MRAM does not have issues with endurance unlike
most NVMs. Experiments have shown it to have an expected endurance of > 1015
write cycles [27], putting it on par with DRAM.
2.2.3 Resistive RAM (ReRAM)
Resistive RAM (ReRAM) cells generally are composed of a metal oxide be-
tween two metal layers. A conducting filament can be formed in the metal oxide to
connect the two metal layers, putting the cell in a low resistance state, and setting
it. Similarly, the filament can be destroyed, putting the cell in a high resistance
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Figure 2.5: ReRAM bitcell. Source: [4]
state, and resetting it [4].
Density. ReRAM cells are minimally sized to the metal layer wires they exist
between to give each size an area of 4F2 [4]. The cell itself is expected to scale below
10 nm without issue [2].
Access Latency. Read latencies have been reported at below 10 ns [19, 26]
on the low end, at 120 ns [28], and 300–600 ns [29] on the higher end. Although
there is agreement that writes are more expensive than reads, a similarly wide range
of write latencies have been reported. Write latencies from 10 ns [26] and 35 ns [4]
to 150 ns [28] and 203 ns [19] or more [29] can be found in the literature.
Access Energy. It is possible that ReRAM will have sub pJ/bit write ener-
gies [2] with 1.1 pJ/bit [26] to 105 pJ/bit [19] being reported. Read energies have a
smaller range of reported values; values of 0.8 pJ/bit [26] to 1.6 pJ/bit [30] are seen.
Write Endurance. For ReRAM, endurance of 106 [28] to 1012 [31] have been
reported with possible trade-offs between retention and endurance [32, 33].
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2.2.4 NVM Systems
Many researchers have proposed memory systems containing such non-volatile
memories, either as a replacement for or in addition to traditional memory tech-
nologies.
Wu et al looked at replacing parts of the SRAM cache with STT-MRAM,
PCM and eDRAM to improve capacity and standby power [34]. In one scheme,
they replaced last-level cache with an STT-MRAM last-level cache and achieved
a 7% performance improvement while reducing power by 53%. In another, they
merged the L2 and L3 and had some regions of each be traditional SRAM or one of
the alternate memory technologies leading to a 9% gain in performance with similar
power improvements.
Researchers have also been looking into using non-volatile memories as the
main memory while using a small DRAM cache [35, 36] as visualized in Figure 2.6(a).
This allows the large capacity with small power overheads of NVMs while still main-
taining most of the DRAM performance, similar to the relationship of SRAM caches
and DRAM main memory in traditional memory systems. Since the DRAM is being
used as a cache, this memory architecture is transparent to software. This type of
system has been shown to result in a 3x speedup [35] or reduce system costs by 40%
while maintaining performance [36].
Another scheme to include both DRAM and NVM is a flat hybrid memory
system shown in Figure 2.6(b). Some pages of main memory are placed in DRAM
and others in NVM. Unlike the DRAM cache architecture, techniques need to be
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Figure 2.6: Main memory architectures containing NV memory.
developed to determine where to place each page. The memory pages can be placed
to minimize write traffic and its associated increased latency, power, and wearout [37,
38], to minimize all traffic to reduce any performance degradation [29, 39], or a
combination of the two [40]. The OS can place pages based on hardware counters [37,
38], software analysis at runtime [39] or static profiling [29]; another method is to
allow the memory controller to place pages without the OS [40]. All schemes attempt
to leverage the benefits of the increased density and decreased static power and cost
of NVMs while maintaining the performance of DRAM.
Finally, Xu et al studied a ReRAM-based main memory system without accom-
panying DRAM [4], as shown in Figure 2.6(c). The system uses a compression-based
data encoding scheme and a novel write scheduling policy to mitigate the impact of
writes and achieve within 10% performance of a DRAM system.
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2.3 Single Chip Computer
New memory technologies do not alleviate all the problems of traditional mem-
ory systems. They can increase density and reduce power. However, if we place
these technologies in DIMMs and access them in the same manner, we will still have
the bandwidth limitations and higher communication energy inherent to off-chip
channels.
To solve those issues, the memory could be placed on the CPU die to create a
single chip computer. This solution has been a goal for decades. However, it comes
with its own challenges. Compared to conventional discrete memory systems, this
type of design provides less area to fabricate the combined compute and memory
circuits. It was once thought that embedded DRAM (eDRAM), which can be inte-
grated into the CPU die, would lead to single chip computers [41]. However, since
eDRAM is much less dense than commodity DRAM, it is difficult to achieve the
capacity that is required of the main memory in modern systems on the CPU die.
However, an additional interesting characteristic of emerging non-volatile memories
is their compatibility with CMOS logic while maintaining their density.
Fabricating commodity DRAM requires special VLSI processes tuned for im-
plementing DRAM memory cells. In order to create embedded DRAM, capacitors
must be developed in a process which is not specialized to support them [42], reduc-
ing density by about 75%–83%. On the other hand, fabricating non-volatile memory
can be done within the context of a standard CMOS logic process without any loss
of density. This implies we can integrate non-volatile memory directly into the die
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of a CPU (or even a GPU) while maintaining density and scalability.
This only goes so far in mitigating the issue of physically placing an entire
processor and memory system onto a single die though. If the two are integrated in
a 2D planar fashion, then the available area will quickly become a limiting factor.
One option is die stacking. This is the most mature way of increasing available area
but still suffers from a limitation on the number of connections between the dies.
A much less mature possibility is true 3D monolithic integration where layers of
transistors can be fabricated on top of each other. However, techniques to reliably
manufacture such chips are still being developed. While we cannot yet reasonably
fabricate transistors on top of transistors, recent non-volatile memories allow for
monolithic 3D stacking of the memory cells in processes that already exist today.
This type of integration may be the best option for creating a single chip computer.
2.3.1 Die Stacking
One approach to creating enough die area to implement both the CPU and
main memory is stacking memory dies directly on top of the CPU die. In die
stacking, two dies are manufactured in a typical 2D logic process. Then these wafers
are thinned to 10-100µm in thickness, and thermocompression is used to bond the
layers together [43]. This allows vertical stacking of all types of logic, and even
mixing and matching different process technologies within a stack [44].
Die stacking memories is a very active, and fairly mature, area of research.
Commercial products are available such as High Bandwidth Memory (HBM), de-
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veloped by Samsung, AMD and SK Hynix, which is a stack of DRAM memory dies
on top of a logic die which contains circuits like I/O buffers and self-test logic [45].
There are also tools being made available to study such architectures in the aca-
demic setting, such as DESTINY [46] and 3DCacti [47] which both can model and
optimize die stacked caches. Researchers have manufactured test chips with cache
over the CPU such as 3D-MAPS [48] and Centip3De [44]; both contain a 64-core
processor on their bottom die with a 256 KB SRAM cache on their second die. The
Centip3De design includes an additional 64-cores and 256 MB of DRAM in 5 more
dies, but the test chip did not.
While many of the stacked die designs contain only DRAM [43, 48, 49], there
are an increasing number that include different types of emerging memories for use
as either the cache or main memory. Guo et al designed a stacked DRAM/PCM
memory module that includes both a DRAM cache and a hybrid memory design
in a single die stack [50]. Zhang et al. analyzed stacking a DRAM/PCM main
memory over a core, demonstrating the increased heat generated by the logic will
be beneficial to the PCM as less power is needed to perform the thermally driven
phase changes [51]. Sun et al looked at using MRAM in a stacked die as part of a
hybrid cache scheme with a 73.5% reduction in power [52].
Another important area of die stacking research is on improving the connec-
tions between the stacked dies, called through silicon vias (TSVs), for particular
applications. The shapes and materials of these wires effects how they transmit
power [53] and heat [54], and affects overall performance [55]. However, these TSVs
still pose a challenge for die stacking. While more plentiful than off-chip pins, there
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is a limited number of TSVs since the TSVs are considerably larger than the feature
size. Their size is partly due to wafer-to-wafer alignment tolerances during bonding,
imposing limitations on their scaling [47]. In addition to limiting the number of
connections, their size means the TSVs are generally placed centrally on the chip
to prevent disrupting the layout of other logic. This increases data movement and
energy and reduces the overall bandwidth and performance of the system.
2.3.2 3D Monolithic Integration
A different solution would be monolithic integration where all of the compo-
nents of the stack are fabricated on top of each other instead of separately. Tradi-
tional processes only allow the active elements, like transistors, to be fabricated in
the lowest layers of the stack. The heat required to fabricate conventional transis-
tors would damage the previously created devices if applied later in the process [56].
However, there are emerging nanotechnologies which are compatible with monolithic
3D integration that can act as active devices.
Subhasish Mitra’s group proposed monolithic integration enabled by carbon
nanotube transistors (CNFETs) for computation, and STT-RAM and ReRAM for
cache and memory devices [26, 57]. The bottom layer included conventional CMOS
transistors, but there were 3 additional layers containing active devices and several
others containing memory cells. The group has demonstrated these devices can be
fabricated successfully at 1µm in their nanofabrication facility [58].
Sung Kyu Lim’s group focuses on performance optimizations for monolithic
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3D ICs [59, 60]. The majority of electronic design automation tools (EDAs) are
targeted toward 2D designs, and the ones which do consider 3D are targeted toward
die stacking and limited by TSVs. They develop an EDA flow to partition the logic
in 3D space with performance as a key consideration [59]. One of the interesting
components of one of their designs is placing the memory cells on the bottom of the
stack to allow logic cells easy access to the wiring of the memory components [60].
This technology is a very promising direction, but it is still immature with
regards toward commercial viability. The components can be fabricated in foundries,
but it is still working toward acceptable manufacturing quality, yield, performance,
and density for commercial chips [61].
2.3.3 Monolithic Crosspoint Memory
Certain non-volatile memories, such as Intel 3D XPoint [7] and Crossbar 3D
ReRAM [6], employ memory cells that are currently being fabricated without per-
cell access transistors. In these 3D memories, the bitcells are sandwiched in between
metal wires—i.e., at the intersection of wires laid out perpendicularly in adjacent
VLSI layers—giving rise to a “crosspoint architecture.” Rather than isolate indi-
vidual bitcells using access transistors, isolation in crosspoint subarrays is provided
via “selector devices.” This type of monolithic integration can give many of the
benefits of 3D monolithic integration without requiring the difficulty of transistors
in multiple tiers. In this section, we will focus on Crossbar’s ReRAM.













Figure 2.7: Bitcell activation in crosspoint subarrays.
a silicon switching medium [6, 62, 63]. As shown in Figure 2.8, the ReRAM cells lie
in between perpendicular wires, in a crosspoint architecture that is fabricated up in
the metal stack during back-end of line (BEOL) processing steps. These crosspoint
subarrays employ diode-like selector devices integrated in series with the resistive
element instead of per-cell access transistors. The selector device within crosspoint
subarrays is achieved via a FAST Superlinear Threshold Layer (STL), enabling high
selectivity (> 106 − 1010).
A voltage above a threshold (> VTH) must be applied across the selector device
and ReRAM bitcell to select the cell and perform a read or write. Figure 2.7 shows
the subarray biasing scheme for selection. All wordlines and bitlines of the subarray
are held at VDD/2, except the selected cell’s wordline and bitline are biased to have
a difference of VDD across it. The high selectivity of the selector device ensures
minimal sneak current on unselected cells, permitting large subarrays (e.g., 2K×2K
cells).
Using selector devices instead of access transistors means that multiple layers





Figure 2.8: Closeup of 3D ReRAM bitcells.
layers in between 3 metal layers. The number of metal layers required to implement
n layers of ReRAM is n+1. And as many as 8 bitcell layers are possible today. This
additional density means capacity can be quite high. Based on Crossbar’s experience
with their own ReRAM memory chips, 64 GB of ReRAM could be fabricated using
2-stack subarrays and up to 256 GB of ReRAM could be fabricated using 8-stack
subarrays, assuming 14 nm on a 400 mm2 chip [64].
Wordline drive current limitations bound the number of bits that can be sensed
along the same wordline to a small number, such as 4 to 8 bits per ReRAM layer.
Although cells from different layers can be accessed simultaneously to boost the
access parallelism, the biasing scheme in Figure 2.7 prevents adjacent layers from
being accessed. (Non-overlapping crosspoints would have to be accessed to utilize
different wordlines and bitlines across adjacent layers; however, unwanted selection
of off-crosspoint cells would occur in that case). So, only every other layer can be
accessed. This means ReRAM crosspoint subarrays inherently exhibit a fine access
granularity with two to four byte accesses per 8-stack subarray.
The use of selector devices not only enables the vertical stacking of extremely
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small bitcells across multiple metal layers; it also means the transistors underneath
the crosspoint subarrays are free for implementing non-memory circuits. This im-
plies the crosspoint memory can be fabricated over the CPU, occupying the top-level
metal layers of the CPU’s die. Meanwhile, the CPU’s logic can be implemented in
the die’s logic transistors, minus those needed for the memory access circuits. Such
placement of the memory system over the CPU can yield higher area efficiency.
Unfortunately, while the memory bitcells do not consume transistors, the non-
volatile memory’s access circuits (i.e., decoders and sense amplifiers) do. Wordline
decoders reside on the side of the array, while column-mux circuits reside on the
bottom, forming an “L-shape” as shown in Figure 2.9. The amount of remaining
transistor area depends on the size of the subarray, with larger subarrays yielding
more unused area. For example, at 14nm and assuming a subarray size of 2K×2K
bitcells per layer and 8 layers, we estimate that only 26% of the area underneath
each crosspoint subarray would be occupied by the access circuitry, leaving 74% of
the area free. Whereas a similar scheme with a subarray size of 512×512 bitcells
per layer, only 53% of the area would be free. Instead of leaving this area vacant,
these free transistors can be used to implement CPU circuits and achieve higher
area efficiency.
When integrated with random logic–e.g., the CPU’s datapath–the access cir-
cuits can disrupt the compute circuits’ layout, introducing significant area over-
heads [8, 65]. Alternatively, the crosspoint arrays can be integrated over cache.
Prior work has observed that the regular structure of SRAM allows it to be placed
underneath crosspoint arrays with minimal overheads [8, 32]. In this thesis, we
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Figure 2.9: The majority of transistors under the subarray is free for non-memory
circuits.
exploit this basic observation and present the design of a 3D memory structure
comprised of a complete last-level cache (LLC) slice and a crosspoint main memory
module.
One concern when placing more components in a smaller area is thermal dis-
sipation and tolerance. The silicon-based switching material used in Crossbar’s
ReRAM is very stable across a wide temperature range [6], so we do not expect the
on-die ReRAM to impose additional heat dissipation constraints. Additionally, in
our technique, the ReRAM is not placed above cores but the last-level cache which
is generally the coolest part of the CPU. Finally, compared to 3D die stacking, we
do not expect heat dissipation to be as problematic for monolithic integration since
we only add metal layers on top of a single CPU die. (More heat is trapped between
multiple dies in a die stack). Most of the heat will be produced by the logic in the
CPU die’s substrate which is adjacent to a heat sink.
Another consideration for monolithically integrated main memories is limited
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write endurance. Because monolithic integration enables a highly parallel CPU
with a high bandwidth memory system, we can expect elevated write frequencies
which make write endurance a particularly important issue. For our evaluation in
Chapter 5, a write endurance of 109 write cycles along with good wear leveling [66]
would achieve a system lifetime of 8 years. An endurance of 1012–1015 would allow
a similar lifetime but without having to use wear leveling. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.3, ReRAM has a reported endurance of 106–1012, suggesting that current
ReRAM could possibly be used as monolithic main memory but would need wear
leveling. This thesis does not consider endurance techniques. Instead, we assume
wear leveling is employed (e.g. [66]) to permit acceptable lifetimes.
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Chapter 3: Integrating the Cache and Main Memory
Requiring the CPU and main memory system to fit in the limited area of a
single die is a particular challenge of monolithic computers. ReRAM characteristics
allow the main memory to be physically integrated over CPU logic, a strategy that
may mitigate the issue. However, it is important to consider the integration’s impact
on the underlying CPU logic.
In previous studies looking at integrating ReRAM over CPU logic, it was found
that there is a 19% area penalty from increased routing, with just 48% coverage and
unknown impacts on delay and power [65]. Compared to the datapath and control
logic previously studied, caches have a very regular layout and minimal connections
between internal cache mats. Consequently, crosspoint subarrays can be integrated
over cache mats without incurring a routing-induced area penalty. By integrating
over the last-level cache (LLC), we can pack the crosspoint subarrays much more
densely than over the entire CPU. The LLC is also less sensitive to increases in delay
or dynamic power compared to the cores. These characteristics make the LLC a
promising candidate for monolithic ReRAM integration.
The only drawback to integrating ReRAM over the LLC, compared to in-
tegrating over the cores, is that the amount of ReRAM that can be integrated is
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limited by the amount of cache on the CPU die. However, last-level caches can com-
prise 30-50% of the total die area, so there is ample opportunity for cache-ReRAM
integration. For a tiled CPU, each compute tile would own a local slice of the LLC,
but the aggregate area of all per-tile slices would still occupy a significant fraction
of the die area.
In this study, we focus on the feasibility of tightly integrating ReRAM over
an SRAM cache. In doing so, we try to create a general guideline for how much
ReRAM can be integrated based on the cache capacity. We also modify the cache
design tool, Cacti, to incorporate ReRAM overheads in order to explore how this
changes the cache’s performance characteristics.
3.1 Cacti
Cacti is a tool maintained by Hewlett Packard to quickly model cache charac-
teristics based on some simple configuration details. It estimates the power, access
time, cycle time and area of a cache and can optimize for any of those characteristics.
We used Cacti to quickly estimate the feasibility and impact of placing a last-level
SRAM cache beneath ReRAM main memory arrays.
Cacti sub-divides caches for performance [67], as shown in Figure 3.1. Each
slice of our cache is modeled as its own single uniform cache architecture (UCA)
array. An UCA array can be divided into banks which are able to be accessed in
parallel. A bank is composed of subbanks; subbanks divide the cache bank bitlines,
and only one per bank is accessed at a time. Subbanks are partitioned into mats
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Figure 3.1: Sub-dividing an UCA array.
which divide the wordlines; when a subbank is accessed, every mat is also accessed
and provides a fraction of the output. Mats are composed of cache subarrays. The
address and data lines thread through the center of the cache mat; other than these
limited connections, the cache mat is self-contained.
Cacti allows you to set the number of banks, the number of divisions in the
wordline and the number of divisions in the bitline to any power of two. These
determine the number of banks, mats and subbanks in the cache array. The number
of subarrays per mat is always four.
For an associative cache, the number of ways in a set can also be set to any
power of two up to a fully associative cache. The number of sets per wordline
can be adjusted: if it is a whole number, multiple sets will be mapped to the same
wordline; if it is a fraction, the ways of one set will be mapped to different consecutive
wordlines. This parameter, s, allows adjusting the aspect ratio of the mats as seen
in Figure 3.2.
We chose the mat as the best cache unit to place beneath the ReRAM arrays.
It is the smallest mostly self-contained unit in the cache. The ReRAM arrays are
placed with a small gap to allow routing the address and data buses without needing
to encounter the dense wiring from the access circuitry to the ReRAM subarrays.
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Figure 3.2: s parameter affect on aspect ratio.
We use the parameters to control the number of subbanks, subarrays, and s to find
mats which will fit in the empty areas beneath the plausible sizes of ReRAM arrays.
In addition to using Cacti to find the cache mats which will fit beneath the
ReRAM banks, we use it to estimate the impact that integrating ReRAM has on
the cache. Three or four changes impact the cache characteristics depending on the
design. Due to the output width of the ReRAM arrays, it is desirable to have a
sectored cache; this introduces additional overheads in the tag arrays. The second
is designing the mats to fit in the empty space beneath the arrays. This typically
forces the cache to be divided in a less than ideal way. Next, the ReRAM arrays
do need to occupy space, which forces the cache arrays to be further apart than
they otherwise would. Finally, the ReRAM array may need its own communication
interconnect; if this is required, it will add even more area between cache mats. All
these of changes impact the expected power and delay of the cache.
Cacti natively calculates the impact of changing the cache mat dimensions,
but we needed to modify Cacti to incorporate the new overheads introduced by
sectoring and integrating with ReRAM.
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3.1.1 Cacti Modifications
One of the major changes we made to Cacti was to the configuration interface.
The original Cacti was solely a command line tool, with all parameters being entered
as part of the command to run Cacti. Starting in version 6.5, Cacti introduced a
configuration file interface. While this is a good step, the file they created does
not have a consistent format and is not suitable for scripting runs. We introduced
a standard configuration file format (INI) that is supported by scripting languages
such as Python.
In addition to standardizing the configuration interface, we added several con-
figuration options to model our ReRAM. We added options to include the ReRAM
model for each run, if separate interconnects are needed to communicate with the
ReRAM and SRAM, and if an additional network for a directory should be included
in the area overhead. To define the ReRAM banks, there is an option for number of
ReRAM arrays per mat (either 2 or 4), and the size of each dimension of the ReRAM
array. This allows modeling rectangular ReRAM arrays. Additionally, there is a fit
goal setting added for optimization use.
Based on these settings, we added the overheads of the ReRAM. The con-
nection from the ReRAM access circuitry to the ReRAM subarrays is very dense.
Instead of trying to route through these wires, it is preferable to space the ReRAM
subarrays just far enough apart to accommodate any signals that must route through
the area. The width of the cache interconnect determines the required gap between
ReRAM subarrays as it contains all the signals that must route out of the ReRAM
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bank. If separate interconnects are needed, the gap between arrays is double that of
the single interconnect. We have also included the ability to add the overhead of a
coherence directory interconnect; the directory interconnect would increase the gap
by an additional half interconnect width. The ReRAM array area and access cir-
cuitry overheads are calculated based on the given size of the array. If the “fit goal”
setting is not set to “DEFINED”, the model will select the appropriately sized array
based on the mat and goal (under fit, over fit, or best fit). The overheads from the
ReRAM arrays were added to the mat model.
Additional configuration options were added to Cacti which are not strictly
about modeling the ReRAM. A sectored cache setting was added which increases the
number of valid and dirty bits in the tag array from 1 to the number of sectors per
tag entry. We also added the option to dictate the layout of banks. Cacti’s default
behavior is to place the banks in as close to a square configuration as possible, with
the long dimension being the horizontal one. The modifications we made allow us
to lay the banks out in any rectangular configuration possible. Cacti assumes that
the banks themselves will be close to square; the default behavior in those cases is
ideal. However, in our designs we often force the banks to be far more rectangular
due to how we create the sectored lines; this means we need to be able to control
the bank layout to find the optimal configuration. If this option is set to -1, the
tool will try all possible bank layouts and select the optimal one based on whatever
criteria is set in the configuration file (default is energy-delay square product).
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3.2 Area Studies
Using our modified Cacti tool, we can look at the feasibility and impact of
tightly integrating the ReRAM and SRAM.
3.2.1 Initial Configuration
Initially, we sought to vary the configuration of the cache to allow the mats
to fit beneath ReRAM crosspoint arrays. Cacti limits us to power-of-two subarray
sizes for the cache arrays. This restriction means that varying the line size and
number of ways per set does not alter the mat area design space as there will always
be the same power-of-two capacity cache mats. The mats shown in Figure 3.3 have
64-byte lines and are 8-way set associative. This requirement could be relaxed in
practice (for instance having a non-power-of-two number of ways in each set).
The crosspoint subarrays were limited to the 1K × 1K and 2K × 2K config-
urations. These are the smallest, square, power-of-two subarray sizes with enough
space to reasonably integrate SRAM arrays beneath. Larger subarrays currently are
not advisable, as the number of cells on a single line can significantly increase the
sneak current [64]. The number of cells in a crosspoint subarray needs to be limited
for optimal power and delay.
The placement of the cache mats under crosspoint subarrays is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. Two 2K × 2K ReRAM subarrays can have a 16 KB cache mat integrated
underneath them, four 2K × 2K ReRAM subarrays fit above a 32 KB cache mat,
two 1K × 1K ReRAM subarrays can accommodate a 2 KB cache mat, and an 8 KB
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Figure 3.3: ReRAM banks over cache mats
cache mat fits beneath four 1K × 1K ReRAM subarrays. In most of the cases, we
were able to place 64x the amount of ReRAM per layer over the SRAM. With up
to 8 layers, the main memory system could have 512x the capacity of the last-level
cache.
Since we would like to maximize the main memory in this study, we selected
cache mats which almost fully fit beneath the crosspoint arrays, minimizing the
amount of cache not beneath crosspoint subarrays. If the cache capacity is more
critical than the main memory capacity, the fit strategy can be altered. The cache
mats could be selected so that they fully occupy the space beneath the crosspoint
arrays. This would minimize the amount of empty space beneath the arrays at the
expense of some of the SRAM not being beneath the crosspoint subarrays.
The next level of design is that of the cache subbank. The subbank design is
primarily based on architectural concerns rather than those rising from integration.
Based on our desire to use wide SIMD (AVX-512), we know that cache blocks should
be at least 64 bytes to match the maximum fetch size. Additionally, we believe that
our ReRAM banks will be able to supply 8 bytes of data per access. If we were
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Figure 3.4: 128 KB Cache subbank with 64 Mb of ReRAM/layer. The ReRAM
banks are composed of two 2K × 2K arrays. (a) The two not integrated. (b) The
cache divided to fit beneath of the ReRAM arrays. (c) The ReRAM integrated over
the cache with a single interconnects. (d) The ReRAM integrated over the cache
with two interconnects.
to logically integrate the cache and main memory, it would be desirable to have
the output of the mats and the ReRAM banks be the same. A 64 bytes line size
with mats that each supply 8 bytes requires a subbank composed of 8 mats. This
is also the reason for sectoring the cache. Having each bank of ReRAM subarrays
be accessed independently from one another is beneficial from a memory parallelism
standpoint, which would mean using line sizes of 8 bytes without sectoring. The
sectoring allows us to group these lines into a 64-byte line that is more efficient for
regular access patterns.
We created subbanks using the mats previously found to fit well with the
ReRAM subarrays. We stepped through the various modifications needed to create
the final ReRAM configuration and have visualized them in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. For
the 2 2K × 2K subarrays, Figure 3.4(a) shows how the cache and ReRAM are con-
figured before any steps towards integration have taken place; Figure 3.4(b) shows
the cache mats being divided to give the proper dimensions; Figure 3.4(c) shows the
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Figure 3.5: 64 KB Cache subbank with 32 Mb of ReRAM/layer. The ReRAM banks
are composed of four 1K × 1K arrays. (a) The two not integrated. (b) The cache
divided to fit beneath of the ReRAM arrays. (c) The ReRAM integrated over the
cache with a single interconnects. (d) The ReRAM integrated over the cache with
two interconnects.
ReRAM added to the cache with only a single interconnect; finally Figure 3.4(d)
shows the cache with two interconnects—one to communicate with the cache mats
and a separate one to communicate with the ReRAM subarrays. Figure 3.5 shows
the same steps, in the case of 4 1K × 1K crosspoint subarrays.
After the design of the cache subbank, we considered an entire cache slice.
The cache slice is composed of a number of the previously designed cache subbanks.
Once the subbank is determined, there are 3 main design decisions to find the
best cache slice—the total capacity of the cache slice, the number of subbanks per
bank, and the layout of those banks. The capacity selected will be based on the
amount of cache desired and the area constraints of the system. It is not really an
optimization problem in this context. The subbanks per bank within a fixed capacity
will determine the number of banks per cache slice and therefore the parallelism of
the cache. However, in this study, we only tried to optimize for costs like delay and
power as measured by Cacti.
Based on our desired design point for the system performance evaluation,
we could reasonably have 2 MB caches per tile. This means that for the cache
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slice consisting of subbanks designed with ReRAM banks composed of 2 2K × 2K
subarrays there were 16 subbanks, and for the subbanks with ReRAM banks of 4
1K × 1K subarrays there were 32 subbanks. We swept through all the combinations
of subbanks per bank and layout of banks.
There are various trade-offs for area and efficiency vs delay and dynamic en-
ergy. Delay and dynamic energy are primarily based on the aspect ratio of the final
array. The closer to a square the total array is, the smaller the energy and delay for
the cache. The overall area is not as obviously dependent on the layout but has to
do with where the bulk of the routing is. Because these are all rectangular areas,
some of the area may be unused (e.g., the tag array makes the footprint larger), so
these numbers are the worst case area.
Figures 3.6 through 3.11 show the values of the many characteristics we may
be trying to optimize for the cache. We would like to minimize the access energy,
delay, and area while maximizing the efficiency of our memory arrays (memory array
efficiency is defined as the area of memory arrays divided by the total cache area).
It is fairly obvious that the very rectangular caches (e.g., 1 × 32 or 1 × 16) are poor
candidates for integration. Though it is also notable that caches with similar aspect
ratios such as 4 × 4, 2 × 4, and 1 × 4 will have different performance especially
with regards to area efficiency as seen in Figure 3.11. This demonstrates that the
number of subbanks per bank is indeed an important characteristic.
In this study, we wanted to find the effect of integrating ReRAM with the
cache and of particular concern the area efficiency of the ReRAM arrays. Thus,
for the slice design, we opted to optimize for ReRAM array efficiency. Figure 3.12a
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Figure 3.6: Impact of subbanks per bank and bank layout on cache access time.
Figure 3.7: Impact of subbanks per bank and bank layout on cache access energy.
Figure 3.8: Impact of subbanks per bank and bank layout on cache standby leakage.
Figure 3.9: Impact of subbanks per bank and bank layout on cache area.
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Figure 3.10: Impact of subbanks per bank and bank layout on cache efficiency.
Figure 3.11: Impact of subbanks per bank and bank layout on ReRAM array effi-
ciency.
shows the best cache slice with regards to ReRAM array efficiency for the 2 2K × 2K
subarray ReRAM banks. Figure 3.12b shows the same amount of ReRAM and cache
if the ReRAM was not integrated with the cache.
3.2.2 Rectangular ReRAM Arrays
One way to expand our design space is the inclusion of rectangular ReRAM
arrays. We look at 4k×1k and 2k×1k arrays. Again, we have a limitation of about
1–4 Mb arrays due to increasing capacitance as we add memory cells and a desire to
have enough space beneath the arrays to integrate a meaningful amount of SRAM.
Figure 3.13 shows the integration of 1k×2k and 2k×1k arrays over cache mats,
while Figure 3.14 shows the integration of 1k×4k and 4k×1k arrays over cache mats.
Both have the same ReRAM to SRAM ratio as most of the previous integrations,
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(a) A 2 MB L2 slice organized as 2 cache banks in a 1x2 grid when co-designed with 128
8 MB ReRAM banks.
(b) The same amount of cache and main memory designed separately.
Figure 3.12: Comparison of co-designed to non-integrated 2 MB cache tile. (Drawn
to scale).
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Figure 3.13: 2k×1k and 1k×2k ReRAM arrays over cache mats.
Figure 3.14: 4k×1k and 1k×4k ReRAM arrays over cache mats.
with 2 KB of cache to 1 Mb/layer of ReRAM. The arrays have about the same
unused area as previously, but the changed aspect ratios result in different cache
performance.
After determining the cache mat–ReRAM bank pairs, we developed the sub-
bank based on the same architectural considerations as the previous section. This
means there are 64 byte lines with 8 mats per subbank that provide 8-byte data
fetches per mat to output match the ReRAM banks. These subbanks serve as
building blocks for larger caches.
We swept all combinations of subbanks per bank and layout of banks for the
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Figure 3.15: Cache access time for different ReRAM array configurations.
Figure 3.16: Cache dynamic read energy for different ReRAM array configurations.
new ReRAM bank configurations for a 2 MB cache slice. We selected the “best”
cache layout for each ReRAM bank configuration. When selecting the “best” cache
layout, we prioritized ReRAM area efficiency, but would select a slightly less area
efficient layout if the power and delay were significantly better. Figures 3.15–3.19
show the value of the delay, power, area and ReRAM area efficiency of each of the
selected caches.
Figure 3.17: Cache standby leakage for different ReRAM array configurations.
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Figure 3.18: Cache area for different ReRAM array configurations.
Figure 3.19: ReRAM array area efficiency for different ReRAM array configurations.
We can see that different aspect ratios for the ReRAM arrays and cache mats
produce different results, even if their capacities are identical. When comparing four
2k×2k subarrays, four 1k×4k subarrays, and four 4k×1k subarrays per ReRAM
bank, they are all placed over a 32 KB cache mat and have a total of eight cache
subbanks. However, how those subbanks are organized is different. For the caches
with four 2k×2k subarrays and four 1k×4k subarrays per ReRAM banks, the cache is
best organized as eight banks composed of a single subbank with eight and four banks
per row, respectively. While the four 4k×1k per ReRAM bank is best organized as
a single bank with eight subbanks. If we were to organize the other two as a single
bank, they would be worse in every cost metric we use but standby leakage. If
we were to organize the four 4k×1k per ReRAM bank as eight banks, placing all
eight in a single row would be best, and would slightly improve delay and dynamic
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Figure 3.20: 2k×1k and 1k×2k ReRAM arrays over cache mats with cache capacity
prioritized over ReRAM capacity.
power, but at the cost of decreasing ReRAM area efficiency from 84% to 76% and
increasing standby leakage.
The different aspect ratios have trade-offs. For similar ReRAM area efficien-
cies, the cache employing 1k×4k subarrays has better dynamic read energy, access
time, and parallelism while the 4k×1k has better standby leakage, with the 2k×2k
subarrays often between the two. A similar trend, though not as pronounced, can
be seen when using the 1k×2k and 2k×1k ReRAM subarrays. Architects will likely
need to select the right aspect ratio and orientation of the ReRAM subarrays to
meet their design priorities.
3.2.3 Prioritizing Cache Capacity
While selecting cache mat/ReRAM bank pairs, we have opted to prioritize
ReRAM capacity. This means selecting mats which will (almost) fully fit beneath
ReRAM arrays to maximize the area the ReRAM occupies. We could instead pri-
oritize cache capacity and select mats which (almost) fully occupy the area beneath
ReRAM arrays. Such configurations are visualized in Figure 3.20.
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When comparing Figure 3.20 to Figure 3.13, we see the capacity of the cache
mat has doubled and the number of sets per line, s, also doubled to maintain the
aspect ratio. For the same amount of cache capacity, this results in a 50% reduction
in ReRAM capacity, but a 36% area decrease. If we compared to an integrated
main memory/cache slice with the same ReRAM capacity, the SRAM capacity is
doubled with only a 26% increase in area. For caches with the same capacity, there
will be a smaller impact on all the cache costs as we are integrating less ReRAM
and interrupting the cache design less.
When using the Cacti tool to automatically select ReRAM arrays, this type of
fit is classified as UNDERFIT because the ReRAM arrays are undersized compared
to the cache mats.
3.2.4 Integration Impact
Although integrating ReRAM over cache does not cause routing-induced area
penalties like it does when integrating ReRAM over random logic, there are never-
theless penalties to the cache. This is due in part to the cache mat size required to
fit beneath crosspoint subarrays being smaller than the optimal mat size. The ex-
pansion of the cache to incorporate the ReRAM circuitry can also negatively impact
the cache performance.
The penalties to the cache’s access latency, dynamic read energy, and standby
leakage for each step of integration is presented in Figures 3.21–3.23. Each bar
represents one of the integration steps (a visual representation of these steps can
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Figure 3.21: Impact of the ReRAM integration on the cache delay.
be found in Figure 3.4). Each value is normalized to the case where the ReRAM
and cache are not integrated, and Cacti is free to choose how to organize the array
with the selected number of cache banks (“Cache Only”). The first integration step
we look at is the impact of sectoring the cache to allow the 8-byte and 64-byte
accesses (“Sectored”). The third bar shows the impact of changing the mat size to
fit beneath the crosspoint subarrays (“Mat Dimensions”). The fourth bar shows the
impact of actually integrating the arrays (“ReRAM”). The final bar is the impact
of requiring separate interconnects to communicate with the cache subarrays and
the ReRAM subarrays (“2 Interconnects”).
Figure 3.21 shows the relative access times for the different cache configu-
rations. The cache access time, in the best case, is 54% more than that of the
non-integrated cache and 89% worse on average. If two interconnects are required,
this rises to 60% best case and about double on average. This is not too much
of a concern for the last-level cache. The access latency to the last-level cache is
generally dominated by the time to reach the cache, not the access time [68]. Since
we only intend to integrate ReRAM over a distributed last-level cache, the latency
increase should be well tolerated.
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Figure 3.22: Impact of the ReRAM integration on the cache access energy.
The dynamic read energy, presented in Figure 3.22, has a best case increase
of 27% for two interconnects, with the average case being 87% greater. If a single
interconnect can be used, this overhead reduces to 19% in the best case and 74%
on average. The dynamic energy is primarily driven by the increased size of the
interconnect. Again, due to the nature of the LLC, the increase in power does not
create a huge impact. Even with an increase, the cache access energy is very small
compared to that of the memory system. Doubling it creates no noticeable difference
in dynamic energy based on our simulations discussed in Chapter 5.
The standby leakage power of the cache is the main driver of standby power in
the memory system as the ReRAM has very low static power and does not require
refresh. In the integrated cache, it increases primarily due to the increase in access
circuitry as we increase the number of mats per subbank and in total. The relative
values for the standby leakage are shown in Figure 3.23. In the best case, it increased
by 11% and on average it increased by 22% for a single interconnect and 24% for
two interconnects.
Figure 3.24 shows the area savings from tightly integrating the cache and
ReRAM. The smallest cache mat-ReRAM subbank pair (2 1k×1k ReRAM subarrays
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Figure 3.23: Impact of the ReRAM integration on the cache standby leakage.
Figure 3.24: Overall area of the cache and ReRAM at different levels of integration,
normalized to the “No Integration” case.
over a 2 KB cache mat) fared poorly, only decreasing the area by 11% when fully
integrated and increasing the area by 3% if separate interconnects are required. The
additional access circuitry and interconnect routing required per mat is a much larger
portion of the area than the SRAM subarray compared to other cases. The larger
mat-subbank pairs had the greatest area savings, with a 21% decrease in area in the
case of independent interconnects and a 30% decrease if a shared interconnect could
be used for the 4 1k×4k ReRAM subarrays over the 32 KB cache mat. The average
area savings was 22% for a single interconnect and 10% for two interconnects.
Figure 3.25 shows the ReRAM coverage for the different configurations. In
the best case, 84% of the cache is covered by crosspoint subarrays with acceptable
impacts to the last-level cache. At 28nm, assuming half a 4cm2 CPU die is dedicated
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Figure 3.25: Percentage of the area covered by ReRAM arrays for the different
configurations.
to ReRAM and cache, 36GB of ReRAM can be integrated with 72MB of cache.
ReRAM is expected to scale to at least 7nm. At these more advanced technology
nodes, 100s of GBs of ReRAM over 100s of MBs of cache would be possible.
3.2.5 Capacities
With scaling and different possible tile configurations, each slice of the last
level cache may have a different capacity than the 2 MB we have been assuming. To
see the impact of capacity on the integrated design, we applied all previous subbank
configurations for 256 KB to 8 MB cache slices, sweeping through all subbank and
bank layouts for the capacity.
This sweep of all configurations results in many different cache designs. Select-
ing the “best” configuration from these depends on the design goals. We selected
all the Pareto optimal design points with respect to delay, dynamic read energy,
standby leakage, and ReRAM array area efficiency. In Figure 3.26, we have plotted
the delay, dynamic read energy and standby leakage against the ReRAM area effi-
ciency of each of the Pareto optimal points for each cache capacity. Designers will
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need to determine the priority of each of these costs and how to balance them in
their particular system.
Often the configurations with the best standby leakage have a high delay and
dynamic energy; three of these configurations are particularly obvious for the 1 MB
cache. Generally, prioritizing ReRAM efficiency results in higher cache costs, but
there are many cases where reducing the efficiency a few percent from the maximum
gives much more favorable delay and power parameters. This is highlighted in the
larger cache sizes which have clusters in the upper right that quickly drop to a
more typical value when moving even a small bit toward less area efficient ReRAM
configurations.
Increasing the size of the cache results in configurations that can give a better
ReRAM area efficiency. However, larger caches also require more power, area and
have a higher delay. This isn’t a clear-cut trade-off though. When choosing many
smaller cache slices over fewer large cache slices, much of the dynamic power and
delay will be shifted to the network to reach each of those slices.
To see if the size of the cache has an impact on how much the integration
affects the cache, we look specifically at the “best” configuration with four 2k×2k
Figure 3.26: Pareto optimal design points for different cache slice capacities.
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Figure 3.26: Pareto optimal design points for different cache slice capacities.
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Figure 3.27: Impact of capacity and ReRAM integration on the cache delay.
Figure 3.28: Impact of capacity and ReRAM integration on the cache access energy.
ReRAM subarrays per cache mat for each cache capacity. While selecting the “best”
configuration per capacity is not a clear-cut problem, we used similar criteria as
previously: prioritize ReRAM area efficiency but sacrifice small amounts of it for
significantly better power or delay. Figures 3.27–3.29 show the integration impact
for each cache capacity with the “best” cache with four 2k×2k ReRAM subarrays
per cache mat.
Figure 3.29: Impact of capacity and ReRAM integration on the cache standby
leakage.
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The only consistent trend we can see in the integration impacts is that larger
caches generally have a greater increase in standby leakage compared to smaller
caches. The baseline configuration for the larger caches starts with larger mat sizes.
For the 256 KB cache, the cache mats initially have a capacity of 32 KB whereas for
the 8 MB cache, the mats are initially 128 KB. This means the larger caches have
a greater change to the number of mats in order to fit them beneath the ReRAM
arrays, resulting in a larger impact to standby leakage. Otherwise, the integration
impact seems to be much more dependent on the individual configuration than the
capacity of the cache.
3.3 Conclusion
We have demonstrated the feasibility of integrating an SRAM last-level cache
with a crosspoint ReRAM main memory. In doing so, we have further developed
Cacti as a tool to allow developers to design their own integrated SRAM-ReRAM
blocks and evaluate the trade-offs for their specific architecture. In general, with
8-layer ReRAM, we can integrate 1 GB of ReRAM over 2 MB of SRAM cache.
When evaluating the best configuration for a 2 MB cache slice, we found that
monolithic integration of the cache and main memory saves up to 30% of area and
covers 84% of the cache slice with ReRAM with tolerable increases to delay and
power. Depending on the size of the last level cache, this can result in hundreds of
gigabytes of main memory on a single die.
For larger cache slices, the impact of integration does not change for delay
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or dynamic power but increases slightly for static power. This is one of the many
trade-offs designers can evaluate when selecting their cache design with the help of
our modified Cacti tool.
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Chapter 4: Tiled CPU-Main Memory Architecture
4.1 Tiled Manycore Architecture
Finding an architecture which would benefit from ReRAM’s higher parallelism
while not being handicapped by the higher latency that it currently exhibits is a
challenge for ReRAM. General-purpose multicore CPUs with a few ILP cores are
unlikely to benefit from on-die ReRAM. One possible architecture is a many-core
CPU with a large number of in-order multi-threaded cores that can gainfully use the
memory-level parallelism of on-die memory systems. We select a few key character-
istics of such a system to be the basis of our model. Beyond these key architectural
decisions, we allow for a configurable design to enable us to find balanced architec-
tures.
With high latency and a wide connection to the cores, a throughput-oriented
approach to computation would benefit more from a ReRAM monolithic memory
system. Additionally, the ability to perform many independent, fine-grained fetches
means it is well suited to irregular data requests. A GPU could provide this through-
put oriented approach, but usually has very little cache; additionally, current GPU
programming models focus on coalescing memory requests rather than supporting
irregular data fetches. A many-core CPU architecture is throughput oriented and
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has a friendlier programming model with the tendency to request data from many
disparate memory locations.
Another potential benefit of the monolithically integrated memory is physical
proximity to the cores. To take full advantage of this, we co-locate a slice of the main
memory with each core. This gives rise to a tiled design, where each tile contains
a core and part of the main memory. With the goal of minimizing data movement
and creating a very parallel memory system, each tile should also have a memory
controller to access the local slice of main memory.
In Chapter 3, we have demonstrated the utility of monolithically integrating
the ReRAM over the LLC. This integration means each tile should also have a slice
of the LLC, in this case, the L2 cache, co-designed with the main memory. The
physical integration of ReRAM and the LLC presents additional opportunities and
challenges for their logical design which we explore more in Section 4.2.
For the layout of the tiles, we assume a 2D tiled organization as shown in
Figure 4.1. For our initial studies, all tiles will have their own router and are
interconnected via a 2D mesh network-on-chip (NoC) with deadlock free e-cube
routing. Each tile consists of a core, a private L1 cache (not shown in the figure), a
shared L2-main memory slice, a memory controller, and a router.
The cores we focus on are in order and multi-threaded, resembling those found
in early chip multi-threaded (CMT) architectures [69, 70], with the addition of single
instruction, multiple data (SIMD) execution units. The SIMD units not only execute
wide memory operations that fetch contiguous data blocks from memory, they also
execute scatter-gather operations from recent ISAs, e.g., AVX-512 [71]. Such scatter-
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L2 Slice







Figure 4.1: Distributing ReRAM main memory across tiles of a many-core CPU.
gather operations are efficiently supported by the fine access granularity of ReRAM.
To further increase memory-level parallelism, we also support stride prefetching.
Our many-core CPU employs a 2-level cache hierarchy with private L1s and
a physically distributed, but logically shared, L2. Most CMT architectures with
shared L2s support directory-based coherence across the private L1s, but early ar-
chitectures that considered a large number of cores proposed non-coherent cache
hierarchies [72]. (GPUs also employ non-coherent private caches). In our work, we
focus on a non-coherent hierarchy. Future work might look at how cache coherence
would impact the design.
One of the proposed benefits of ReRAM is fine granularity, so our model
supports the finest access granularity of practical interest, which we assume to be 8
bytes. Supporting 8-byte accesses benefits applications with sparse memory access
patterns. That said, it is also important to support larger cache block transfers
from ReRAM, which we have selected to be 64 bytes to match the vector fetch of
AVX-512. Assuming 64-byte cache blocks, a cache-line fill would require accessing
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8 ReRAM banks together. We would like to model systems with 8-byte fetches, 64-
byte fetches, and a multi-grain fetch scheme. Heuristics for multi-grain can include
fetching cache blocks for only vector loads or fetching 8 bytes for only gather loads.
To handle the multiple request sizes from the memory system, the caches need to be
able to store both coarse-grain and fine-grain data blocks. Our caches are sectored
and divide their 64-byte cache blocks (i.e., sectors) into 8 subblocks, each holding 8
bytes.
4.2 Cache Organization
In addition to co-designing the cache mats and ReRAM subarrays, monolithic
CPU–main memory integration also provides an opportunity to streamline the in-
terface between the LLC and main memory. While 3D integration of ReRAM over
cache saves significant area, streamlining the LLC/main memory interface can pro-
vide further area savings as well as energy benefits. When co-designing the cache, we
output matched the ReRAM banks and cache mats to make some of this streamlin-
ing more efficient. This however relies on assumptions about the layout of memory
and the addressing scheme. Additionally, the highly parallel monolithic main mem-
ory requires a highly parallel cache system to sustain it. We look at the methods to




Since the main memory and LLC are co-located, they can share components
they previously would be unable to share, possibly resulting in further area, delay
and energy savings. There are two major system components we consider reducing:
internal interconnects and controllers.
Since the LLC and main memory are normally discrete components, there are
usually distinct internal interconnects for each of them to facilitate communication
from controllers to the memory arrays. But most of the time, the main memory’s
internal interconnect (for the ReRAM banks) is under-utilized. In the 2 MB cache
slice design we have laid out, there are 128 ReRAM banks and currently the best case
read latencies are 200 ns, meaning that even when fully accessing all the ReRAM
banks, only 128 requests would be sent in 200 ns, a time frame which could service
200 requests.
Given the integrated co-design of ReRAM and cache, the cache access traffic
and ReRAM access traffic go to the same place. So, the ReRAM memory controller
and cache controller can share a single internal interconnect. This sharing results in
modest savings in access time and dynamic energy for the cache. When we looked at
the integration impact of ReRAM on the cache such as in Figure 3.27, the “ReRAM”
bars represent the single interconnect design while the “Separate Interconnects” bars
represent the overhead of requiring two interconnects, one for the cache and one for
the main memory. Depending on the configuration, the main benefit of doing so
may be to reduce the overall area of the co-design. For 2 MB cache slice, a shared
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interconnect reduced the average overall area by an additional 12% from 90% to
78%. A shared interconnect can hurt performance by introducing contention, which
is something we explore in the performance simulations in Chapter 5.3.
Another streamlining opportunity is merging the cache controller and mem-
ory controller. The cache controller schedules accesses to the cache arrays and keeps
track of outstanding misses, while the memory controller schedules the accesses to
the memory arrays for those cache misses. The two can be combined by making the
cache’s miss status holding registers (MSHRs) and the memory controller’s schedul-
ing queue (which provides the controller’s functionalities) the same structure. This
also eliminates communication between the cache and memory controllers, making
sharing an interconnect more straightforward, and reducing some latency within the
memory system.
If the controllers are merged and the data in the cache mat is in the ReRAM
bank above it, we can use a scheme that reduces data movement further. In the case
of a cache miss, the request is passed from the cache array to the memory array as
soon as the tag check fails without going across the internal interconnect when the
ReRAM bank is unoccupied. Similarly, when the data is available from the main
memory after the miss, it can immediately be written into the cache array. This
saves a traversal of the internal interconnect for every cache miss, and two traversals
in the case where it can be serviced immediately by the memory. This also would
reduce potential contention introduced by combining the two interconnects.
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4.2.2 Addressing
Transferring requests and data immediately from the cache to the main mem-
ory or the main memory to the cache assumes that the cache mat caches the data in
the ReRAM bank above it. This is a natural assumption that is easily implemented
when no virtual memory is present. There is a single address space, the physical
one, and the address mapping is 1-to-1 from the cache to the main memory.
When introducing virtual memory and separate address spaces, possibly for
protection and multi-programming, the considerations for the addressing scheme
can be more complex. This isn’t necessarily the case though. The last-level cache
design could continue operating purely on physical addresses, translating the virtual
address before using it in any caching operations. This is generally how last level
caches operate as the L1 cache will often use a physical address to tag data in order
to avoid aliasing issues that virtual addressing creates (a physical address being
referred to by multiple virtual addresses or a virtual address referring to multiple
physical addresses) [73]. Since the translation has already been completed, the
physical address will then be used for higher-level caches.
A possible benefit of the virtual memory is the ability to place data local
to the tile. If we have no virtual addressing, the data any core may need will be
distributed throughout the chip unless the programmer takes particular care to map
it to the local tile. With virtual addressing, pages can be placed transparently on
the tile that accessed them first, or with a page migration scheme, the most often.
Co-locating the memory with the core that uses it reduces communication energy
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and latency.
Finally, while the 1-to-1 relationship between the cache and main memory
seems like a natural fit, it is not a requirement of the design. If the 1-to-1 relationship
constraint were relaxed, we could add another dimension to the area optimization—
number of cache mats per subbank. Instead of output matching the cache mats
and ReRAM banks, the two would be independent and a single cache mat would
likely cache data from multiple ReRAM banks. This is because it is desirable to
be able to fetch a full cache line in parallel from multiple ReRAM banks rather
than needing multiple serial accesses to a single ReRAM bank; if the cache mat
outputs more than 8 bytes of contiguous data, then it will cache data from multiple
ReRAM banks. This precludes the optimization where the data is transferred only
vertically between cache mats and ReRAM banks but allows for better cache layout
optimizations.
In addition to better layout optimizations, it also opens the door to optimiza-
tions when cache pressure is asymmetric. If one region of memory is accessed much
more frequently than another, a many-to-many relationship between the cache mats
and ReRAM banks may allow a larger portion of the working set to stay in the cache
than only allowing all data in a ReRAM bank to be cached by a single cache mat.
4.2.3 Cache Parallelism
Because our architecture supports high memory parallelism and bandwidth to
address the high latency of ReRAM, throughput is key for performance. With the
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cache designs presented, the latency for an access approaches 4 ns at the 32 nm
technology node. While this is generally an acceptable latency for the LLC, if a
cache slice can only handle one request in that time, it will not meet the throughput
requirements. At minimum, a cache slice must be able to handle 128 requests in
200 ns to keep the ReRAM banks occupied, or one request approximately every
1.5 ns. This means that the LLC must be capable of handling requests in parallel.
Cache parallelism can be achieved either via banking or pipelining. Banking
allows multiple accesses to occur in parallel in disparate parts of the cache while
pipelining allows this parallelism to the same portion of cache. A unified main
memory-cache controller and interconnect means considerations must be made for
modifying the pipeline to incorporate memory traffic.
A typical cache pipeline has four main stages and sets of resources: decode (d),
tag lookup (t), bitline access for writing and reading (w and r), and the MUXing
(m) and output (o) stage [74]. There is an additional stage and set of resources
when handling a cache miss for the MSHR operations and sending the request to
main memory. Many caches will combine the decode and tag lookup stages for
faster performance. A read will need to perform the decode and tag operations,
then read the data, passing it through the bitline MUXes to the output drivers. A
write will perform a read to capture the evicted line and then it will update the tag
and pass the data through the MUXes and write it to the cache data array. The miss
handling stage is composed of MSHR update (mshr u), MSHR request (mshr r), and
MSHR output (mshr o). MSHR update allocates MSHRs and updates them when
the cache receives the data from memory. MSHR request sends requests to main
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Figure 4.2: State diagram for the cache pipeline. The additional states due to main
memory-cache integration are highlighted.
memory. MSHR output sends replies to the CPU. This may take multiple cycles if
multiple cores requested the same data as each request will require a separate reply.
The addition of main-memory traffic means that certain resources are now
shared in other stages. In Figure 4.2, the stages required to control main memory
are highlighted in blue. The main memory request stage (Mem r) uses the address
and data input interconnect required by the decode stage. When the main memory
completes the request (Mem c) and is ready to send the data back, it uses the data
output interconnect. The logic involved in the miss handling stage has changed to
schedule requests rather than sending them immediately to a memory controller.
Figure 4.3 shows two scenarios one might typically see in the cache pipeline.
Figure 4.3(a) shows a write surrounded by read hits; the first two reads after a write
require a stall, the first to avoid conflict using the MUXes and the second to avoid
conflict in the tag array. Figure 4.3(b) shows what happens when a read miss occurs;
if the bank is available (6) after allocating an MSHR, the request will be sent to main
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Figure 4.3: Pipeline scenarios. (a) Read hit (1), followed by a write (2) and two
read hits (3&4). (b) Read miss to an unoccupied bank (6) and a second read miss
to that now occupied bank (9). (10) shows the completion of (6) and sending the
request for (9) now that the bank is unoccupied.
memory which will cause a stall to prevent conflict with the address interconnect;
if the bank is unavailable (9), the pipeline will only create the MSHR and schedule
the request. When a request to main memory completes (10), it will occupy the
output interconnect, update the MSHR, and send any pending requests to the bank
which is now free. Many more combinations are possible and are modeled in our
simulator.
Another bottleneck within the cache may be the MSHR file. Often caches,
especially last-level caches, have fairly high hit rates and make little use of the
miss path. This also means the MSHR file is usually small and not created for
parallel access. The first requirement is to increase the number MSHRS and thus
the number of misses the cache can sustain. In simulations, we’ve found that fewer
than one MSHR per ReRAM bank is required. This is because a vector request
will occupy a single MSHR but 8 ReRAM banks and writes do not occupy MSHRs.
However, bank conflicts and fine-grained accesses mean that often the number of
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MSHRs required to not be the limiting factor is not the number of ReRAM banks
divided by 8. In simulations, we find that double this value is sufficient.
If using banking to create parallelism in the cache, the MSHR file must also be
made parallel. To increase the parallelism of the MSHR file, we can create smaller
MSHR files per cache bank or multi-port the MSHR file. Creating smaller MSHR
files per cache bank can cause under-utilization of the MSHRs. If one bank has
more traffic than others, it will stall when it exhausts its MSHRs, with MSHRs
still available in other banks. A single multi-ported MSHR file does not cause this
issue but can be quite expensive. This is especially true in our monolithic system
as the MSHR file will likely need to be large to accommodate the high number
of outstanding requests the memory system needs to maintain a high throughput.
Tuck et al. [75] propose a hierarchical design, where a small number of MSHRs are
assigned to each bank, and a larger number to the cache slice as a whole. This often
allows the parallelism of the MSHR file per bank scheme with the shared capacity
of the single file scheme.
4.3 Area and Power Models
We have developed area, dynamic power, and leakage models for all the CPU
components in our target architecture. These models will aid us in determining
reasonable simulation parameters, such as how many tiles are feasible, and the
total power used in the system. In Chapter 3, we use our modified Cacti tool to
develop these models for our co-designed last-level cache and ReRAM module. For
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the other components of our tile (core, router and memory controller), we use the
McPAT tool [76].
McPAT has models for several different types of cores, each including the L1
I- and D-cache. In particular, we use McPAT’s Niagra II core because it employs an
in-order multithreaded pipeline which is very close to our target architecture. The
main modification made was to increase the size of the registers to 512 bits in order
to support wide SIMD.
McPAT also has models for a 2-dimensional mesh network router and a mem-
ory controller, which we use for the corresponding components in each compute
tile of our CPU. McPAT’s memory controller model is designed for a conventional
discrete memory system in which the memory controller must drive off-chip address
and data buses. For our integrated on-die memory system, we exclude the PHY
(physical) module from McPAT’s memory controller model which contains these
large off-chip drivers. We then use this modified version of the memory controller
in our simulations.
Our evaluation of monolithic computers considers technology nodes as ad-
vanced as the 7nm technology node. Unfortunately, our tools (McPAT and CACTI)
only provide area and power parameters down to 22 nm. So, we scaled the results
from the tools to acquire the 7nm parameters that we seek. Both McPAT and
CACTI provide validated parameters at four technology nodes. McPAT supports
the 90 nm, 65 nm, 45 nm, and 22 nm technology nodes; and CACTI supports the
90 nm, 40 nm, 32 nm, and 22 nm technology nodes. We extracted parameters for all
the compute components in our CPU–namely, the core, NOC router, memory con-
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Table 4.1: Projected Area (mm2)
Component Regression Equation 14 nm 7 nm
core y = 0.009x1.6048 0.62 0.20
router y = 0.0008x1.9325 0.13 0.03
memory controller y = 0.0721x1.0399 1.12 0.55
memory controller (Non-PHY) 0.0219x1.1032 0.40 0.19
cache 0.0043x1.955 0.75 0.19
ReRAM 0.007x1.9986 1.25 0.32
cache/ReRAM 0.0073x1.9986 1.43 0.36
cache/ReRAM 2 HTrees 0.008x1.9971 1.56 0.39
troller, and integrated ReRAM-LLC slice–at each technology node supported by the
tool used. Then, we performed regressions on the extracted values and extrapolated
the results to 14 nm and the more aggressive 7 nm.
4.3.1 Area
To determine how many big of a CPU and main memory could realistically
be placed on a die, we first compute the size of each tile at our chosen technology
nodes. Table 4.1 reports the extrapolated parameters for area and Figures 4.4–4.11
show the values per technology node and the final regressions.
Most of our evaluation assume the 14 nm technology node and the co-designed
cache/ReRAM with an integrated interconnect. Each of the tiles in this system is
composed of the core (0.62 mm2), the router (0.13 mm2), the memory controller
without the phsyical I/O components (0.40 mm2) and our co-designed and stream-
lined main memory-cache slice (1.43 mm2). This means these tiles are 2.58 mm2,
with 256 tiles fitting on a 660.5 mm2 die. This is a large die, but similar to Intel’s
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Figure 4.4: Area regression for the core
from McPAT.
Figure 4.5: Area regression for the
router from McPAT.
Figure 4.6: Area regression for the mem-
ory controller from McPAT.
Figure 4.7: Area regression for the mem-
ory controller without the PHY compo-
nent from McPAT.
Knights Landing’s 683 mm2 die [77]. This would provide a 256 GB main memory
system.
If we instead wanted to model the cache and ReRAM without any integra-
tion, we would replace the combined cache/ReRAM unit with the separate cache
(0.75 mm2) and ReRAM (1.25 mm2). This would result in a tile that is 3.15 mm2,
22.1% larger than our co-designed cache, and only 210 tiles could be integrated in
the same area. Chapter 5.3.8 attempts to model the performance impact of this.
4.3.2 Dynamic Power
For the core, NOC router, and memory controller components, McPAT pro-
vides peak power results assuming an average amount of activity in these compo-
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Figure 4.8: Area regression for the cache
from CACTI.
Figure 4.9: Area regression for the
ReRAM slice.
Figure 4.10: Area regression for the
co-designed ReRAM/Cache slice from
CACTI.
Figure 4.11: Area regression for the co-
designed ReRAM/Cache slice with sep-
arate interconnects from CACTI.
nents. In contrast, our modified CACTI tool provides the energy per access for the
cache. Energy per memory access rather than peak power is more useful for our
architecture-level simulator since it simulates the activity on a per-cycle basis, and
then sums the resulting energies to derive the average dynamic power. Whereas,
we have much simpler models for our cores, routers, and controllers, so we make
use of McPAT’s estimations and execution time to calculate dynamic energy in the
non-memory components of the system.
Table 4.2 reports the extrapolated parameters for dynamic power/energy and
Figures 4.12–4.18 show the values per technology node and the final regressions. The
regression graphs for the McPAT tool, Figures 4.12–4.13, show the results for average
dynamic power, and Table 4.2 reports the final average power numbers extrapolated
to 14nm and 7nm. Figures 4.16–4.18, which are generated by the modified Cacti
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Table 4.2: Projected Dynamic Power
Component Regression Equation 14 nm 7 nm
McPAT: Peak Dynamic Power (W)
core y = 0.0009x1.811 0.11 0.03
router y = 0.0009x1.6807 0.08 0.02
memory controller y = 0.003x1.336 0.10 0.04
memory controller (Non-PHY) y = .0005x1.6159 0.04 0.01
Cacti: Dynamic Read Power (nJ/access)
cache y = 0.0001x1.7924 0.011 0.003
cache/ReRAM y = 0.0002x1.7443 0.02 0.01
cache/ReRAM 2 HTrees y = 0.0002x1.7393 0.02 0.01
Tool, show energy per access; Table 4.2 reports the final 14nm and 7nm values for
energy per access to the last-level cache.
Finally, we do not currently have a typical access energy for ReRAM. It is
a newer technology, with many variations in composition, and currently is often
targeted as a storage class memory (SCM) rather than as main memory. The write
energy reported in the literature ranges from 1.3 pJ/bit [26] and 1.6 pJ/bit [28] to
53.2 pJ/bit [78] and 65 pJ/bit [79]. Researchers are currently looking to re-target
the ReRAM as a main memory which will affect its latency, access energy and wear-
out characteristics. Due to this uncertainty, when calculating energy, we will use a
range for the possible ReRAM values.
4.3.3 Leakage
For the area and dynamic power / energy regressions (Figures 4.4–4.18), all
four technology nodes available in McPAT and CACTI are used in the regression.
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Figure 4.12: Peak dynamic power re-
gression for the core from McPAT.
Figure 4.13: Peak dynamic power re-
gression for the router from McPAT.
Figure 4.14: Peak dynamic power re-
gression for the memory controller from
McPAT.
Figure 4.15: Peak dynamic power re-
gression for the memory controller with-
out the PHY component from McPAT.
Figure 4.16: Dynamic access energy re-
gression for the cache from CACTI.
Figure 4.17: Dynamic access energy re-
gression for the co-designed ReRAM/-
Cache slice from CACTI.
Figure 4.18: Dynamic access energy re-
gression for the co-designed ReRAM/-
Cache slice with separate interconnects
from CACTI.
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Table 4.3: Projected Leakage Power (W)
Component Regression Equation 14 nm 7 nm
core y = 0.408x0.7482 0.29 0.17
router y = 0.0916x0.3461 0.23 0.18
memory controller y = 0.0059x0.7244 0.04 0.02
memory controller (Non-PHY) y = 0.0026x0.6998 0.02 0.01
cache y = 0.0018x1.18751 0.25 0.07
cache/ReRAM y = 0.0015x1.9748 0.28 0.07
cache/ReRAM 2 HTrees y = 0.0015x1.9714 0.27 0.07
Figure 4.19: Leakage power regression
for the core from McPAT.
Figure 4.20: Leakage power regression
for the router from McPAT.
However, for the leakage regression (Figures 4.19–4.25), we omit the 90nm technol-
ogy node. The leakage increases from 90nm to the next technology node (65nm for
McPAT and 40nm for CACTI) opposing the observed trend in the other technology
nodes which results in a poorly fit regression that is not useful for extrapolation to
14nm and 7nm. Due to this, we only used the last 3 technology nodes for the regres-
sion and extrapolation. It is possible static power will have an additional change
like this as we go below 22nm. Table 4.3 reports the extrapolated parameters for
leakage power.
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Figure 4.21: Leakage power regression
for the memory controller from McPAT.
Figure 4.22: Leakage power regression
for the memory controller without the
PHY component from McPAT.
Figure 4.23: Leakage power regression
for the cache from CACTI.
Figure 4.24: Leakage power regression
for the co-designed ReRAM/Cache slice
from CACTI.
Figure 4.25: Leakage power regres-
sion for the co-designed ReRAM/Cache




In this chapter, we have developed a many-core architecture that could support
a monolithic main memory system. The architecture focuses on throughput-oriented
computation and takes advantage of ReRAM’s parallelism and fine granularity. The
architecture is a tiled many-core design with each tile containing a core, L1 cache,
router, L2 slice monolithically integrated with ReRAM main memory and a memory
controller.
The physical integration of the cache and main memory creates opportunities
for streamlining the interface between the two. Instead of two separate intercon-
nects, a single one can be used for both memory and cache traffic. A single controller
and structure can be used to track outstanding cache misses/requests to main mem-
ory. The data could also be transferred vertically directly between the cache and
main memory as they are now co-located and a single controller coordinates both.
The monolithic main memory system needs high throughput to have good per-
formance, meaning the cache must be parallel to keep up. This can be accomplished
with banking or pipelining. With the pipeline scheme, the shared interconnect means
that new states to communicate with the main memory need to be incorporated.
With the banking scheme, the MSHR file needs to be designed to maintain the
parallelism when a high number of misses occur that may not be balanced between
cache banks. A hierarchical MSHR file is a good option for heavily banked caches.
Using McPAT and our modified version of Cacti, we show that 256 tiles with
in-order cores, 4-way hardware multi-threading and wide SIMD, and a last-level
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cache/main memory slice with 2 MB SRAM and 1 GB ReRAM could feasibly fit on
a KNL-size die. We will use these calculations to inform our simulation parameters




We created a simulator to model our many-core CPU with an on-die main
memory system. A high-level block diagram is shown in Figure 5.1. Similar to recent
simulators of many-core CPUs with a very large number of threads [80, 81, 82, 83], we
use an Intel Pin-based front-end [84] to feed a parallel instruction trace to the cycle
accurate back-end. The main difference is that for the front-end, we employ Intel’s
Software Development Emulator (SDE) [9]. SDE can execute x86 binaries with
1000s of threads. It can also emulate AVX-512 instructions that support scatter-
gather operations on processors that lack that ISA extension.
Unlike previous multi-core simulators, ours sacrifices simulation speed in favor
of cycle-accuracy with respect to the memory system. Since our research is primarily
interested in the memory system, the typical memory latency cannot be assumed
and then attempted to be corrected at a later synchronization point, the approach
taken by other many-core simulators. This is the impetus for developing our own
manycore simulator.
Cores. The front-end executes all threads in SDE and maps them to each
of the back-end cores. Cores are single issue, in order and multithreaded with a
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Figure 5.1: Overview of simulator architecture.
configurable context switching overhead. The cores employ a simple one cycle per
instruction (one-IPC) model and stall threads whenever they encounter a cache read
miss. When encountering a scatter-gather instruction, the core will perform each
access on consecutive cycles and the thread will only stall once all read requests
have been sent.
For the benchmarks we have selected, the cores are frequently idle, so over-
heads from branch mispredicts or extra computation time required for floating point
computations are not included. Additionally, it’s been shown that one-IPC simula-
tion models work well for relative performance when focused on homogeneous cores
working on homogeneous workloads [80]. All our simulations meet these require-
ments. If more computationally intense benchmarks, heterogeneous workloads or
cores were included, a more complex core model would be required.
L1 Cache. The size and set associativity of the L1 cache is configurable.
Hardware prefetching can be enabled and is performed at the L1 cache level via a
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2-delta stride table with a configurable number of entries. After stride detection,
data prefetching occurs into configurable depth prefetch buffers. The L1 cache is
flushed when the core reaches a barrier to support the non-coherent cache hierarchy.
When a cache miss occurs, the L1 cache uses the address to calculate the coordinates
of the L2 slice where the data is stored and sends a request. If the network buffer
is full, it will stall the core and attempt to send the request again during the next
cycle.
Network on Chip. The tiles are interconnected via a two-dimensional mesh
network. The number of nodes in either direction is configurable but must be a
power of 2. The NoC carries the traffic between the private L1s and the L2 slices
on L1 cache misses. It employs dimension-ordered routing and supports either 2
physical channels or 2 virtual channels (one for requests and one for replies) to
ensure it is deadlock free. The routing and request information is contained in an
8-byte header sent with every packet. The width of the NoC is configurable in 8-byte
increments.
L2 Cache. The L2 cache’s size, associativity, and number of independent
banks is configurable. Pipelining can be enabled or not. The main memory can
be integrated, modeling our co-designed LLC/ReRAM main memory module and
streamlined LLC/main memory interface, or it can have a separate interface and
interconnects from the cache. The L2 cache is sectored to allow cache-miss fills at
either 8-byte or 64-byte granularity, as determined by a bit in the request header.
Each cache slice has a configurable number of MSHRs. If pipelined, the cache follows
the pipeline presented in Section 4.2.3, with each stage handling a single request and
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requiring a cycle to execute. Scheduling ReRAM requests takes place during the
MSHR stage.
Main Memory. If the LLC/main memory interface is not streamlined, the
L2 cache is connected directly to a ReRAM controller. The ReRAM controller has
a queue with a configurable number of entries for each bank but does not otherwise
re-order requests. The number of ReRAM banks, their read latency, and their write
latency are all configurable. We faithfully model all bank conflicts and queuing at
the controllers.
If a DRAM system is being modeled, an additional two network channels
are added from the L2 cache to the memory controllers. The number of DRAM
controllers and their placement on the network is configurable. The main memory
portion of the simulator is replaced with DRAMSim3 [85] which accurately models
all DRAM components.
5.2 Benchmarks
The benchmarks used in our performance evaluation are listed in Table 5.1.
The benchmarks selected are memory intensive, highly parallel with thread-level
parallelism and SIMD parallelism. Half of the benchmarks are irregular graph ker-
nels and half are streaming computations. The graph kernels are from CRONO [86]
and the streaming computations, other than DAXPY, are from Rodinia [87]. We
implemented DAXPY which computes y[i] = a∗x[i]+y[i]. We selected benchmarks
which execute fully parallel loops, with dependences occurring only across barriers
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Graph Kernels
All Pairs Shortest Path (APSP) scale = 22 1.4
Betweenness Centrality (BC) scale = 22 1.5
Page Rank (PR) scale = 22 2.1
Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) scale = 22 1.8
Streaming Computations
daxpy 1.47B elements 1.5
K-means (KM) 1M points, 32 features 1.0
Nearest Neighbor (NN) 204.8M hurricanes 1.3
Pathfinder (PF) 15M cols, 100 rows 2.4
Table 5.1: Benchmark names, input sizes, and number of instructions simulated (in
billions).
to allow us to manually manage coherence.
The second column of Table 5.1 specifies the inputs for each benchmark. For
the graph kernels, we created an input graph using SSCA2 [88] which is based on the
Recursive MATrix (R-MAT) scale-free graph generator [89]. The number of vertices
in the generated graph is 222 (i.e., scale=22). For the Rodinia benchmarks, the
input sizes are scaled-up versions of the inputs provided with the benchmarks [87]
to match the high degrees of parallelism in our experiments.
The final column is the number of instructions, in billions, we simulated for
each benchmark. For the streaming benchmarks, these represent the entire parallel
region. For the graph kernels, the instruction counts represent a portion of the
parallel region. All benchmarks exhibit the same behavior throughout the parallel
region, so we expect the 4 partially simulated benchmarks to still yield representative
results.
All the kernels were explicitly parallelized to create threaded code. The
threaded code was then vectorized by hand using AVX-512 intrinsics to generate
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SIMD instructions. Unit-stride array traversals occur in all of the benchmarks and
were converted to packed vector load/store instructions. In the graph kernels, mem-
ory indirection through edge lists is ubiquitous, and were converted to scatter-gather
memory instructions. There is also opportunity for scatter-gather in one of the
streaming benchmarks, NN. NN accesses 16 bytes every 64 bytes; rather than fetch-
ing the full 64-byte cache block, we use gather operations to fetch only the required
16 bytes.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the vectorization process for a streaming computa-
tion, using DAXPY as an example. While modern compilers can often manage this
optimization for simple loops like the one in DAXPY, we used AVX-512 intrinsics
to explicitly insert the AVX-512 instructions. In the intrinsics, the prefix mm512
indicates its operating on 512-bit operands; the suffix epi64 indicates the vector
is composed of packed 64-bit signed integers, while pd indicates it’s composed of
packed doubles. The central part of each intrinsic is often recognizable as a typical
assembly instruction.
The first 6 lines are identical between the two implementations and are just
setting up the problem. Lines 8 and 9, in the vectorized version, create local copies
of the points to the global x and y arrays. Without these lines, the compiler must
request them from memory every time as another thread could alter the pointer
values; this optimization would also benefit the threaded version. Line 11 declares
the variables used in AVX-512 operations; each variable is 512 bits, allowing 8
doubles to be operated on with a single instruction. Line 12 broadcasts the double
alpha to all elements of zmm2 so it can be used for 8-wide operations. Line 14
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1 void *Pth daxpy (void* rank ) {
2 long my rank = ( long ) rank ;
3 int l o c a l n = n/ thread count ;
4 int m y f i r s t i = my rank* l o c a l n ;
5 int m y l a s t i = m y f i r s t i + l o c a l n ;
6 int i ;
7
8 for ( i = m y f i r s t i ; i < m y l a s t i ; i ++) {
9 y [ i ] += alpha *x [ i ] ;
10 }
11 }
Figure 5.2: Parallelized DAXPY implementation.
1 void *Pth daxpy (void* rank ) {
2 long my rank = ( long ) rank ;
3 int l o c a l n = n/ thread count ;
4 int m y f i r s t i = my rank* l o c a l n ;
5 int m y l a s t i = m y f i r s t i + l o c a l n ;
6 int i ;
7
8 double* x l = x ; // c r e a t e l o c a l address po in t e r to x
9 double* y l = y ; // c r e a t e l o c a l address po in t e r to y
10
11 m512d zmm0,zmm1,zmm2; // d e c l a r e 512 b i t v a r i a b l e s
12 zmm2 = mm512 set1 pd ( alpha ) ; //zmm2 = alpha
13
14 for ( i = m y f i r s t i ; i < m y l a s t i ; i += 8) {
15 zmm0 = mm512 loadu pd ( x l+i ) ; //zmm0 = x [ i ]
16 zmm1 = mm512 loadu pd ( y l+i ) ; //zmm1 = y [ i ]
17 zmm0 = mm512 mul pd (zmm0,zmm2) ; //zmm0 = alpha *x [ i ]
18 zmm1 = mm512 add pd (zmm1,zmm0) ; //zmm1 = y [ i ] + alpha *x [ i ]
19 mm512 storeu pd ( y l+i ,zmm1) ; //y [ i ] = y [ i ] + alpha *x [ i ]
20 }
21 }
Figure 5.3: Parallelized and vectorized DAXPY implementation.
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1 void *RandomAccessUpdate (void * t i d ) {
2 u64Int i ;
3 u64Int ind ;
4 ind = s t a r t s ( l oops * ( u64Int ) t i d ) ;
5
6 for ( i =0; i<l oops ; i++) {
7 ind = ( ind << 1) ˆ ( ( s64 Int ) ind < 0 ? POLY : 0) ;
8 Table [ ind & ( TableSize =1) ] ˆ= ind ;
9 }
10 }
Figure 5.4: Parallelized GUPS implementation.
is equivalent to line 8 in Figure 5.2; the only difference is it advances 8 elements
per loop rather than 1. The loop body breaks the computation down to individual
instructions. Lines 15 and 16 load 8 doubles starting at x[i] and y[i]. Line 17
multiplies each of the 8 elements of alpha and x[i]; line 18 adds the results to each
of the 8 elements of y[i]. Finally, the result is stored is the 8 consecutive elements
pointed to by y[i]. While this is more lines of code, the compiler would break down
line 9 in Figure 5.2 into similar instructions.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the vectorization process for a kernel with indirect
memory references which can take advantage of the gather and scatter operations.
We use GUPS as an example to highlight a benchmark which is only reliant on these
indirect memory references.
Lines 10 through 16 are setting up the starting indices for all 8 elements,
similar to line 4 in the non-vectorized version. Theoretically, this could be done
in parallel as well, but it is done serially as it represents such a small part of the
processing time. Lines 17 through 23 are setting up the constants (ts, poly, 0 and
1) in a similar way to line 12 in Figure 5.3. Again, the loop body breaks down
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1 void *RandomAccessUpdate (void * t i d ) {
2 u64Int i ;
3 u64Int * s t a r t ;
4 64 Int t S i z e = TableS ize = 1 ;
5 mmask8 cmp ;
6 m128i one ;
7 m512i rans , poly , ts , ind , tab , zero , i n d t s ;
8
9 /* I n i t i a l i z e s t a r t i n g i n d i c e s */
10 s t a r t = ( u64Int *) mm malloc ( ( s izeof ( u64Int ) *8) , 64) ;
11 for ( i =0; i <8; i++)
12 s t a r t [ i ] = s t a r t s ( l oops * ( ( ( u64Int ) t i d *8) + i ) ) ;
13
14 // load s t a r t i n g 8 64 b i t i n t e g e r s i n to ind
15 ind = mm512 load epi64 ( s t a r t ) ;
16 mm free ( s t a r t ) ;
17 // copy POLY 8 times to f i l l poly
18 poly = mm512 set1 epi64 (POLY) ;
19 // copy TableS ize = 1 8 t imes to f i l l t s
20 t s = mm512 set1 epi64 ( t S i z e ) ;
21 // c r e a t e zero and one
22 zero = mm512 xor epi64 ( zero , ze ro ) ;
23 one = mm cvts i64 s i128 (1 ) ;
24
25 for ( i = 0 ; i < l oops ; i++) {
26 // ind = ( ind << 1) ˆ ( ( s64 Int ) ind < 0 ? POLY : 0) ;
27 inds = mm512 s l l ep i64 ( ind , one ) ; // inds = ind << 1
28 cmp = mm512 cmplt epi64 mask ( ind , ze ro ) ; //cmp = ( s igned ) ind < 0
29 ind = mm512 maskz mov epi64 (cmp , poly ) ; // ind = (cmp) ? POLY : 0
30 ind = mm512 xor epi64 ( ind , inds ) ; // ind = ind XOR inds
31
32 // Table [ ind & ( TableSize =1) ] ˆ= ind ;
33 i n d t s = mm512 and epi64 ( ind , t s ) ; // i n d t s = ran & ( t a b l e s i z e =1)
34 // tab = Table [ i n d t s ]
35 tab = mm512 i64gather epi64 ( ind t s , Table , 8) ;
36 tab = mm512 xor epi64 ( ind , tab ) ; // tab = tab ˆ ran
37 // Table [ i n d t s ] = tab
38 mm512 i64scat te r ep i64 ( Table , i nd t s , tab , 8) ;
39 }
40 }
Figure 5.5: Parallelized and vectorized GUPS implementation.
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the complex lines of code into simpler assembly level instructions. Line 28 creates
an 8-bit mask, and in line 29, mm512 maskz mov epi64 will copy values from poly
corresponding to elements with a 1 in the mask, and zero out other elements. Line
33 calculates the 8 indices to access this loop. Line 35 uses these indices to gather
(load) the eight elements from across memory in a single instruction. Line 38 XORs
the elements with ind. Finally, line 38 uses the calculated indices to scatter (store)
all eight elements across the memory in a single instruction.
In addition to parallelization and vectorization, in the streaming computations,
we were able to partition the arrays which exhibited unit-stride traversals such that
the array portion operated upon by each core is allocated in the core’s local cache
slice and ReRAM memory. However, the graph kernels exhibited large amounts
of irregular accesses, accessing data across a large portion of the memory space,
preventing them from being partitioned this way.
While this was an involved process for our benchmarks, we believe this will be
accomplished transparently by many compilers in the near future. Compilers already
support automatic vectorization to some degree [90], and researchers continue to
develop techniques to improve auto-vectorization [91, 92, 93]. With the continued
inclusion of SIMD units and the AVX-512 instruction set becoming standard in
Intel’s consumer CPUs, it is likely to keep improving.
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Cores 256, 4-way multi-threaded
Clock rate 2 GHz
L1 Cache 32 KB, 4-way, 1 cycle
L2 Cache Slice 256 KB, 8-way
Stride Prefetcher 32-entry stride table
Unified Controllers 256 (1 per core), 64 MSHRs
ReRAM banks 32,768 (128 per tile)
ReRAM read/write latency 200/400 ns
On-chip Network 16 x 16, 2D-Mesh
Network Channels 4 x 64 bytes
Table 5.2: Baseline simulation parameters for the experiments.
5.3 Simulation results
We have used the simulator to do many parameter sweeps for our tiled mono-
lithic system. We have also used it to establish the performance of a DRAM High
Bandwidth Memory 2 (HBM2) memory system with a similar compute architecture.
This section will present many of these results. For all results, the performance met-
ric is instructions per cycle (IPC).
Table 5.2 lists the simulation parameters we use as a baseline for our simula-
tions. We try varying many of these parameters, but unless otherwise mentioned,
they will have the value specified in Table 5.2. The simulated L2 slices are smaller
than the slices designed in Section 3.2 to account for the much smaller data inputs
we are able to simulate. The heuristic selected for fetch granularity is only gather




One of the first things to establish is how these benchmarks perform in a more
traditional system. We selected the HBM2 memory system with either 4 stacks
or an aggressive 8 stacks. This memory is fairly configurable and allows hardware
designers to decide how many channels each stack will have, up to 8, and the fetch
granularity from 32 bytes to 1024 bytes.
Since we have created a very parallel compute system, we focus on configura-
tions with the most amount of memory parallelism available. This means that we
maximize the number of channels for each stack. We look at three fetch widths.
The smallest fetch width possible is 32 bytes, which favors the graph benchmarks;
64-byte fetch is a fairly standard fetch width; finally, we use 128-byte fetch width,
with half the number of controllers, which favors streaming computations. For the
32-byte and 64-byte fetch widths, each stack has 8 controllers; for 128-byte fetch
widths, each stack has 4 controllers.
Figure 5.6 shows the performance of the HBM2 memory system for the selected
configurations. The 8-stack configuration has roughly double the performance of the
4-stack configuration. As expected, the smaller fetch width with more controllers
benefits the graph kernels whereas the streaming computations benefit from having
a larger fetch width, even if it has fewer controllers. These simulations give us a
baseline to compare our monolithic system against. We will compare the graph
kernels against the 32-byte fetch and the streaming computations against the 128-
byte fetch unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 5.6: IPC of each benchmark as the number of stacks and the fetch width of
the HBM2 system are varied, normalized to the 1024 thread, 4 stack, 64-byte fetch
case.
5.3.2 Threads
We start from the baseline configuration detailed in Table 5.2 and vary the
number of threads in the system to gauge the amount of parallelism required to
compete with the DRAM system. We have simulated 1 thread per tile, 2 threads
per tile, and 4 threads per tile for each of the benchmarks. The results are presented
in Figure 5.7, compared against the DRAM systems.
For the graph benchmarks, the monolithic memory system improves in perfor-
mance as the number of threads increases. At 256 threads, the ReRAM outperform
4-stacks of HBM2 on the graph benchmarks by 2.4x and 8-stacks of HBM2 by 1.5x.
By 1024 threads, this increases to a performance increase of 5.3x and 2.7x, respec-
tively. SSSP has the best relative performance, outperforming 4- and 8-stack HBM2
by 6.9x and 3.2x, respectively.
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Figure 5.7: IPC of each benchmark as threads are varied for the given memory
system, normalized to the 256 threaded “DRAM-4” case.
The higher amount of thread-level parallelism (TLP) increases the memory
parallelism and allows some of the latency to be hidden by other threads doing
work. The DRAM systems are overwhelmed by the number of requests, even at
the smallest thread count, and so their performance does not scale. This is one of
the worst scenarios for DRAM as it often relies on row buffer locality to achieve its
maximum performance and there is little to no locality in these benchmarks.
The streaming computations are generally less sensitive to the number of
threads. The prefetcher works very well for streaming benchmarks and generates
enough memory parallelism with less TLP. This is not the case for KM, which is the
least memory intensive and tends to need more threads to hide the higher latencies.
NN’s performance actually suffers as the number of threads increases. This is due
to very high contention as only a quarter of the banks are being used due to NN’s
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Figure 5.8: Average Bandwidth.
stride. For the best performing thread count, the ReRAM system’s performance is
1.4x that of the HBM2 4-stack’s performance and 0.9x for 8-stacks of HBM2.
The average bandwidth of the network, cache, and main memory are shown in
Figure 5.8. We only show the thread count for which DRAM performs the best per
benchmark. The cache and RAM bandwidths are very similar for most benchmarks,
as L2 cache hits are rare. The exceptions are PR and SSSP, which exhibit a degree of
locality and so benefit from the LLC, resulting in their cache bandwidth being 2.2x
and 1.3x larger than their RAM bandwidth, respectively. The issue of interleaving
streams is evident for the discrete systems, as the DRAM only reaches 63% of its
peak bandwidth in the best case for the streaming benchmarks.
The network bandwidth includes a request header and address, increasing its
bandwidth usage over the cache bandwidth. This is most evident in benchmarks
that use scatter-gather requests, as each packet will have a larger ratio of header
information to data. For gather reads, there will 3x more header information than
data; whereas, for full cache block reads, there is 2.7x more data than header in-
formation. This results in benchmarks with fine grained requests having network
bandwidth that is 2.6x larger than the cache bandwidth, compared to 1.3x for the
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Figure 5.9: IPC of each benchmark as the read and write latency is varied for the
monolithic ReRAM memory system, normalized to the 1024 threaded, 200 ns case.
The write latency is always 2x the read latency.
benchmarks which perform no fine-grained accesses. This is similarly true for the
DRAM. Since we use 32-byte fetches for graph benchmarks, the network bandwidth
is 1.7x larger than the cache bandwidth; for the 128-byte fetches in the streaming
benchmarks, the network bandwidth is only 1.2x larger than the cache bandwidth.
5.3.3 Latency
We have run simulations for 256 threads, 512 threads, and 1024 threads at
100 ns, 200 ns, 500 ns, 750 ns and 1000 ns read latencies with the write latency
double that of the read latency to find the system’s sensitivity to latency and paral-
lelism. These results are shown in Figure 5.9. As expected, lower latencies increase
ReRAM’s performance for all the benchmarks at all thread counts. Reducing the
access latency from 200 ns and 400 ns to 100 ns and 200 ns for reads and writes,
increases the performance by 72% on average. Increasing the latency reduces per-
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Table 5.3: Crossover Read Latencies (ns)
Benchmark
DRAM 4 Stacks DRAM 8 Stacks
32B 64B 128B 32B 64B 128B
APSP 1187 1143 2188 569 560 1050
BC 664 641 882 344 329 417
PR 1337 1277 3161 530 505 1226
SSSP 1785 1826 3678 857 872 1688
Average 1243 1222 2477 575 567 1095
DAXPY 987 718 344 486 348 187
KM 536 469 110 509 452 91
NN 1032 326 259 974 252 178
PF 1223 945 371 590 473 174
Average 896 615 271 606 382 157
formance by 55%, 69%, and 77% on average for read latencies of 500 ns, 750 ns, and
1000 ns respectively.
This data allows us to calculate at what latency the ReRAM is on par with
the HBM system. Table 5.3 shows the read latency (in nanoseconds) of the mono-
lithic ReRAM memory system for each benchmark at 1024 threads where their
performance equals that of the given HBM2 DRAM system. The HBM system is
competitive against the monolithic system for streaming computations with 8 stacks
at the current latencies, except for KM. KM is latency bound rather than bandwidth
bound, so the latencies need to be much closer to DRAM to be competitive. The
graph kernels show the system being able to tolerate read latencies over 1 µs, which
is more than what we currently expect ReRAM to exhibit [64].
While the latency of writes doesn’t directly impact the latency of the memory
system from the cores’ perspective, it increases the occupancy of the memory banks.
If the memory banks are occupied by writes, the read requests, which do stall the
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Figure 5.10: IPC of each benchmark as the write latency is varied for the monolithic
ReRAM memory system, normalized to the 1024 threaded, 200 ns case.
cores, will experience an increase in effective latency due to queueing latency. While
we expect write latency will be at least twice that of read latency, it could be even
higher [64]. Reliability schemes that involve writing, checking and re-writing could
reasonably increase the write latency to 5x that of reads. Additionally, there are
schemes that increase the write latency to decrease energy or wear on the memory
cells [28]. To examine the possible impact of these schemes on performance, we have
swept the write latency independent of the read latency to determine how sensitive
each benchmark is to higher write latency. We have run simulations for 256 threads,
512 threads, and 1024 threads with a read latency of 200 ns. In Figure 5.10, we have
varied write latency from 100 ns to 2 us and report the performance normalized to
the 400 ns, 1024 threads case.
As expected, the higher write latencies affect the benchmarks with the highest




and their performance degrades by 27% at 700 ns, 42% at 1 µs and 66% at 2 µs.
At the very high write latencies, we begin to see it affecting all the benchmarks to
a significant degree as the occupancy of the banks rises steeply. Excluding DAXPY
and Pathfinder, the average decrease in performance is 4.5% for 700 ns, 4.6% for
1 µs, and 23% for 2 µs in the 1024 thread case. The impact of the 2 µs case is
reduced to 18% for 512 threads, and 8.8% for the 256 thread case. PR has the
smallest percentage of writes, only 3%, and so its performance only decreases by
11% at 2 µs and 1024 threads.
In BC with 256 threads, the cache behavior is very sensitive to configuration
changes. The L2 cache miss rate changes from 30% to 9% as the write latency is
increased. Reducing the rate at which new data is read from main memory increases
the efficacy of the cache. This effect is present when increasing the read and write
latency of memory requests, but is outweighed by benefits of the larger reduction
in access latency. In Section 5.3.9, we will look at how changing the capacity of the
cache affects the benchmarks which explains this effect in BC to some degree.
5.3.4 Banks
Another important design consideration is the number of ReRAM banks. We
have run simulations for 256 threads, 512 threads, and 1024 threads with a read
latency of 200 ns and write latency of 400 ns. We have varied the number of banks
running simulations at the 32 banks/tile (8k banks total), 64 banks/tile (16k banks
total), 128 banks/tile (32k banks total), 256 banks/tile (64k banks total), and 512
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Figure 5.11: IPC of each benchmark as the total number of ReRAM banks is varied
for the monolithic ReRAM memory system, normalized to the 1024 threaded, 32K
banks case.
banks/tile (128k banks total) design points. Previously all our simulations were
at the 128 banks/tiles (32k banks total) design point. These results are shown in
Figure 5.11.
As expected, at higher thread counts, the number of banks has the largest
impact. For the graph kernels, increasing the number of banks from 32k to 128k
increases the performance by 24% at 1024 threads and 16% at 512 threads. At 256
threads, BC’s cache sensitivity leads to a decrease in performance of 6%, but if BC
is excluded, the performance increases by 8%. The increase in banks for the graph
benchmarks is caused primarily by a decrease in bank conflicts.
In the case of the memory intensive streaming benchmarks (DAXPY, NN, and
PF), the memory system is saturated by the memory systems requests, so increasing
the banks increases the available bandwidth and performance. Additionally, since
much of their parallelism is a result of prefetching rather than TLP, the performance
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increase is still significant at lower thread counts. On average, increasing the number
of banks from 32k to 64k results in a 99%, 82% and 48% increase in performance for
1024, 512, and 256 threads respectively. As you increase from 64k to 128k banks,
the memory system is no longer saturated or the bottleneck, so increasing from 64k
to 128k only results in a 17%, 18% and 11% increase in performance. NN derives
the largest benefit, its performance increasing by 2.5x from 32k banks to 64k banks
in the 1024 thread case, because increasing the number of banks quickly reduces
the high contention caused by only heavily using a quarter of the banks due to its
striding access pattern.
KM is compute bound so the number of banks only minimally affects the IPC,
with an increase of 29% from 8k banks to 128k banks for 1024 threads.
5.3.5 Network Width
We have tried varying the size of the network channels for both the ReRAM
and DRAM based systems. This gives us some insight into how dependent our
performance is on the wide network created to not hinder DRAM performance.
We have run simulations for 1024 threads. The ReRAM system had 128
banks/tile and a read latency of 200 ns and write latency of 400 ns. The DRAM
system is the 8-stack system with a 64-byte fetch. We have varied the width of the
network channels running simulations at the 8-byte, 16-byte, 24-byte, 40-byte, and
72-byte design points. Previously all our simulations were at the 72-byte design
point. The 72-byte design point allows a full DRAM packet (64 bytes of data plus
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Figure 5.12: IPC of each benchmark as the network width are varied for the given
memory system, normalized to the ReRAM 72-byte case.
an 8-byte header) to be transmitted in a single cycle.
Figure 5.12 shows most of the benchmarks experience little performance varia-
tion when varying the channel width. The most affected is SSSP. At 8 byte channels,
its performance is only 80% of its peak, but, by 16 byte channels, SSSP has full per-
formance. The DRAM systems do however have a noticeable difference below 40B
channels. Excluding KM, which is not bandwidth bound, the average performance
of the DRAM is reduced by 71%, 42%, and 22% for 8 bytes, 16 bytes, and 24 bytes
respectively. While we could likely reduce the ReRAM channels to 8-16 bytes with-
out harming performance, the DRAM system needs wide channels to carry all the
data it produces.
One caveat is that the DRAM fetch width in these experiments is only 64B
compared to the 128B fetch we often use for the streaming computations. If we
did an additional sweep with the DRAM fetch width at 128B, we may see the
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performance degradation happen at the 72B to 40B change.
5.3.6 Tiles
Another way to test changing the network is by reducing the total number of
tiles. The cores are frequently idle with 256 cores even with 4 threads/core. By
reducing the number of tiles to 64 in an 8 × 8 network, we can see the effect of a
smaller network and fewer memory and cache controllers on the performance. We
hold the number of threads and total number of banks constant for each of the
configurations.
Figure 5.13 shows the performance of each benchmark. The different graphs
represent the three thread counts—1024, 512 and 256. The different colored bars
represent the sweep of total number of ReRAM banks from 8k to 128k total banks
ReRAM banks. Finally the solid vs striped bars represent the 8× 8 tiled design vs
the 16× 16 tiled design.
When we reduce the number of tiles while holding the number of total ReRAM
banks and threads constant, we still get a reduction in performance as seen in Fig-
ure 5.13. This is due to contention in the network and at the memory-cache con-
trollers. With the smallest number of total ReRAM banks, the ReRAM banks are
the bottleneck of the system, so reducing the network and number of controllers
by 4x has little impact on performance. As the number of banks is scaled up, the
bottleneck shifts to the controllers and network. This effect is particularly pro-
nounced for the streaming benchmarks which were using the peak of the resources
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Figure 5.13: IPC of each benchmark as the number of tiles and total ReRAM banks
are varied for the monolithic ReRAM memory system, normalized to the 16 by 16
tiles, 1024 threads, and 32K bank case.
in the 16× 16 tile machine. At 1024 threads and 128k ReRAM banks, the stream-
ing benchmarks’ performance is reduced by an average of 76% compared to the
graphs’ performance which is reduced by 41%. The effect is also lessened to 13% for
the graph benchmarks 256-thread case as much of the memory parallelism is TLP,
whereas the streaming benchmarks still experience a 64% decrease in performance.
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Figure 5.14: IPC of each benchmark with different fetch granularities for the ReRAM
memory system, normalized to the variable fetch granularity case (“Variable”).
5.3.7 Granularity
The monolithic system up to this point has been using a variable fetch granu-
larity scheme. If fetching a single memory location or a vector load, an entire cache
block is loaded. If the instruction is a gather, only 8 bytes will be fetched. This
minimizes overfetch in the irregular benchmarks and NN which has a large stride
while still allowing large accesses and the benefits of spatial locality in the cache.
We have run simulations where the fetch is either only 64 bytes (coarse grain) or 8
bytes (fine grain) and graphed it in comparison to the variable fetch granularity in
Figure 5.14 to see what benefit this scheme provides in terms of performance.
The graph benchmarks and NN, which make use of gather loads, suffer from
only being allowed coarse grain fetches, their performance is reduced by 20% on
average, with NN affected the most, decreasing by 32%. The bank occupancy rises,
and there is more network contention when always fetching 64 bytes. The remaining
streaming benchmarks, which never use gather loads, are unaffected by the change.
All benchmarks are negatively affected by only having fine grain fetches, on
average their performance is reduced by 59%. Only performing fine grain fetches
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makes prefetching far less effective. Eight prefetches per thread previously generated
512B of data and now only loads 64B of data. Even the graph kernels rely on
prefetching edge arrays. It also removes any spatial locality benefits of the cache,
dramatically reducing KM’s performance to only 2% of its performance with coarse
grain fetches. For a workload that is completely irregular, like GUPS, this would
probably not affect performance, but for most real workloads, there will be benefits
to coarse grain fetches—which is reflected in how memory systems are currently
designed.
5.3.8 Co-Design and Logical Integration
All our results so far have assumed the co-designed L2-ReRAM main memory
module. As mentioned in Chapter 4.3.1, without co-design, each tile would be
22.1% larger: instead of 256 cores, we would only have 210 cores in the same die
area. Unfortunately, our simulator requires a power-of-two number of tiles, so we
cannot evaluate 210 cores. To estimate the impact, we reduced each core’s threads
from 4 to 3 (25% reduction), and we reduced the number of per-tile ReRAM banks
from 128 to 112 (14% reduction) to maintain a divisible-by-8 match with cache lines.
Figure 5.15 shows the performance of this reduced configuration, labeled “Monolithic-
Separate-Design,” normalized to the 1024-thread “Monolithic” bars from Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.15 shows that on average, performance decreases by 18% for the reduced
configuration. While this is not a precise experiment, it nevertheless shows our co-
designed L2-main memory structure affords area efficiency that can directly translate
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Figure 5.15: Co-designed versus a separately-designed system (approximated).
Figure 5.16: IPC of each benchmark with and without a interconnect exclusively
for the ReRAM memory system, normalized to case with a shared interconnect
(“Shared”).
into performance gains.
Another design question is the impact of having a single shared interconnect
to communicate with both the cache mats and with the ReRAM banks as compared
to each system having its own interconnect. Up to this point, the simulations
have had a shared interconnect configuration. We have simulated having separate
interconnects to see what the impact is.
Figure 5.16 shows the two systems exhibit very similar performance, with an
average of 4% better performance for the case with separate interconnects. As
mentioned earlier, the single interface may increase contention due to the shared
internal interconnect, which is why performance is better for the redundant system
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in BC, PR, SSSP, KM, and NN. At the same time, the streamlined interface has
lower latency, which is why performance degrades slightly for the redundant system
in DAXPY and PF which are pushing the cache interface to its limit.
5.3.9 Cache Size
Our base configuration uses a 256 KB L2 cache slice, or 64 MB L2 cache. This
was selected to be large enough to hold frequently and widely accessed data, such
as base addresses, but small enough that most of the data operated on (e.g., graph
nodes) would rarely be in cache for other threads. We are operating on smaller
datasets than would be expected in real applications, so we aimed to have a smaller
cache than what our cache slice designed in Chapter 3 dictated. However, we are
still interested in what affects the cache may have if it is sufficiently large or smaller
than the current point.
For the 16×16 tile machine, we have run simulations for 64 KB, 128 KB,
256 KB, 512 KB, and 1 MB cache slices, which translate to 16 MB, to 256 MB total
L2 cache capacity. These results are presented in Figure 5.17. Additionally, we have
run a similar sweep for the 8×8 tile machine, with cache slices from 64 KB to 4 MB,
representing a total L2 cache of 4 MB to 256 MB. These results are presented in
Figure 5.18.
As expected, for the graph benchmarks, increasing the size of the cache gen-
erally improves performance. The graph we are using for testing is a power law
graph. This means that some nodes are very well connected and will be accessed
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Figure 5.17: Sweep of L2 cache slice capacity for 16×16 tiles.
Figure 5.18: Sweep of L2 cache slice capacity for 8×8 tiles.
more often than others. The increase in capacity means a larger percentage of these
nodes can be kept in cache leading to an increase in performance. For the 16×16
tiles, on average, the L2 hit rate increases from 41% in the 256 KB/tile case to 71%
in the 1 MB/tile case resulting in a 45% increase in performance. With this lay-
out, BC is most sensitive to the cache size, increasing in performance by 81% from
256 KB/tile to 1 MB/tile. For 8×8 tiles, the average increase from 256 KB/tile to
1 MB/tile is 16%. From 1 MB/tile to 4 MB/tile (which is the same total capacity
as the 256 KB/tile to 1 MB/tile in the 16×16 tile case), performance increases by
13%.
Generally, the streaming benchmarks are less sensitive to cache capacity. These
benchmarks have little sharing between threads. Take DAXPY for instance, which
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calculates y[i] = a∗x[i] +y[i]; each thread will always access a disjoint set of indices
and the thread will not read any element multiple times. This leads to DAXPY
being very cache-size independent. Pathfinder, on the other hand, will revisit pre-
viously accessed data, and so does benefit greatly from that remaining in the cache.
There is a tipping point from the 32 MB or 64 MB L2 cache, where Pathfinder starts
to see a large increase in performance due to a higher L2 hit rate; the L2 hit rate
goes from nearly 0% to 80% increasing performance by 3.3x.
Another dimension to consider for cache organization is the number of logically
independent cache banks. As discussed in Chapter 3, adding cache banks is one way
to increase the parallelism of the cache, but may result in uneven bank utilization,
decreasing performance. The two effects need to be balanced.
To simulate this, we swept the number of cache banks per cache slice from 1
bank to 8 banks for both tile sizes. Addresses were interleaved in 64-byte blocks to
allow cache lines to stay together, but streaming accesses to stream across banks.
The 32 MSHRs were divided evenly between all banks. If one cache bank exhausted
its MSHRs, all banks would stall incoming requests as there is no re-ordering in the
network queue.
Figure 5.19 shows the performance for the cache bank sweep for 16×16 tiles.
In these cases, the number of cache slices, means there are 256 cache banks at the
low end and 2,048 at the high end. With the pipelining scheme, 256 cache banks
generally provide enough parallelism to achieve the best performance. Therefore,
increasing the number of cache banks does not result in better performance. There
is, however, a penalty from fewer MSHRs per bank. At 8 banks, there is a higher
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Figure 5.19: Sweep of L2 cache banks per tile for 16×16 tiles.
Figure 5.20: Sweep of cache banks per tile for 8×8 tiles.
likelihood that one particular bank will exhaust its 4 MSHRs, stalling the other
cache banks on the same slice, than a single bank will exhaust all 32 of its MSHRs.
This is evident mainly in the irregular accesses of the graph kernels, which are more
likely to cause contention with each other, reducing performance by 24% on average.
The streaming benchmarks have the benefit of evenly streaming through each of the
cache banks due to the regular access pattern. This prevents a performance decline
due to uneven utilization of resources.
Figure 5.20 shows the same result for 8×8 tiles. For these cases, there are only
64 cache banks at the low end and 512 cache banks at the high end. With only 64
cache banks, there is not enough parallelism in the cache to match the parallelism
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from the other components (the cores and main memory). When increasing the
banks in this scenario, the performance increases by 2.1x on average as the cache is
able to satisfy more requests. This is particularly true for DAXPY and PF which
use nearly the peak bandwidth of the main memory; their performance increases by
3.0x and 3.2x respectively.
5.3.10 MSHRs
Another consideration for cache design is the size of the MSHR file. As we
saw in the cache bank sweep, a lack of MSHRs will negatively impact performance.
However, having an overly large MSHR file requires a large amount of area and
increases its access time.
The baseline configuration contains 128 ReRAM banks and so can service
up to 128 outstanding requests simultaneously, potentially requiring 128 MSHRs.
However, a few factors decrease the actual MSHR usage. The first is write requests
do not occupy a MSHR. The second is that vector requests will occupy eight ReRAM
banks but a single MSHR; if all requests were vector requests, only 16 outstanding
requests could be serviced simultaneously. Even the irregular graph kernels make
use of vector requests for the edge arrays. Finally, it is rare to occupy all banks in
the benchmarks that do not exhibit a streaming pattern.
To determine how many MSHRs are sufficient for the best performance, we
sweep the number of MSHRs per cache slice from 4 to 128. These results are
presented in Figure 5.21. At 4 MSHRs the performance is reduced by 50%; at 8
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Figure 5.21: Sweep of L2 MSHRs per cache slice.
MSHRs performance is reduced by 32%. For most workloads, 16 MSHRs is sufficient
to achieve the peak performance with 128 ReRAM banks. The exceptions are NN,
which doesn’t make use of vector loads, PR and SSSP, which seem to have more
bank conflicts than the other graph kernels. All benchmarks are within 98% of peak
performance at 32 MSHRs per tile.
5.3.11 Power
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, we do not have a definite number for ReRAM’s
access energy. Instead, we look at a variety of potential access energies and their
impact on power. As a baseline, we assume 2.4 pJ/bit for ReRAM’s read energy
based on Crossbar’s experience with their ReRAM technology [64]. We assume the
best case for write energy, which is double that of read energy at 4.8 pJ/bit. DRAM-
Sim3 provided the DRAM energy and for off-chip data movement to HBM2, we used
2.8 pJ/bit [94]. For data movement on the CPU chip, we assumed 0.1 pJ/bit/mm.
Figure 5.22 shows the power used in the memory system, including the LLC,
network, data movement off the CPU chip, and RAM access (DRAM or ReRAM)
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Figure 5.22: Power in the memory system.
for the 4-stack HBM2, 8-stack HBM2 and monolithic systems, labeled “DRAM-
4”, “DRAM-8” and “ReRAM,” respectively. We only report results for the best-
performing thread count per benchmark. Figure 5.23 shows the normalized energy
in the memory system for all of the same components. Varying the thread count
affects the dynamic energy by a few percent as roughly the same total amount of
work is performed; however, static energy grows with execution time.
As Figure 5.23 shows, the monolithic memory system consumes less energy
than HBM2. On average, for the graph kernels the monolithic system uses 4.6x
and 3.0x less energy compared to 4- and 8-stack HBM2 respectively and for the
streaming computations the monolithic system uses 1.2x less energy compared to 4-
stack HBM2 and nearly the same, 0.98x, as 8-stack HBM2. The monolithic system
does not incur any off-chip data movement. For the streaming computations, the
monolithic system eliminates most of the on-chip data movement as well since mem-
ory accesses are almost entirely localized within each tile. Additionally, the graph
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Figure 5.23: Energy in the memory system.
kernels and NN exhibit sparse memory access patterns for which HBM2 incurs over-
fetch. These benchmarks roughly use 1
4
of the data fetched from DRAM during
scatter-gather accesses (8 bytes out of every 32 byte fetch for the graph kernels and
32 bytes out of every 128 byte fetch for NN). This increases all components of HBM2
energy consumption relative to the monolithic system in these benchmarks. Finally,
the improved performance and lower execution time means that the ReRAM system
consumes less static energy.
The write energy has the largest amount of uncertainty. Writes are asym-
metric, with SET operations incurring 10x the energy cost of RESET operations.
Additionally, since ReRAM currently is proposed as a storage class memory, writ-
ten data needs to last on the order of years. Writing at this intensity could require
120 pJ/bit. However, when using ReRAM for main memory, the retention require-
ment can be relaxed, resulting in less energy intensive writes. These soft writes
could reduce the write energy to 4.8 pJ/bit. Due to this uncertainty, we sweep the
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Figure 5.24: Dynamic energy in the memory system for streaming benchmarks.
required write energy from 5 pJ/bit to 120 pJ/bit. We also include energy results
from DRAMSim3 for a discrete system that uses 64 GB of DDR4 DRAM and the
8 stack HBM2 DRAM system.
The results for the streaming benchmarks are presented in Figure 5.24. DAXPY
and PF are the most write intensive benchmarks used, both have about 1
3
write ac-
cesses. This becomes particularly apparent as we increase the write energy. While
they remain competitive with DDR4 memories up to the 60 pJ/bit, they consume
more energy than HBM2 much sooner. It is likely that if typical workloads are write
intensive, the system they run on will require schemes to minimize the number of
SET operations and possibly use DRAM as a write buffer to minimize writes to the
ReRAM memory.
The results for the graph benchmarks are presented in Figure 5.25. None of
the graph benchmarks selected are write intensive, so even increasing the energy of
writes to over 100 pJ/bit has little effect on their dynamic energy, especially when
compared to the energy required by DDR4. If the typical workloads of a system are
reading over 90% of the time, a ReRAM only system may be preferable.
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Figure 5.25: Dynamic energy in the memory system for graph benchmarks.
Table 5.4: System Analytical Model Parameters
Component Use
Miranda Pattern-based CPU model
Merlin Network
MemHierarchy Cache and main memory
Messier NVM memory model
DRAMSim3 DRAM memory model
5.4 SST Comparison
We compare our results to a validated simulator, Sandia National Laborato-
ries’ Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) [95]. Previous work has used this simulator
for architectural simulations of a monolithic ReRAM system [79]. We model our ex-
periments after this work, using the same components, which are listed in Table 5.4.
For the pattern-based CPU model, we use the STREAM pattern, which has
the same memory access pattern as DAXPY (z[i] = a ∗ x[i] + y[i]), and GUPS
which reads then writes pseudo random locations in memory. To account for the
vectorization present in our benchmarks, the STREAM benchmark used 64-byte
operands and GUPS had an 8 deep re-order buffer to allow 8 outstanding read
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requests similar to the 8 outstanding gathers. We limit the simulation to one thread
per core.
We did not sector the cache; instead, we only used coarse-grained requests
within our simulator. The L1 cache was private with a capacity of 32 KB and 4-
way associativity. It used the Cassini stride prefetcher with a reach of 32 to match
our simulator. The L2 cache was distributed and shared, with 256 KB per slice
and 8-way associativity. The memory model we used in SST is coherent, but the
coherence traffic was minimal and should not meaningfully affect the performance.
We limited the network channels to 8-bytes and the number of tiles to the
8×8 tile configuration. The SST configuration uses a single mesh network and SST
handles any deadlock issues. Our simulator uses a single mesh network and virtual
channels to separate traffic from cache to CPU, DRAM memory controllers to cache,
cache to DRAM memory controllers, and finally, CPU to cache with priority in that
order to prevent any deadlocks.
The Messier model allows us to set asymmetric read and write latencies. Since
we switched to only coarse-grained requests, we model 1
8
the number of banks with
a request width of 64 bytes instead of 8 bytes. Modeling an increasing number of
banks in the Messier model did not change the execution time of the benchmarks.
However, increasing the number of controllers per tile does and so we model multiple
ReRAM banks per tile with controllers. This introduces some inaccuracy as there is
more parallelism in the controller, but since the network should only deliver a single
request per cycle, the difference should not cause a large performance difference.
To model the HBM2 DRAM memory system, both simulators use DRAMSim3.
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We use a single channel per memory controller, with memory controllers placed on
the tiles on the edge. For the SST simulator, the DRAMSim3 configuration file
only has a single channel which is duplicated in each memory controller. For our
simulator, the DRAMSim3 configuration file contains all channels, and the simulator
places the channels where needed.
We performed 3 experiments per benchmark. These compare the impact of
increasing the number of ReRAM banks, of changing the ReRAM access latency,
and comparing against a HBM2 DRAM system. Figure 5.26a shows the execution
time when sweeping the number of ReRAM banks from 16 banks/tile (2 banks/tile
in the SST simulator) to 256 banks/tile (32 banks/tile in the SST simulator) with
a 200 ns read latency and 400 ns write latency. Figure 5.26b shows the execution
time when sweeping the ReRAM read latency from 100 ns to 1000 ns with write
latency double that of reads and 64 banks/tile (8 banks/tile in the SST simulator).
Figure 5.26c compares the execution time of ReRAM with 200 ns read latency,
400 ns write latency, and 64 banks/tile (8 banks/tile in the SST simulator) against
the execution time of HBM2 DRAM with 8 channels/stack, a 64-byte fetch width
and one or two stacks labeled “DRAM-1” and “DRAM-2”, respectively.
Our simulator agrees fairly well with SST. For the STREAM benchmark, the
average percent error was 10%; for GUPS, the average percent error was 24%. For
GUPS, our simulator consistently underestimated the ReRAM performance and
overestimated the DRAM performance compared to SST, which may mean the ben-
efit we show for monolithic performance versus the HBM2 DRAM system is a con-
servative estimate for the irregular benchmarks. Beyond the error in nominal values,
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(a) SST vs our simulator bank sweep.
(b) SST vs our simulator latency sweep.
(c) SST vs our simulator dram sweep.
Figure 5.26: SST vs our simulator
the trend for the GUPS sweeps in our simulator closely followed the trend seen in
SST. For STREAM, the number of banks in our simulator has a larger impact on
performance than in SST. This may be due to different overlapping of the streams
to memory banks. The latency sweep was very accurate for STREAM, with only
a 2% average percent error. While in STREAM our simulator often overestimates
the performance of both the monolithic and HBM2 DRAM memory systems, it is
a larger overestimation in the case of the HBM2 memory system, so our estima-
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tion of the benefits of the monolithic system for streaming computations may lean
conservative.
5.5 Conclusion
Based on the target architecture in Chapter 4, we developed a Pin-based many-
core simulator that accurately models the memory behavior. Irregular sparse access
graph kernels and dense, regular streaming computations were selected, parallelized,
vectorized, and in the case of the streaming computations, localized to achieve high
parallelism on the simulator.
We show that a monolithic main memory system outperforms a state-of-the-
art HBM2 DRAM system for these benchmarks on this manycore architecture. We
look at varying many of the components of the architecture, including number of
tiles, network width, and the size of the cache. We particularly vary ReRAM param-
eters like access latency, energy, and number of banks to account for the continuing
development of ReRAM as a memory technology. We also show the benefits of the
variable granularity memory system, of the area saved by the co-design, and the
minor cost of the streamlined interface.
Finally, we compare against a validated simulator to show our results are rea-
sonable. This comparison also shows we may be underestimating the benefits of the
monolithic memory system as our simulator consistently showed better performance
for the HBM2 DRAM simulations than the SST simulator.
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Chapter 6: Analytic Model
While we have run many simulations, they only map a fraction of the wider
design space and only for a limited number of benchmarks. Each simulation data
point takes days to generate, and, as we expand the parameters we are looking
at, it is beneficial to have a lighter weight model giving some insight into what
performance could be expected for a wider variety of systems. To accomplish this,
we have created an analytic model for our monolithic tiled system. This analytic
model is used to pinpoint the important factors to achieve performance and find
architectural balance for the system explored in our simulations.
6.1 Background
An architecture is said to be balanced if the computation time is equal to the
I/O time [96]. In other words, architectural balance occurs when all components of
a system are fully utilized with no idle time due to waiting on another component in
the system. If the cores must wait idly for requests to the memory to complete, the
memory is under-provisioned with regards to the compute system; if the memory
system is idle, it is over-provisioned with regards to the compute system. We can
analytically model the components of the system to find their capacity for work and
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resource usage, then balance them to each other to find good architectural balance.
When looking at analytic models for parallel CPUs and memory systems, there
are many existing models for things like the network-on-chip, cache performance,
tiled systems, parallel systems, and bank contention. However, we found none which
combine all these elements. The closest ones primarily focus on the parallelism
present in the compute compared to the parallelism in the memory. Part of this,
we believe, is due to most shared memory machines not being able to saturate the
network-on-chip given the blocking nature of memory references. Our system has
much more parallelism and many more messages being shared than is typical of cores
solely communicating with the memory system. While there is no exact match, we
can use the ideas present in the literature to inform the development of our own
model.
Many of the analytic models described in the literature focus on complexity
and performance analysis of algorithms and are often based on the RAM model.
These include Parallel RAM (PRAM) [97], Block-Transfer model (BT) [98], Hierar-
chical Memory Model (HMM) [99], the Uniform Memory Hierarchy model (UMH) [100]
and LogP [101]. These give a fairly high-level view of the systems they model and
do not allow much change in the underlying machine assumed. They do however
highlight important parameters for algorithm performance.
There is a detailed analysis of mesh networks that can help guide any network
components of our system [1]. Additionally, there is analysis of streams and the types
of conflicts created that can be applied to the streaming half of our benchmarks [102,
103]. The graph kernels have mostly random traffic patterns and so can be handled
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well probabilistically.
Bank conflicts and memory system models [104, 105] generally model the mem-
ory system as a queue with a probability of conflicts and queueing time. These mod-
els try to find the typical distributions of when a request will arrive at a particular
memory queue and what the service time is for each request.
There has also been work done on the performance of GPUs which focuses on
large numbers of cores and threads, and throughput computing rather than latency
bound computing [106, 107, 108, 109]. Though our manycore architecture is still
more latency bound than GPUs, it adopts similar mechanisms of throughput driven
computing with a high number of threads and memory prefetching. These GPU
models can give insight into handling the unique issues of a very parallel system but
generally treat the memory system as fixed latency with a maximum load.
An analytical model that tries to account for many types of parallelism and
includes many of the components of interest but in a more generalized way than the
GPU models can be found in the X-model [110]. This model tries to find a balance
between parallelism in the compute system and the memory system and includes
complex cache effects. The model, however, does not really model queuing latency
in the memory system nor network limitations.
6.2 Model
Our system can be thought of as consisting of four individual components (the
ReRAM, the cache, the network, and the CPU) that interact with each other. In a
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well-balanced system, the parallelism of the individual components will be able to
sustain the parallelism afforded by each of the others. Our model works out how
many requests each of the components can handle per second and how the interaction
between the components in the system affects the total number of requests the CPU
can send per cycle.
At the highest level, the number of parallel requests the system can sustain, PS,
is based on the smallest parallelism from the CPU (PR), the main memory (PM), the
cache (PC), or the network (PM) as described in Equation 6.1. The model can then
use the size of the requests, br and the cycle time, c to calculate average bandwidth
of the system, BS as shown in Equation 6.2.
PS = min(PR, PM , PC , PN) (6.1)
BS = PS × br × c (6.2)
Table 6.1 summarizes the inputs and outputs of the high level model. The
next sections will go into detail about how to calculate the request parallelism of
each of the subsystems and will include their individual model parameters.
6.2.1 CPU Parallelism
The CPU parallelism can be thought of in a few distinct ways. The first is
how many requests can be sent to the memory system if it tried to constantly send
requests, Rm. The second is how many requests does the workload want to send,
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Table 6.1: System Analytical Model Parameters
Variable Meaning Unit In/Out
PS System Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
PR Request Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
PM Main Memory Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
PC Last Level Cache Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
BS System Bandwidth Bytes/s Output
br Bytes per request Bytes / request Input
c Clock Speed Hz Input
Rp; if the program is very compute intensive, it may send few requests, even in a
very parallel system. The final is how often requests are returned so it can send new
requests, Rr. Equation 6.3 says we take the minimum of these values and that is
the CPU’s request parallelism, PR.
PR = min(Rm, Rp, Rr) (6.3)
Equation 6.4 describes the maximum number of requests the CPU can make
to the memory system in a single cycle. The CPUs we are modeling include SIMD
operations and variable granularity. To capture the different sizes of the possible
requests, we have opted to treat the minimum width request as a single memory
request, and any larger requests as multiple memory requests within the model. This
means in the system we have simulated in Chapter 5, an 8-byte request would be 1
memory request and a 64-byte request would be 8 memory requests. The average
vector size, v, is how many memory requests, on average, a CPU request contains.
N is the number of tiles within the system. Each tile can send a single packet per
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cycle, which will contain v memory requests.
Rm = vN (6.4)
The request rate of the program is described in Equation 6.5. We use misses
per 1,000 instructions (MPKI) as our measure of how memory intensive a program is.
This metric counts the number of L1 cache misses that occur when executing 1,000
instructions. For scatter-gather requests, each individual memory request can miss,
thus it is possible to have an MPKI greater than 1,000 for our system. However,
if a program is very compute intensive and has a good L1 hit rate, the MPKI can
reasonably be less than one. Since we are assuming a 1 IPC machine, we can divide
MPKI by 1,000 to find how many misses we expect per cycle from the benchmark.
This is then multiplied by the average number of memory requests per miss, v, and
the number of CPUs, N , to find how many memory requests we expect the program





Finally, there is how often we receive a reply to a request. For a given CPU
and benchmark, there can only be so many outstanding requests at any one time.
At a certain point, the thread will stall, the CPU will not have other threads to
switch to, and the prefetcher will run out of prefetch buffers. The only event that
will trigger new memory requests is receiving a reply to a previous one so that a
thread can resume execution. The rate at which this happens, Rr, is based on the
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number of outstanding requests that can be sustained, oR, and the average latency





The number of sustainable outstanding requests is the blocking request plus
all the non-blocking requests that happen between blocking requests multiplied by
the number of threads, t, as shown in Equation 6.7. There are multiple sources
of non-blocking memory requests in our model: prefetching, write requests, and
nonblocking reads. We have simulated a system with prefetching and write requests,
but not explicit nonblocking reads or any out of order execution that would result
in some nonblocking reads. However, they are still a source of memory parallelism
that can be generated by the cores.
oR = (vr + min(
f
t
, s)vp + (1− ω)vw + γvn)t (6.7)
In our system, blocking requests are in the form of reads originating from
the program (as opposed to the prefetcher). Since we have a SIMD machine, the
blocking read instruction may contain several read requests; if it is a vector read, it
will contain 8; if it is a gather, it can contain from 1 to 8. Since the thread does not
stall until it sends all requests from the blocking instruction, we can have multiple
outstanding blocking requests. This is captured by vr, the average number of read
requests per blocking read instruction.
Memory requests due to prefetching are captured in the second term in Equa-
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tion 6.7. The prefetch depth, f , denotes the maximum number of requests the
prefetcher can have in flight, shared among all threads. The number of outstanding
requests a single thread can have in flight, which is dependent on the workload,
is s. If a workload only uses data the prefetcher is prefetching, s is infinite, and
the number of prefetches will be bounded only by the architecture. Essentially the
prefetcher can never outpace the program, as every time it receives data, the data is
consumed, and a new request is sent. The maximum number of requests the hard-
ware will support are in flight at all times. If the benchmark consumes one piece of
prefetched data for every non-prefetched read request, s will be one. The prefetcher
can match the pace of the program and send a new request as the previous one
is consumed, which should happen about as often as the prefetcher’s requests are
satisfied. If multiple pieces of data need to be requested per every piece that is
prefetched, the prefetcher will outpace the program, and have no requests in flight
for portions of the execution, making s less than one. Either s or f will limit the
number of requests made. The average number of memory requests per prefetcher
request is vp; this is generally 8 in our evaluated architecture but could be changed.
In our architecture, writes are non-blocking. When a write occurs, the CPU
sends that data to cache and continues with execution. The writes are represented
by the third term in Equation 6.7. The percentage of reads is ω and the percentage
of writes is 1−ω. This is, similarly to other terms, multiplied by the average width
of write requests in the system, vw. If it is a vector write request, it will have 8
memory requests, and scatter requests can have 1-8 requests.
The final type of potential non-blocking requests modeled in Equation 6.7
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is non-blocking reads. While we don’t implement these in our simulation model,
it is another way of generating memory parallelism from the compute side. To
calculate additional outstanding requests added by non-blocking requests, we need
the percentage of nonblocking reads, γ and the average width of their memory
requests, vn.
The other important term in Equation 6.6 is the average latency of reply
packets. LA is the term which captures the majority of the interactions between
the systems. The high-level equation is shown in Equation 6.8. Each of the terms
is the latency of the subsystem with contention. The network latency is doubled to
account for the two network traversals required of read packets. The main memory
latency, LMC is reduced by the L2 miss rate, mL2, as only requests that miss in the
L2 cache will have the additional main memory latency. Equation 6.8 hides a lot of
complexity; each of the latency terms is affected by PS which is in turn affected by
LA. The equation is solved using a numerical solver to find the balance point.
LA = 2LNC + LCC + LMCmL2 (6.8)
Table 6.2 summarizes all the parameters and outputs of the core’s model. The
next sections will give the details for how the latency with contention for the other
subsystems is calculated.
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Table 6.2: CPU Analytical Model Parameters
Variable Meaning Unit In/Out
PR Request Parallelism requests/cycle Output
Rm Maximum Memory Requests requests/cycle Output
Rp Maximum Program Requests requests/cycle Output
Rr Maximum Returned Requests requests/cycle Output
N Nodes in the system tiles Input
MPKI Misses per 1,000 Instructions - Input
oR Sustainable Outstanding Requests requests Output
LA Average Reply Latency cycles Output
v Average Request Width - Input
vr Blocking Read Width - Input
vp Prefetch Width - Input
vw Write Width - Input
vn Non-blocking Read Width - Input
t Threads - Input
f Prefetch depth - Input
s Active prefetch streams - Input
ω Read percentage % Input
γ Nonblocking read percentage % Input
LNC Network Latency with contention cycles Output
LCC Cache Latency with contention cycles Output
LMC Memory Latency with contention cycles Output
mL2 L2 miss rate % Input
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6.2.2 NoC Parallelism
The network model is primarily based on Agarwal’s detailed analysis of mesh
networks [1]. Our model currently assumes a mesh network with separate channels
in both directions and no end-around connects. Agarwal’s model considers other
topologies, but we only present the equations for our target architecture in this
section.
Mesh networks are characterized by their dimensions, n, and number of nodes
in a direction, k, with a total of N = kn nodes. Messages on average will take kd
hops in each direction to reach their destination and will have B flits per message.
(In this work flits and phits are equal and are equal to the number of bits transferred
over a channel in a clock cycle.) For random traffic, the average hops per dimension






The probability of a packet arriving at an incoming channel, ρ, equivalent
to the channel utilization, is given by Equation 6.10. This is the probability of a
network request on any given cycle from a processor, m, multiplied by the number
of flits per message, B, and the hops each message takes, nkd, distributed to each






The average contention delay through a switch, w, is given by Equation 6.11.
This is used to calculate the average delay of a packet. Each hop of the packet will
encounter 1 +w cycles of delay, plus the time for each flit to arrive sequentially, B.











LNC = (1 + w)nkd +B (6.12)
Within our model, we would like to balance the number of packets sent and
the amount of latency experienced by those messages. In other words, we would like




When maximizing, we must keep in mind that both ρ and m are probabilities
which must fall into the range (0, 1). Since we are taking m as the dependent
variable, we find the range for m which would also satisfy the range for ρ (Equ. 6.14)
and restrict m to that range or (0, 1), whichever is smaller (Equ. 6.15).
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With our bounds established, we can then find the value of m which gives the
maximum number of requests per latency. This is expressed in Equation 6.16. (A
method not involving argmax would be to take the derivative with respect to m, set
the derivative to 0 and solve for m.) This will give the ideal value for the probability
a message is sent by a core; to find the expected parallelism of the network, PN ,
we simply multiply by the number of cores. Finally, we need to include the factor
for how many memory requests a single message can contain, v, due to our variable
granularity requests.







PN = vNm (6.17)
When calculating the total average latency, we use PS to find the expected
value of m. Since there are limits on the range of m, we similarly need to place
limits on PS to ensure m and ρ fall within the acceptable range for probabilities.
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Table 6.3: Network Analytical Model Parameters. Source: [1]
Variable Meaning Unit In/Out
PS System Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
PN Network Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
kd Average Hops - In/out
n Network Dimensions - Input
k Nodes/dimension - Input
N Total Nodes (Tiles) - Output
B Flits/message - Input
ρ Channel Utilization % Output
m P[Core sends request] % Output
w Switch Contention Delay cycles Output
LNC Network Latency with Contention cycles Output
v Average Request Width - Input
The case where m is 1 describes the maximum number of requests that can be sent
by a core, Rm, which we take into account in the CPU parallelism model. So, we
only need to add a constraint to PS when m is instead constrained by the value
of ρ. Equation 6.18 gives the range acceptable for PS to ensure that the channel
utilization of the network, ρ, remains under 100%.

















The main factors that affect the maximum sustained bandwidth of the ReRAM
main memory system are the number of banks and the access latency. Equation 6.19
is the basic equation for the number of requests the ReRAM can service per second,
where PR is the parallelism of the main memory, bM is the total number of main





Since ReRAM has asymmetric access times, the proportion of reads to writes
in a benchmark partially determines the average memory latency. The average
latency is described by Equation 6.20, where ω is the percentage of reads, Lr is the
read latency, and Lw is the write latency.
LM = ωLr + (1− ω)Lw (6.20)
While we have described the maximum parallelism from the ReRAM, often
benchmarks will have bank conflicts, resulting in uneven utilization of the banks.
If not all banks are in use at all points, the maximum parallelism will be less than
we’ve predicted. We can add a conflict term to represent this loss. Equation 6.21
includes this conflict term, cM , which represents percent of time a request goes to




ωLr + (1− ω)Lw
(6.21)
The number of conflicts is dependent on the benchmark. If there are any
systemic conflicts (e.g., in NN, NN only uses a quarter of the banks for the majority
of read accesses), or the traffic is almost perfectly uniform, the benchmark will
have a very different number of conflicts than what random accesses would result
in. When calculating cM for random accesses without a predetermined P , it is an
optimization problem. The more requests there are, the more conflicts there will be,
the longer the latency will be, and fewer requests within the system can be serviced.
With too few accesses though, the memory system will be underutilized. The goal
is to find the optimal number of requests and resulting number of conflicts for the
system.
To find the probability of conflicts, we can view the problem as distributing
all outstanding memory requests, oM , randomly to all banks, bM , and trying to
answer the question what is the probability a request is assigned to a bank which
already has at least 1 request? We can start with the expected number of banks to
receive zero requests (Equ. 6.22). Every other bank is expected to receive at least
one request (Equ. 6.23). Every request over the number of banks that receive at
least 1 request, must encounter a bank conflict (Equ. 6.24). The number of requests
that encounter a bank conflict is divided by the total number of requests to obtain
the probability of a request encountering a bank conflict, cM (Equ. 6.25).
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cM = P[conflicts] =




The number of outstanding memory requests in the memory system, oM is
based on the average number of memory requests the ReRAM system is completing
per cycle, PR, and the average latency of the memory requests with all the con-
tention, LRC . This is because on average, each of the PR requests will have been in
the system for LRC cycles, as will the next set of PR requests on the next cycle. If
this is to be sustained, there should be LRCPR outstanding requests in the system.
oM = LRCPR (6.26)
The latency with contention is also dependent on the number of requests in
the memory system. As the number increases, the contention and latency increases,
based on the number of conflicts. To simplify the problem, we assume uniform traffic
to each of the banks, and model the memory system as a M/D/1 queue. This means
there is Poisson arrival times (which is expected for random traffic), a deterministic
service time, and a single server. We selected the deterministic service rate because
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we have exact service times with a known probability between the two, which is
better approximated by a deterministic service rate than an exponential one.
The arrival rate, λ, for our system is the number of requests per cycle, PR,
divided between all the banks, bM (Equ. 6.27). The service rate, µ, is 1 divided by
the service latency, LM (Equ. 6.28). The utilization, ρ, is the arrival rate over the
service rate (Equ. 6.29). The average waiting time, w, in a M/D/1 queue is given




























With the values of LRC , oR, and cM established, they can be plugged back into
Equation 6.21 to solve for the balance point. We were unable to find a closed form
solution for this problem, so allowed a numerical solver to find the answer. Across
the range of inputs, we find typical (i.e., 256 to 128k banks, 1 cycle to 2000 cycle
latencies), the value of cM was 0.39. If substantially different values are of interest,
this calculation should be re-evaluated.
Finally, with the L2 cache sitting in front of the main memory, the number
of memory accesses the main memory can support from the system’s standpoint is
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based on how many misses occur at the L2 cache, mL2. If the miss rate is high,
the main memory needs to be more parallel to support a high system parallelism;
however, if the L2 miss rate is low, the memory system can still support a high system
parallelism with little parallelism itself. Equation 6.31 describes this relationship
and is the main memory parallelism, PM , we expect in our system.
PM =
(1− cM)bM




While we have found the memory latency with contention, LRC , this is par-
ticular to the optimal ReRAM memory system. We would like to find the latency
with contention for reply packets based on how many replies the entire system will
be sending. We again start from a M/D/1 queue. The arrival rate, λ, for our
system is the number of requests per cycle, PS reduced by the L2 miss rate, mL2,
divided between all the banks, bM (Equ. 6.32). The service rate, µ, is 1 divided by
the service latency, LM (Equ. 6.33). The utilization, ρ, is the arrival rate over the
service rate (Equ. 6.34). The average waiting time, w, in a M/D/1 queue is given in
Equation 6.35. We replace the service time term with the read latency, Lr because
we only care about the latency of read replies. This results in Equation 6.36 used
to calculate our latency with contention based on the system request rate, LMC .
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Table 6.4: Main Memory Analytical Model Parameters
Variable Meaning Unit In/Out
PS System Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
PR ReRAM Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
bM Main Memory Banks - Input
LM Base Main Memory Latency cycles Output
Lr Read Latency cycles Input
Lw Write Latency cycles Input
ω Read percentage % Input
cM Main Memory Bank Conflicts % Output/Input
oM Outstanding Memory Requests % Output
LRC ReRAM Latency with contention % Output
PM Main Memory Supported Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
mL2 L2 miss rate % Input

































The last-level cache has very similar characteristics as the main memory. Equa-
tion 6.37 gives the request parallelism of the cache, PC , based on the total number of






The conflict calculation follows the same reasoning as it did for the main
memory, as laid out in Equation 6.40. The number of outstanding requests is also
in the same form, shown in Equation 6.39.
cC = P[conflicts] =




oC = LLCPC (6.39)
We again assume uniform traffic to each of the banks and use a queuing model
to find the latency with contention. Instead of the M/D/1 queuing model, we use the
M/M/1 queuing model. This means there is Poisson arrival times, an exponential
service time, and a single server. We selected the exponential service time because
the service time of cache accesses is more variable; this is because the cache requests
have lower priority than the main memory requests for the unified controller. So
even if the cache is ready to service another request, it may wait to do so when there
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are many main memory requests finishing, adding to the effective service time.
The arrival rate, λ, for our system is the number of requests per cycle, PC ,
divided between all the banks, bC (Equ. 6.40). The service rate, µ, is 1 divided by
the average service latency, LC (Equ. 6.41). The utilization, ρ, is the arrival rate
over the service rate (Equ. 6.42). The average waiting time, w, in a M/M/1 queue






























We again substituted back the values of LLC , oC , and cC into Equation 6.37
to solve for the balance point. We were unable to find a closed form solution for
this problem, so allowed a numerical solver to find the answer. Across the range of
inputs, we find typical (i.e., 64 to 2048 banks, 1 cycle to 20 cycles latencies), the
value of cM was 0.44. If substantially different values are of interest, this calculation
should be re-evaluated.
For the latency with contention from the system point of view, LCC , we can
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Table 6.5: LLC Analytical Model Parameters
Variable Meaning Unit In/Out
PS System Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
PC Cache Parallelism Requests / cycle Output
bC Cache Banks - Input
LC Average Cache Latency cycles Input
cC Cache Bank Conflicts % Output/Input
oC Outstanding Cache Requests % Output
LLC Cache Latency with contention % Output
LMC Reply Cache Latency with contention cycles Output
substitute the system requests, PS, for the cache requests, PC , in Equation 6.44 to
obtain Equation 6.45.






Table 6.5 summarizes all the parameters and outputs of the last-level cache’s
model.
6.2.5 Request Return Rate
In Section 6.2.1, we introduced the idea that the system parallelism is limited
by the rate at which requests are returned to the CPU. This is based on the number
of outstanding requests tolerated by the system and the average latency of a blocking
read packet, as shown in Equation 6.47.
Equation 6.46 was given for the average latency of the system. In subsequent
sections, we’ve shown each of the subsystems’ latency with contention is dependent
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on the overall number of requests handled each cycle, PS. This means PS and LA
are dependent on each other and a balance point at steady state between average
latency and system parallelism needs to be determined.
To find this balance point, we can replace the instances of PS in LA with the
value given in Equation 6.47 and solve for LA to find values for latency and then
number of requests that satisfy the system of equations. Since we were unable to
find a closed form solution, we used a numerical solver to find this solution.





We found multiple potential balance points for each configuration; however,
many are not reasonable. The network channel utilization imposes one known upper
bound on PS, presented in Equation 6.18. We also know that the maximum value
of PS is limited by the subsystems’ parallelisms, as shown in Equation 6.48. As
the system parallelism approaches the maximum parallelism of the main memory or
cache, the latency of the limiting subsystem with contention approaches infinity. If
the parallelism goes beyond this point, the equations are no longer valid, producing
negative values. We can use this upper bound on PS to bound LA. This gives us
a lower bound, which also captures the network bounds on channel utilization, as
shown in Equation 6.49. Using this bound very often reduces the potential points
to a single one.
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0 < PS ≤ min(PN , PC , PM) (6.48)
0 <
oR
min(PN , PC , PM , Rp, Rm)
≤ LA (6.49)
This solution for the overall system latency, and system parallelism when com-
bined with the number of outstanding requests tolerated by the CPU, is most often
the limiting factor for the system. Since the latency of the memory, network, and
last level cache tend toward infinite, the subsystems themselves will not be the
limiting factor unless the program can send virtually infinite outstanding requests.
The other limit on system parallelism can occur when the program is very compute
intensive rather than memory intensive. We will see these limitations play out in
Section 6.4.2.
6.3 Model Agreement
We tested the analytic model against the simulations we ran in Chapter 5. Our
simulator captures all the needed workload dependent inputs for each benchmark.
We use these characteristics and the configuration settings to populate the inputs
of our model. Then the parallelism of the simulation is compared to expected
parallelism according to the analytic model.
The baseline configuration and many of the parameter sweeps used to verify
our model are presented in Table 6.6. The configurations include, at 256 tiles,
sweeping ReRAM read latencies from 100 ns to 1000 ns with the write latencies
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Threads 1024
Clock rate 2 GHz
L2 Cache Size 256 KB, 2 banks
L2 Cache Latency 1.8 ns average (pipelined)
Stride Prefetcher 32-entry stride table
Unified Controllers 256 (1 per core), 64 MSHRs
ReRAM banks 32,768 (128 per tile)
ReRAM read/write latency 200/400 ns
On-chip Network 16 x 16, 2D-Mesh
Network Channels 4 x 64 bytes
Table 6.6: Baseline simulation parameters used in Chapter 5.
double the read for 128, 256, 512, and 1024 threads, sweeping the write latency
from 200 ns to 2000 ns with a fixed read latency for 256, 512, and 1024 threads and
at 50 ns, 100 ns and 200 ns read latencies, sweeping the number of ReRAM banks
from 32 banks/tile to 512 banks/tile for 256, 512, and 1024 threads, sweeping the
width of the network from 8 bytes to 72 bytes, sweeping the size of the L2 cache
from 64 KB/slice to 1024 KB/slice, sweeping the number of L2 cache banks from 1
bank/slice to 8 banks/slice. At 64 tiles, we include sweeping the number of ReRAM
banks from 64/tile to 2048/tile at 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 threads, sweeping the
size of the L2 cache from 64 KB/slice to 4096 KB/slice, and sweeping the number of
L2 cache banks from 1 bank/slice to 8 banks/slice. This results in 130 data points
for benchmarks with all results, and 98 data points for K-means which lacks 64-tile
results.
The simulator captures the benchmark specific characteristics needed to find
the read/write ratio, vector ratio, read and write instruction widths, average request
width, average hops per packet, and, in the localized benchmarks, active prefetch
streams and bank conflicts. The simulator also finds the MPKI and L2 miss rate
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Table 6.7: Model Agreement










for each benchmark and configuration as the model does not include detailed cache
effects to predict cache efficacy. Each simulation data point also includes the config-
uration details: threads, number of cache banks, number of ReRAM banks, ReRAM
read and write latency, size of the network, and width of the network. Finally, we
did not vary some characteristics like cache latency, prefetch depth, and cycle time,
so these inputs remain fixed in our model.
Figure 6.1 shows the simulated parallelism vs the model’s parallelism for all
configurations as well as broken out per benchmark. The line in each graph repre-
sents where the simulation’s parallelism equals the analytic model’s expected paral-
lelism. Table 6.7 reports the percent error and the r2 value for the equality line for
each benchmark and overall.
When looking at the agreement on a per benchmark basis, the model does
best for DAXPY–a very regular streaming benchmark. DAXPY is very memory
intensive. Its memory accesses stream through all the banks evenly, and the vast
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Figure 6.1: Analytical Model vs Simulation parallelism.
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majority of its accesses are on the local tile. In the case of DAXPY, the r2 value
for the equal line is 0.942, and the average percent error for the analytic model
compared to the simulation is 12.7%. Similarly, well performing is APSP, which has
fairly evenly distributed requests throughout memory and time. For APSP, average
percent error for the analytic model compared to the simulation is 14.4%
On the opposite spectrum, there is K-means, which has decent L1 cache perfor-
mance, making the MPKI significantly lower than all other benchmarks. K-means
average percent error for the analytic model compared to the simulation is 39.8%.
The difference in performance may be due to not accounting for all sources of de-
lay when a program is relatively compute intensive. Our model does not currently
include things like context switching overhead which are included in the simulation
model. PageRank (PR) includes a cluster of outliers where the ReRAM read la-
tency was reduced to 50 ns and a sweep of ReRAM banks was performed. The
performance of PR for these benchmarks was worse than PR with ReRAM read la-
tencies of 100 ns. This is due to significantly more contention, suggesting systematic
conflicts rather than only random conflicts as the analytic model assumes.
Overall, the analytic model shows good agreement with the simulated paral-
lelism. The r2 value for equal line is 0.912, and the average percent error for the
analytic model compared to the simulation is 22.2%.
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6.4 Architectural Balance
After developing the analytic model and confirming it gives reasonable outputs,
we used it to map out the wider design space and identify the parameters that
have the largest impact on the overall system parallelism. We also examine the
architectural balance of the target system we evaluated in Chapter 5 on different
types of workloads (streaming, graph, and compute intensive).
6.4.1 Design Space Overview
We did a large design space exploration of many model characteristics with
a low, mid and high value. This gives us an idea of what the most impactful
parameters are. Table 6.8 lists the parameters and what values they were given
during the design space sweep.
Figure 6.2 shows the distribution of the configurations’ parallelism. If any
subsystem has very low parallelism, it will lower the whole system’s parallelism,
resulting in the high number of configurations with low parallelism. Whereas, every
subsystem needs to support a high parallelism, resulting in a relatively low number
of configurations with the highest parallelisms.
When examining the characteristics of the configurations with a parallelism of
at least 1000 requests/cycle, we found that they all had the highest MPKI, outstand-
ing prefetch requests, and threads from the compute side and the lowest ReRAM
read latency and highest number of ReRAM banks on the memory side. All other
parameters varied within this set. As the request return rate is generally the decid-
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Table 6.8: Design Sweep Inputs
Variable Input
Average Read Width 1, 4.5, 8
Average Write Width 1, 4.5, 8
Read Ratio 0, 0.5, 1
Vector Ratio 0, 0.5, 1
MPKI 0.1, 10, 1000
Streams 0, 5, 10
Cycle 0.5 (fixed)
Threads 32, 1040, 2048
Dimensions 2, 3, 4
Nodes 4, 18, 32
Prefetch Depth 32 (fixed)
Average Hops 1, 8.5, 16, and calculated for random traffic
Phits 1, 8.5, 16
ReRAM Banks 4096, 133120, 262144
ReRAM Read Latency 50, 1025, 2000
ReRAM Write Latency 1x, 3x, 5x ReRAM read latency
ReRAM Conflicts 0, 0.5, 1, and calculated for random traffic
Cache Banks 1, 8, 15
Cache Latency 1, 5.5, 10
Cache Conflicts 0, 0.5, 1, and calculated for random traffic
L2 Miss Rate 80 (fixed)
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Figure 6.2: Design Sweep Points Parallelism
ing factor, this makes sense. The high amount of parallelism in the compute side
ensures that oR is as high as possible; the ReRAM latency is generally the largest
contributor to LA, so reducing the ReRAM read latency and any contention by in-
creasing ReRAM banks will have the largest impact on LA. Together, these have
the most impact on creating the highest request return rates.
6.4.2 Case Studies
Beyond determining the most impactful parameters, we can also exercise the
model to find specific configurations that are architecturally balanced. To demon-
strate this, we explore finding architectural balance for a system starting from the
system used in our simulations.
Using the baseline configuration in Table 6.6, we swept the parameters of the
model to find a balanced configuration. Since all the subsystems’ performance is
dependent on workload characteristics, such as bank contention, read-write ratio,
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and memory intensity, we selected 3 benchmarks to represent various workload types.
Based on these workloads, we show where our system is over- or under-provisioned
and which design decisions have the largest impact on system performance.
DAXPY is a very regular, memory-intensive, streaming benchmark. Most
of its requests are vector requests to the local tile. The prefetcher works well and
always has the maximum number of outstanding requests possible. It streams evenly
through the ReRAM and cache banks, resulting in little to no conflicts. It is fairly
write intensive, with about 1
3
writes.
APSP is an irregular, memory intensive, graph benchmark. It reads from
an edge array that works well with the prefetcher and does scatter-gather requests
across main memory that do not. The prefetcher generally has a single outstanding
request per thread. The number of network hops, cache conflicts, and ReRAM
conflicts are average for random traffic. Over 90% of its memory accesses are reads.
Kmeans is not very memory intensive. It is a streaming benchmark, fetching
primarily vectors; though since it isn’t memory intensive, the prefetcher is turned
off. It is fairly localized, but requests data from other tiles more often than DAXPY.
Like APSP, it performs few writes.
Each of the graphs show the maximum bandwidth the system can sustain
for the given configuration, “System,” assuming 8B memory requests. The graphs
also break down the maximum bandwidth for each of the subsystems, “Memory,”
“Cache,” and “Network” and the bandwidth the program is requesting, “Program.”
The final line shows effective bandwidth of the system with round trip latency (the
maximum bandwidth determined by the request return rate), “Requests.” Each
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graph also includes a dashed grey line that denotes what value is used in the baseline
configuration.
6.4.2.1 CPU and Program Characteristics
The parallelism from the compute part of the system is determined in part
by the core architecture and the workload characteristics. These characteristics are
things like the width of reads and writes, the ratio of reads to writes, the compute
intensity, the average number of outstanding prefetching requests, and the number
of threads. We will look at how the last 3 affect the parallelism of the system. This
is because the compute intensity of the workload has a profound effect on the system
bandwidth, and the prefetcher and number of threads are heavily influenced by the
architecture.
While system architects cannot control the characteristics of the workloads,
certain ones have a huge effect on the model and cannot be ignored. The memory
vs compute intensiveness of the workload is one such parameter. A very memory
intensive program will have a low memory bandwidth even if the system it is running
on can support a higher one and will not benefit from many of the techniques we
use to boost bandwidth. Instead, these benchmarks would need techniques focusing
on increasing the core’s efficiency to continue to increase performance.
We use misses per 1,000 instructions (MPKI) as our metric for how memory
intensive a program is. Some programs may have very low MPKIs, such as 0.1
or 0.01, if they are compute intensive and their L1 cache has a high hit rate. The
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.3: MPKI Sweep
theoretical maximum in our system is 8000, but that would require every instruction
to be a scatter/gather instruction with 8 misses. Most of our benchmarks are in the
200–500 range; Kmeans is the exception with a MPKI of 7 on our system.
To see the effects of MPKI on system bandwidth, we swept the value from 0.01
to 2500 and plotted the results on a logarithmic plot in Figure 6.3. Sweeping the
MPKI can be thought of as changing the number of non-memory instructions per
memory instruction, while maintaining a similar memory access pattern otherwise.
When the MPKI is low, the lack of memory requests is the limiting factor; then, the
increase in requests rapidly increases the system bandwidth until it finally saturates
the memory system.
The gap between where the program bandwidth crosses the requests band-
width, and the gray dashed line indicating the baseline configuration’s value, rep-
resents the mismatch between the compute parallelism and the memory system
parallelism. For Kmeans-like programs, the two are almost perfectly balanced. For
the more memory intensive benchmarks, the compute side is over-provisioned com-
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pared to the memory system. In other words, the memory system is not meeting
the program’s required bandwidth and so cores spend time idle. For DAXPY-like
programs, the compute system is about 8x over-provisioned, and, for APSP-like
programs, it’s about 12x.
In our model, MPKI is only used in Equ. 6.5; that equation also includes the
average request size, v, and the number of tiles, N . We are using the number of
tiles as a proxy for the number of 1 IPC cores in that equation. If we could vary
the number of cores independently of the number of tiles and threads or number of
instructions those cores issue per cycle, it would have a similar impact on the system
bandwidth as varying MPKI. If trying to reduce just the compute capacity, care has
to be taken not to reduce the total number of outstanding requests tolerated by
the compute side (dependent on the number of threads) or the memory system’s
capacity (dependent on the number of tiles).
The number of outstanding prefetch requests is another characteristic that
is highly influenced by the workload. Our system employs a stride prefetcher, so
only regular striding accesses are able to be prefetched. How often the prefetch
data is consumed limits the number of outstanding requests. If there are blocking
memory requests that cannot be prefetched, they will prevent the use of already
prefetched data until the blocking request is satisfied. Similarly, if the program has
a high compute intensity, it will reduce how often the prefetched data is consumed.
The number of hardware prefetch buffers places an upper limit on the number
of outstanding requests from the prefetcher even in cases where the program is
constantly using the prefetched data.
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.4: Outstanding Prefetch Requests Sweep
Figure 6.4 shows the performance as we sweep the number of outstanding
prefetch requests per thread in the system. A DAXPY-like program can benefit
from more prefetching than the hardware in our architecture provided, though there
are diminishing returns. The other types of workloads are limited not by the number
of prefetch buffers, but the amount of prefetching the program supports. If indirect
prefetching was implemented (i.e., a prefetcher that could prefetch memory requests
in the form of A[B[i]]), the graph benchmarks could benefit, with the memory system
eventually becoming the limiting factor with the increase in requests.
The final source of parallelism within the core we will look at is the number
of hardware threads supported. Threads allow the program to continue execution
of the program while waiting for memory requests to return. They also increase the
total number of outstanding requests the system can tolerate from the compute side.
We sweep the number of threads and present the system bandwidths in Figure 6.5.
As soon as there are enough threads to have a single thread per tile, a DAXPY-
like program reaches a plateau. This is because the memory requests are driven
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.5: Threads Sweep
primarily by the prefetcher which doesn’t benefit from further threads but needs
an active thread for each core to operate at maximum capacity (since the prefetch
buffers are assigned per tile in our system). Kmeans increases until there are enough
threads to hide the latency of the requests, at which point the program is compute
bound rather than memory bound. Finally, a program like APSP continues to
benefit from increasing the number of threads, though it is leveling off as each
thread also increases the round-trip latency due to contention.
6.4.2.2 Network Characteristics
A CPU’s network on chip is often overlooked in a shared memory computer.
There are usually few enough messages that the network will rarely be a bottleneck.
With our memory system, we can send so much data that the network starts to
impact performance. For the simulation baseline, we configured the network such
that it was not the limiting factor and left little room to try other configurations.
With the analytic model, we look at a few changes to the network configuration and
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.6: Network Nodes per Dimension Sweep
their impact on performance.
One possible network configuration of our tiled system would group multiple
tiles into a single network node. To see the effects of this, Figure 6.6a–6.6c shows the
bandwidth when the number of network nodes per dimension is varied, while leaving
the number of tiles fixed. The baseline we use in our simulations is marked by the
gray line at 16 with a 1-to-1 relationship with tiles. Figures 6.6d–6.6f incorporate
a right-hand latency axis showing the average round-trip latency of the system, the
latency within each of the subsystems. They also show the overall system bandwidth
for the same configurations as Figure 6.6a–6.6c on the left axis.
Assigning a single network node to multiple tiles reduces the total number of
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packets that can be injected into the network during a cycle compared to configura-
tions with more nodes. It also reduces the overall capacity of the network, reducing
its ability to handle requests in parallel. This is why all the benchmarks have poor
performance when there are very few network nodes. However, cores generally do
not send a packet during each cycle, so assigning network nodes to tiles in a 1-to-1
fashion often leads to under-utilization of the network.
As the number of tiles connected to a single node is reduced, eventually the
network has the capacity to handle all requests. At that point, the network matters
little to DAXPY and Kmeans, where the majority of the data is localized. For APSP,
continuing to increase the number of nodes actually slightly decreases performance;
this can be seen best in Figure 6.6e where the system bandwidth is no longer at its
maximum and the network latency has increased by 32 nodes. APSP has random
traffic; thus, as the number of nodes increases so does the average number of hops
each packet will take, increasing network latency, and reducing overall bandwidth
slightly.
For our system, this result shows that having groups of four tiles connected
to a single network router (and subsequently reducing the number of nodes to 8
in each dimension), would not harm performance and may even increase it for the
benchmarks which access memory locations spread across the chip.
An interesting thing to note in Figure 6.6d is how when the network latency
decreases the memory latency increases. This is because the number of requests
the system supports has increased, increasing queuing latency in the main memory.
We can see the effect in reverse when we increase contention in a particular sys-
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tem, decreasing the system bandwidth, and some subsystem’s latencies will also be
reduced. This emphasizes the interconnected nature of all the subsystems.
Making the network matter little to DAXPY and Kmeans took a fair amount
of manual effort in localizing our streaming benchmarks. Localization will always be
a benefit from the perspective of power as there is less data movement energy. It also
means the capacity of the network can be reduced due to a reduction in occupancy
by traveling packets. But does it actually improve performance within our system
compared to the data being randomly distributed across the chip? We look at how
changing the average number of hops per dimension affects the parallelism.
Figure 6.7 shows a sweep of the average number of hops in the system. Fig-
ures 6.7a–6.7c shows the bandwidth of the systems during the sweep. In addition to
the gray dashed line representing the baseline value, we have added a purple dotted
line to represent the expected number of average hops in our network for random
traffic. Up to now, these graphs have been focused on the portion of the graph
which shows the system bandwidth, but in Figures 6.7d–6.7f, we increase the range
of the Y-axis to show the full network parallelism. Finally, Figures 6.7g–6.7i, show
the latency of all the subsystems and the system bandwidth.
We can see that increasing the number of hops for Kmeans-like programs has
little effect on the system bandwidth as the limiting factor is the program’s required
bandwidth rather than the system’s ability to supply bandwidth. For APSP-like
programs, the network’s capacity is also adequate even when increasing the average
number of hops, though performance does decrease somewhat as network latency
increases.
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
(g) DAXPY-like (h) APSP-like (i) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.7: Average Hops Sweep
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(a) Zoomed in bandwidth (b) Full Bandwidth
Figure 6.8: DAXPY Average Hops Sweep for 8×8 network
For DAXPY-like programs though, increasing the average number of hops
can have a large detrimental effect on the performance of the program. DAXPY-
like programs have the highest amount of memory parallelism due to their high
degree of memory intensity and streaming nature enabling deep prefetching. As the
network nears capacity, the network latency quickly rises as shown in Figure 6.7g.
With our 16×16 network, the expected value for average hops with random traffic
(the dotted vertical line) is about the limit before the network becomes a bottleneck
in the system.
In Figure 6.8, we show the bandwidth of the system for a DAXPY-like work-
load as we sweep the average number of hops in an 8×8 network. Figure 6.8a shows
the y-axis focused on the overall system bandwidth, while Figure 6.8b expands that
axis to show the maximum bandwidth of all subsystems. This sweep shows that if
we were to reduce the number of network nodes to 8 per dimension as suggested
earlier, then not localizing DAXPY would put strain on the network.
Localization also helps with another potential problem that reduces perfor-
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mance: cache and ReRAM bank conflicts. During the localization process, the data
is carefully laid out to reduce contention; if data was distributed throughout the
chip, streams from different threads may conflict with each other resulting in a rise
in bank contention. We will look at how this contention affects system bandwidth
in Sections 6.4.2.3 and 6.4.2.4.
Finally, another component of the network is its width. Within simulations,
we’ve seen that with our 16×16 network, changing the network channel width had
little effect. This is shown in the analytic model as well. But for the 8×8 network,
there is some benefit to wider channels. We show the bandwidth of all the subsys-
tems in Figure 6.9a–6.9c and the latency in Figure 6.9d–6.9f as we sweep the width
of the network channels for an 8×8 mesh network.
The network bandwidth appears to be a stepwise function. This is because
the model is based not on actual bandwidth of the network, but the number of
memory requests the network can sustain per cycle, which is then converted into an
effective bandwidth. Since there are different types of packets with different sizes,
as each size of packet can be sent in a single cycle rather than multiple, the network
parallelism increases, leading to the stepwise behavior. The smallest packets are
read requests, which are 16-bytes. The largest are vector write packets at 80-bytes.
The network does need to be able to send all packets in a single cycle to
no longer be the bottleneck, even for a benchmark with many vector writes, such
as DAXPY. We can see that by a channel width of 40-bytes, the network is no
longer a concern, even for DAXPY. Though this does present an interesting trade-
off for network design within this system—are fewer nodes with wider channels or
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.9: 8×8 Network Channel Width Sweep
more nodes with narrower channels more desirable? Both can achieve near optimal
performance from a memory bandwidth perspective, so other considerations such as
area and power will determine the best option.
6.4.2.3 Cache Characteristics
The effects of the cache and main memory parameters are more apparent than
those of the network as our baseline configuration did not over-provision them to
ensure they were not the limiting factor. Instead, the configuration was generally
designed to stress these systems as much as possible. The characteristics of the
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.10: Average Cache Latency Sweep
cache with the greatest impact on the available bandwidth are the access latency,
the number of cache banks, the amount of contention, and finally the miss rate.
Characteristics like the cache capacity and associativity will impact the miss rate
and access latency but are not directly used in the model.
The average latency of the cache has a large effect on the amount of available
parallelism in the cache. Doubling the access latency results in halving the number
of requests the cache can handle per cycle. In Figures 6.10a–6.10c, we see this play
out as we increase the average access latency to 20 ns.
And as the access latency increases, the number of waiting requests and the
time they spend in the queue increases rapidly as well. We can see the total average
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latency of the cache in Figures 6.10d–6.10f, which climbs well beyond the nominal
access latency of the cache.
If the LLC has this kind of latency, techniques to increase the parallelism
of the cache will become essential to decrease the queuing latency. One option is
pipelining, which would overlap requests and increase the rate at which requests are
completed. Another option is increasing the number of cache banks, reducing the
number of requests in each bank queue.
To show the effect of cache banking on our system, we swept the number of
cache banks from 1 to 16. The bandwidth of the system is shown in Figures 6.11a–
6.11c, with the latencies shown in Figures 6.11d–6.11f.
When we modeled cache banks in our simulator, we were modeling the MSHR
file and increasing the number of cache banks reduced the number of MSHRs avail-
able per bank and could stall execution with unused cache banks if memory requests
were unevenly distributed to each bank. The analytic model, however, assumes there
are always an adequate number of MSHRs. Under this assumption, both DAXPY-
like and APSP-like programs see an increase in performance from one cache bank
to two cache banks, even with our baseline access latency (2.5 ns), at which point
main memory becomes the limiting system. Kmeans is still limited by the program
request rate with any level of cache banking in this system.
However, if the last level cache latency was higher, such as if lower power
transistors were used to decrease static power, the number of cache banks has a
more noticeable impact. Figure 6.12 shows the same cache bank sweep but with the
cache access time at 10 ns rather than 2.5 ns. The incredibly high cache latency
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.11: Cache Banks per Tile Sweep
in Figures 6.12d–6.12f shows the cache is very under-provisioned with only a single
cache bank. With 10 ns access latencies, even Kmeans-like programs benefit from
having multiple cache banks, and DAXPY-like programs require upwards of five for
the cache to no longer be the limiting system.
The cache latency and amount of cache parallelism need to be balanced to
create an optimal system. Low power transistors may save power within the arrays,
but if more control circuitry is needed for multiple banks, then it may not be worth
it.
The final parameter with a meaningful effect on the parallelism of the cache
is the amount of bank contention. This occurs when requests are unevenly sent to
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.12: Cache Banks per Tile with 10 ns Access Latency Sweep
the cache banks, with some banks having many requests and others having none,
effectively lowering the number of cache banks in operation. In the worst-case
scenario, all traffic is sent to a single cache bank. This can occur (usually briefly)
when all cores require the same piece of data, such as a base address stored in a
global variable. Generally, phases of the program where every core requires the
same data should occur rarely, and the bulk of the workload should be accessing
data without systemic conflicts.
We look at how the amount of contention in the cache can affect the parallelism
of our system. In Figure 6.13 we show the bandwidth and latency of the system as
we increase the number of conflicts in the system from none to 100%.
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.13: Cache Conflicts Sweep
DAXPY-like programs are carefully localized and laid out such that bank
conflicts are rare. The memory requests stream through each bank, ensuring they
are evenly used throughout the program’s execution. This sweep shows that the
cache could handle a higher degree of contention without issue, though it does start
to affect the performance of DAXPY-like programs around 30%. APSP-like and
K-means-like programs are similarly not affected detrimentally by the amount of
contention they see in typical runs, with some room for more contention. Both
exhibit higher contention than DAXPY but have a lower sustained bandwidth due
to other factors.
We can see on the far end of each of the graphs, if there are systemic issues
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creating bank contention, the bandwidth of the system will fall sharply as the latency
of the cache rises exponentially. For good performance in this system, it is vital that
systemic contention does not occur.
While the LLC miss rate is closely associated with the cache design, it most
heavily influences the main memory parallelism. If the LLC can filter out many
of the requests to main memory, the memory can have less parallelism while still
supporting a high system bandwidth. The miss rate is dependent on cache charac-
teristics such as capacity, associativity, and replacement policy. However, it is also
dependent on the workload, similar to MPKI, which characterizes misses over time
in the L1 cache. For this sweep, we assume that the workload characteristics are
very similar but its working set fits better or worse within the LLC. To examine the
effects the LLC miss rate, we’ve swept it from 0% to 100% and report the results in
Figure 6.14.
For the DAXPY- and APSP-like programs, we can see that increasing the
LLC miss rate decreases the performance of the system. At low levels of misses, the
cache is the limiting system. When there are no cache misses, the memory latency is
effectively zero as no requests encounter it; the system parallelism is high, as well as
the queuing latency at the cache, to take advantage of the lack of memory latency. As
the miss rate increases, the memory latency rises. This causes a very small decreases
in the system parallelism, but even small changes can drastically reduce the cache
latency when it is near capacity, to keep a steady system latency. Eventually the
ReRAM latency dominates, and the system parallelism decreases as the cache can
no longer reduce its latency with small reductions in system parallelism. At this
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.14: L2 Miss Rate Sweep
point, the main memory is the limiting system.
6.4.2.4 Main Memory Characteristics
The main memory characteristics are very similar to that of the cache—just
larger. The access latency is about two orders of magnitude larger, but so is the
number of banks to balance it out. While the two are similar, in the majority of
our benchmarks, for the base-line configuration, the main memory is the limiting
system.
The ReRAM access latency is a major component of the main memory’s avail-
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able parallelism. The access latency for ReRAM reads and writes is asymmetric, so
we look at varying both the read latency and the write latency independently. Since
different workloads have different read ratios, the impact of each of the latencies
will be workload dependent. For DAXPY, 1
3
of the requests are writes, whereas for
APSP and K-means, less than 10% are.
While part of the read latency is inherent to the cell and sensing circuitry,
a major component is influenced by the ReRAM array size. Since read latency is
dependent on the size of arrays, at what point the ReRAM access latency is no
longer the limiting factor may influence which size of arrays should be selected by
designers without needing to re-develop any of the more fundamental components
like the cell.
To examine the effect of ReRAM read latency, we swept it from 50 ns to 2 µs
while the write latency was held at 400 ns. The results of this sweep are presented
in Figure 6.15.
For DAXPY- and APSP-like workloads, the cache is the limiting system at the
lowest ReRAM read latency, but a cross over generally occurs before the baseline
200 ns read latency. The cache access latency drops as it is no longer the limiting
system and the ReRAM latency rises even faster than its read latency, similar to
what we saw in the cache access latency sweep (Fig. 6.10), as the amount of con-
tention rises. A similar process occurs with Kmeans-like programs, though the cache
does not begin as the limiting factor, but the program’s required bandwidth.
Write latency is expected to be higher than read latency. Part of this is the
fundamental time it takes to write the ReRAM cell, and part is due to schemes that
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.15: ReRAM Read Latency Sweep
write, verify the cell is written, and if not, write again. This will increase reliability
of the ReRAM but may result in a high average write latency. The results for
sweeping the ReRAM write latency from 50 ns to 5µs with a consistent 200 ns read
latency are presented in Figure 6.16.
The results are fairly similar to the read latency sweep. In this case, only the
cache in DAXPY is the limiting factor; read latencies of 200 ns even with a 50 ns
write latency does not result in more parallelism to the memory system for a read
intensive workload like APSP. Kmean-like workloads also have a longer time before
the higher write latency affects their performance, with little impact even at 2 µs.
As the write latency continues to climb though, it can be just as limiting as a high
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.16: ReRAM Write Latency Sweep
read latency.
A high access latency can be compensated for with a larger number of banks
to a point. This idea is how the ReRAM memory system is competitive with DRAM
systems even with an order of magnitude higher access latency. In Figure 6.17, we
present the results for sweeping the number of ReRAM banks per tile from 16 to
512, which represents 4,096 to 131,072 total ReRAM banks.
As expected, increasing the number of banks improves performance. For
DAXPY-like workloads, at the low end of banks, the main memory is the lim-
iting system but as the number of banks per tile increases, eventually the cache
becomes a limitation. For APSP-like workloads, as the number of banks increases,
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.17: ReRAM Banks per Tile Sweep
the base system latency without contention is the limiting component. No subsys-
tem is overwhelmed, but there is not enough parallelism in the compute side to hide
all the memory latency. Increasing the number of threads, implementing indirect
prefetching, or an out of order core would result in continued bandwidth increases
as the number of ReRAM banks rise. Finally, K-means saturates around 64 banks
per tile then benefits little from further increase in banks as it is compute intensive.
The final parameter is bank contention within the ReRAM memory system.
Like the cache, bank contention occurs when requests are unevenly sent to the
memory banks, resulting in certain banks having many requests and others having
none. In Figure 6.18 we show the bandwidth and latency of the system are affected
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(a) DAXPY-like (b) APSP-like (c) Kmeans-like
(d) DAXPY-like (e) APSP-like (f) Kmeans-like
Figure 6.18: ReRAM Conflicts Sweep
as we sweep the amount of contention in the memory system from none to 100%.
At low amounts of contention, APSP-like and Kmeans-like workloads are not
constrained by the ReRAM parallelism. DAXPY is still limited by the ReRAM
parallelism even with few conflicts, though it is not on the steep part of the ris-
ing latency yet. This is partially why the localization which helps minimize bank
conflicts improves DAXPY-like programs’ performance.
At the far right of the graphs is the worst-case scenario where all traffic is sent
to a single ReRAM bank. This is something we saw when first developing the simu-
lator and had no shared last level cache. All the cores would nearly simultaneously
request common data, like a base address and execution would grind to a halt as
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the ReRAM bank conflicts rose to nearly 100%. This happened at every barrier as
we flushed the L1s and re-requested common data like base addresses. While we
cannot completely prevent this kind of access pattern within the cache, the shared
LLC should mean that this should not occur within the main memory system.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have developed an analytic model to allow us a wide design
space exploration without requiring days of simulation for each design point. Devel-
oping this model showed the bandwidth of the system is driven either by the amount
of bandwidth required by the system, or by the round-trip latency and number of
outstanding requests the system can tolerate.
With the design space exploration, we found the key parameters that affect
performance are the workload’s MPKI which drives the amount of bandwidth re-
quired by the program, and the number of streams and threads to increase the
number of outstanding memory requests, as well as ReRAM access latency and
number of banks to service those requests quickly. All configurations with the high-
est bandwidths had the best values for these parameters while other inputs varied
in that set.
Starting from the target architecture we developed and simulated in Chapter 5,
we looked at what modifications would result in architectural balance for various
workloads. For the memory intensive benchmarks, the compute side had 8x–12x
more compute resources than the memory system could support. Reducing the
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number or speed of the cores while not reducing the number of outstanding requests
tolerated and memory parallelism could bring the system into better balance. We
found the network was over-provisioned and could be reduced to an 8×8 network
with 40 B channels rather than 16×16 network with 72 B channels. The cache gen-
erally has slightly more parallelism than the main memory; this higher parallelism
could allow power gating to be used, increasing the cache latency while lowering
power. The system without those changes, could support a higher bandwidth if the
main memory had a lower latency or more banks. Though eventually workloads like
APSP would likely need to increase the number of outstanding memory requests
it tolerates through more threading or an indirect prefetcher to benefit from many
more memory banks.
This model gives a good starting point for understanding the performance of
the system as a whole. Future work could combine this performance model with cost
models like area and power to allow a constrained design space exploration looking
at trade-offs between the components.
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Chapter 7: RTL Implementation
Up to this point, we have focused on the impact of monolithic ReRAM on very
parallel manycore systems. Using simulation and analytic modeling to analyze the
performance of the system, we’ve shown the performance improvement for extremely
parallel, memory intensive benchmarks. Two important directions for this work are
examining the monolithic ReRAM’s impact on compute intensive benchmarks and
creating a test chip to evaluate a monolithically integrated main memory system.
To further both goals, we’ve developed an FPGA emulation platform of our system.
Within our simulator, we do not simulate workloads like the SPEC CPU 2017
benchmark suite [111] because we have a very simple core model that is not a good
fit for such types of benchmarks. The FPGA implementation enables us to evaluate
benchmarks that benefit from more complex core models such as out-of-order cores
and cache coherency. To model the performance of our system, we develop an RTL
model that alters requests to the FPGA’s DRAM-based main memory to be at the
speed of ReRAM requests. As we are only masking the latency of the FPGA’s
DRAM in the emulation platform, we cannot emulate benchmarks where ReRAM
outperforms DRAM, but we can test the impact of higher latency on more latency
bound and compute intensive applications.
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Additionally, creating the cache controller and ReRAM RTL implementation
gives us insight into the increased resources required when integrating the ReRAM
controller into the cache controller. This is the main aspect of the cache which we
could not analyze with Cacti.
Finally, we are looking to eventually fabricate a test chip for this system.
While this is currently a long-term plan, this SoC implementation is an important
first step toward making that a viable path.
7.1 Architecture
In order to create an emulation platform, we required an open-source RTL core
which has compiler support for its instruction set architecture (ISA). We started by
selecting the RISC-V ISA [112], a popular free and open RISC ISA. The RISC-V
ISA was developed particularly as a streamlined, modular ISA for collaborative and
open development. The RISC-V Foundation consists of over 300 member companies
resulting in a very well supported and established standard. The ISA has compiler
support, simulators, and many open-source implementations of systems using the
ISA.
Of the open-source implementations, Berkeley’s Rocket Chip is a well-supported
system-on-chip (SoC) RISC-V implementation [113]. The Rocket Chip SoC is a
spiritual successor of the Research Accelerator for Multiple Processors (RAMP)
project [114] which aimed for architectural research to use FPGA-based emulation
techniques. The Rocket Chip SoC aims to provide a useful framework for archi-
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tectural research at the RTL level. Rocket Chip is implemented in a higher level
hardware description language, CHISEL, which is compiled into Verilog. The frame-
work around the SoC provides tools for RTL simulation, FPGA-accelerated simu-
lation, VLSI flows for ASIC development, and workload generation. The system
provides everything required for system-on-chip platform emulation, and hopefully
fabrication.
The Rocket Chip SoC implements compute tiles containing a core and L1
caches, an interconnect to the L2, an L2, and a TileLink network to other periph-
erals. They have multiple RISC-V cores to choose from, including an out of order
core, the Berkeley Out of Order Machine (BOOM), which is well suited to test-
ing computationally intensive benchmarks. For our base system, we used the Dual
Small BOOM Cores configuration that is one of the defaults provided by Berkeley.
Table 7.1 provides the base configuration parameters. The BOOM core supports the
RISC-V 64-bit ISA (RV64I) with the integer multiplication and division (M), atomic
instructions (A), single and double precision floating-point (FD), and compressed
instruction (C) extensions. Additionally, the BOOM team has plans to implement
the vector extension [115]. The Rocket Chip platform is very configurable so all
of these parameters can be tweaked and components like hardware prefetchers can
easily be added.
For the DRAM only system, we used the included SiFive Inclusive L2 Cache [116],
the standard L2 cache for the Rocket Chip system. When emulating the monolithic
system, we modify this cache model to include a ReRAM controller which all mem-
ory requests pass through. This maintains the current DRAM memory interface,
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Block Size 64 B
MSHRs 8
but the added ReRAM controller time gates the requests as they return. This
should be sufficient for latency bound computations, as, in general, ReRAM latency
is much higher than that of unloaded DRAM. If this is eventually used for fabrica-
tion, the control of the ReRAM arrays will likely need to be updated to match the
specifications required by the ReRAM arrays available for fabrication.
The ReRAM controller used in the emulation platform is a simple controller
with no re-ordering. There are 8 independent ReRAM banks with 64-byte fetch
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widths. We selected 8 banks to match the number of MSHRs in the L2 cache. Since
the banks have 64-byte fetch widths, 8 banks are equivalent to 64 banks with 8-byte
fetches as described in Chapter 3. If using 2k×1k ReRAM subarrays, this matches
the number of ReRAM subarrays we can integrate over a 512 KB SRAM cache.
Each bank is fed by a 4 deep request queue. If any queue fills, the L2 cache can no
longer issue any requests until there is a vacancy. Since the system’s target clock
cycle is 1.6 GHz, the read latency is 320 clock cycles, equivalent to 200 ns, and the
write latency is double that at 640 clock cycles, equivalent to 400 ns.
The system definition does not dictate the main memory configuration, in-
stead using the standard Xilinx interface when generating the RTL for FPGA use.
Generally, the main memory for an FPGA is predetermined by the specific board it
is on.
7.2 FPGA Simulation
There are inaccuracies introduced by running on an FPGA platform rather
than an ASIC; for example, FPGA clock rates are generally an order of magnitude
less than 1.6 GHz. Because of this, there are tools to accurately simulate the target
system on an FPGA. The Rocket Chip platform includes the tool FireSim which
creates a simulation platform from the Rocket Chip SoC [117]. These FPGA acceler-
ated simulations allow us to implement the design on hardware and run benchmarks
at much nearer real speeds while generating performance metrics and debug infor-
mation.
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FireSim is closely integrated with Amazon Web Services (AWS). AWS is a
cloud service where virtual computers can be rented on-demand. In addition to
general purpose computers, they also offer large FPGA boards and the licenses for
the software required to generate the FPGA images. FireSim provides a framework
for automatically launching and flashing these FPGAs, copying the OS image, as
well as starting workloads, and copying back results from the FPGA to the host
computer.
In order to emulate the main memory system, FireSim uses a FASED (FPGA-
Accelerated Simulation and Evaluation of DRAM) memory model [118]. It simulates
DDR3 behavior independently of the FPGA’s actual memory characteristics. The
particular configuration for the DDR3 memory used in our simulation is 16 GB with
8 banks, 4 ranks, a read and write depth of 4 and first ready, first come, first served
scheduling [119].
When generating our system, we included performance counters but did not
include any of the debugging tools for the final system. The resulting simulated
system ran at about 50 MHz (it varies slightly between runs), which is four orders
of magnitude faster than our manycore simulator.
Included in FireSim is the support to run part of the SPEC CPU 2017 bench-
mark suite. Currently all of the integer benchmarks are supported. The tool,
Speckle, helps to compile and run SPEC for the RISC-V ISA. Speckle uses GCC
and the RISC-V tool chain to compile the target binaries and generates the run
scripts and working directories for each of the benchmarks. An Arch Linux image
is created using the tool FireMarshal. FireSim creates root file systems that are
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applied to the Linux image with the files for each SPEC CPU 2017 benchmark.
When FireSim launches the workload, it loads the correct file system and starts the
benchmark.
7.3 Results
To evaluate the impact ReRAM has on latency-bound and compute intensive
benchmarks, we ran the SPECspeed 2017 Integer benchmark suite. SPECspeed
2017 has parallelized some benchmarks using OpenMP; as we are using a dual core
system, we ran benchmark each with two threads where supported. Due to financial
constraints, we used the reference inputs for three benchmarks, and the training
inputs for the remaining benchmarks. Unfortunately, 602.gcc s and 625.x264 s failed
to work on our system. The input and number of instructions executed for each
benchmark is listed in Table 7.2.
We ran each benchmark on the DRAM system and on the emulated ReRAM
system. At the end of the run, FireSim reported the number of execution cycles
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Figure 7.1: Execution time on the ReRAM system normalized to the DRAM only
system.
of the fastest clock on the target system. The ReRAM system’s execution time
normalized to the DRAM only system’s execution time is shown in Figure 7.1. The
increase in execution time ranges from virtually non-existent, such as in the case of
648.exchange2 s, to 47% in the case of 605.mcf s.
A variety of factors influence how impactful a ReRAM monolithic memory
system will be on the execution time. An obvious factor is how memory intensive
the benchmark is. The MPKI for each benchmark is reported in Figure 7.2. The
MPKI for 605.mcf s is the highest at 9.8, which matches it having the largest increase
in execution time. Benchmarks with MPKIs below 0.1 experience very little increase
in execution time; 641.leela s has an MPKI of 0.08 and its execution time increased
by 4.2%.
MPKI does not explain all variations though. One factor we have previously
found important is the read-write ratio. The breakdown of reads and writes at
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Figure 7.2: MPKI on the ReRAM system.
the main memory is shown in Figure 7.3. Since writes are more expensive than
reads in terms of latency, and the ReRAM controller has no mechanism to prioritize
reads ahead of writes, a large share of writes can negatively affect the execution
time. For instance, 641.leela s has a lower MPKI than 600.perlbench s but has more
than double the amount of write traffic, potentially contributing to 600.perlbench s
having a slowdown of 3.2% to 641.leela s’s 4.2%.
Another factor that impacts the performance of the ReRAM memory system is
the memory traffic pattern. If there is significant queuing in the memory system, the
ReRAM memory will do increasingly worse compared to a lower latency memory.
This is because of the relatively high latency of ReRAM memory stacking in the
queue. If there are 4 read requests queued at a ReRAM bank, the first request will
have a latency of 200 ns, the second will have a latency of 400 ns, etc. This adds up
to 2000 ns of main memory latency (800 ns read latency, 1200 ns queueing latency),
compared to 150 ns (60 ns read latency, 90 ns queueing latency) if the memory
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Figure 7.3: Read-write ratio.
latency is 15 ns; a 2.5x increase in the latency difference when compared to no
queueing (740 ns vs 1850 ns). When we increase the number of queued requests to
8, it is a 4.5x increase in the latency difference. This makes the relative performance
of the ReRAM memory system to the DRAM memory system particularly sensitive
to queueing.
An increase in queueing, beyond that explained purely by MPKI, can be caused
by systemic bank conflicts or by an uneven request rate across time. Based on
Singh et al.’s memory analysis of the SPEC CPU2017 suite [120], 605.mcf s has
very a bursty memory traffic pattern, while 620.omntepp s has relatively constant
memory traffic. This means that while 620.omntepp s has nearly the same MPKI as
605.mcf s, its execution time only increases by 24% compared to 47% for 605.mcf s.
Similarly, 623.xalancbmk s has an MPKI of 2.1, but has about the same slow down,
27%, as 620.omntepp s because it frontloads the majority of its memory traffic.
Overall, the ReRAM memory system performed surprisingly well against the
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DRAM memory system in these benchmarks, slowing down 15.3% on average. This
may be an indication that it would be reasonable to use ReRAM memory in place
of DRAM for lower performance devices.
7.4 Area
While we were able to use Cacti to analyze the additional area required when
integrating ReRAM over an SRAM cache in Chapter 3, we were unable to examine
the impact of combining the controllers. In this section, we look at the additional
resources required to implement a combined cache-main memory controller.
For the base controller, we used the same SiFive Inclusive L2 Cache as in the
performance evaluation. We modified all major stores (the directory, tags, and data
arrays) to be dummy modules so the area would only capture the controller. For our
cache-main memory controller implementation, we modified this controller to keep
track of the ReRAM bank state and schedule requests based on bank availability
in addition to the priorities established by the base controller. The ReRAM banks
were implemented similarly to the other arrays as dummy modules.
We synthesized both controllers using Xilinx Vivado. The FPGA resources
utilized for each design and the percentage the base cache controller is of the total
Dual BOOM SoC are reported in Table 7.3. The first line of the table is the Look Up
Tables (LUT) which are the primary way that FPGAs implement logic functions.
This increased to account for the added complexity in scheduling required when
taking into account ReRAM bank availability. The next line is the Look Up Table
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Table 7.3: Controller FPGA Resources Used
Cache Only (Total Design %) Combined Increase %
LUT 5461 (4.3%) 6062 11.0%
LUTRAM 476 (9.6%) 480 0.8%
FF 2680 (4.0%) 3073 14.7%
RAM, which is used when small blocks of RAM are required. The final line is Flip
Flops (FF) which are the storage device used for unaddressed memory. Both of these
increased with the increase in state needing to be maintained for each ReRAM bank.
Adding the memory controller functions to the L2 cache controller resulted
in a moderate increase in resource utilization. Our ReRAM controller is relatively
simple compared to many modern DRAM controllers; it does not re-order requests,
try to maximize row buffer locality or need to perform refreshes. This makes it
straightforwardly integrated into the L2 cache controller with a manageable increase
in resources.
7.5 Conclusion
We have implemented a Dual BOOM SoC that includes a ReRAM mem-
ory model. Using this, we characterized the slowdown of the monolithic ReRAM
memory system compared to a DDR3 memory system on SPECspeed 2017 Integer
benchmarks. We found that there was an average slowdown of 15.3%. The ac-
tual slow down depends on the memory intensiveness, the read-write ratio, and the
memory access pattern of each benchmark.
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We additionally modeled our ReRAM-cache controller, and found it created
up to a 14.7% increase in FPGA resource utilization. This increase comes from ad-
ditional scheduling complexity and an increase in the amount of state the controller
requires.
Finally, the tools used to create our SoC provide a path to manufacturing a
test chip. The actual memory interface would need to be implemented, as well as
the careful layout of the ReRAM and cache arrays, but the remaining components




Traditional main memories are running into scaling issues and the bandwidth
wall due to pin limitations from the CPU to off-chip main memory. Emerging
non-volatile memories and 3-D technologies provide opportunities for mitigating
these problems. Crosspoint ReRAM is one such technology. In crosspoint ReRAM,
the memory cells and a selector device are sandwiched between two metal wires.
This allows many layers of memory, with unrelated circuits beneath, allowing a
monolithically integrated CPU-main memory chip, increasing density and effective
bandwidth.
This thesis shows the feasibility of placing crosspoint arrays over the last-level
cache. Using Cacti to co-design the cache arrays and crosspoint arrays, we show
with 8-layer ReRAM, we can integrate 1 GB of ReRAM over 2 MB of SRAM cache.
We find that 84% of the cache can be covered by ReRAM with acceptable impacts
to cache which reduces the total area of the ReRAM and cache by 30%.
A promising target architecture for this type of memory system is a manycore
with multi-threading and wide SIMD. We propose to distribute the ReRAM such
that every core is physically near a portion of the overall main memory. We also
discuss the streamlining opportunities presented by integrating the main memory
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into the last-level cache—namely, combining the controllers and communication
interconnects. Finally, we develop a cache pipeline scheme that incorporates main
memory accesses to increase the cache parallelism while maintaining the streamlined
interface. Using area models from McPAT and our modified Cacti tool, we show
that a 256 tile manycore is feasible on a KNL-sized die.
We develop a simulator that models this type of architecture with an accurate
memory model which includes our streamlined cache–main memory interface. Using
this simulator, we show the monolithic memory system outperforms state-of-the-art
HBM2 DRAM for very memory intensive benchmarks. For the graph benchmarks,
the monolithic ReRAM system improved performance by 5.3x and 2.7x for 4- and
8-stacks of HBM2 memory. In the case of streaming benchmarks, the monolithic
ReRAM system has 1.4x the performance of the 4-stack HBM2 memory and is
within 10% of the performance of the 8-stack HBM2 system.
We further developed an analytic model to describe the parallelism of our
monolithic system. The model considers each of the subsystems and their overall
relationship. Using this model, we explore the architectural balance of the systems
we previously simulated, demonstrating where the base configuration was over- or
under-provisioned. We found the compute side had 8x–12x more compute resources
than the memory system could support for our most memory intensive benchmarks,
and that the network size could reasonably be reduced by a factor of 4, but that the
cache and main memory were nearly balanced with each other.
Finally, we created a RISC-V SoC with out-of-order cores to evaluate the
impact of monolithic ReRAM main memory on more compute bound and latency
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sensitive benchmarks. We found the performance to degrade by 15.3% on average.
We additionally created an RTL model for the combined cache–main memory con-
troller and demonstrated that it increases resource utilization by up to 14.7%. In
creating a full RISC-V system, we’ve take the first step towards creating a test chip
for our monolithic memory system.
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Chapter 9: Further Work
9.1 System on a Chip
We have developed the RTL models for a dual core system which emulates a
ReRAM memory system. We have run a single configuration on a limited number of
benchmarks. It would be enlightening to try other configurations with varied work-
loads. It would also be beneficial to manufacture this system with actual ReRAM
over the last-level cache to demonstrate the feasibility of a monolithically integrated
main memory system and promote further research into its capabilities and limita-
tions. The tools we used contain a path toward VLSI implementations and we have
a basis for how to physically layout the integrated the ReRAM and cache.
9.2 Endurance and Reliability
We assume that acceptable endurance for monolithically integrated ReRAM
main memory can be achieved through wear-leveling. Wear-leveling research has
often focused on block memory schemes such as those found in flash. These schemes
rely on tables to keep track of writes to each chunk of memory. The overhead of such
schemes becomes untenable when working with byte-addressable memories. A few
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schemes exist for a more fine-grained approach to wear leveling, but further research
into wear-leveling techniques for main memories using lower endurance non-volatile
memories is an important avenue of future research as more NVMs are used as main
memory rather than storage.
Additionally, circuit level research into increasing the endurance of the mem-
ory cells could be a different avenue in solving this issue for monolithic systems.
Our memory scheme did not rely heavily on the non-volatile aspect of the ReRAM
memory. If different write energies/durations could trade-off endurance for a reduc-
tion in memory retention as suggested by Jagasivamani [79], the optimal balance
between the two is an interesting research question.
9.3 Alternate Architectures
This thesis focuses on a single target architecture—a manycore CPU. Future
work should look at monolithic ReRAM within other architectures. A natural fit
would be GPUs which focus on throughput computation natively. GPUs generally
do not have as much cache as CPUs, so an important consideration is what part of
the GPU would be well suited to integrate the ReRAM over, if any. Another possi-
bility is lower performance, integrated devices where the density and non-volatility
of crosspoint ReRAM would be greatly beneficial and slower performance is less of
a concern. Machine learning inference tasks on low performance embedded devices
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